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1 SCM
1.1 SCM-BAS

Supply Chain Management
SCM Basis
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1.1.1 Structural Changes to SCM Basis IMG (new)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1 the structure of the implementation guide (IMG) of SCM Basis has changed.
Newly-Added IMG Structure Nodes and IMG Activities
Integration IMG
Integration
-

-

-

Basic Settings for Creating the System Landscape
-

Name Logical Systems

-

Assign Logical Systems to a Client

-

Set Up RFC Destination

-

Assign RFC Destinations to Various Application Cases

-

Maintain Business System Group

-

Assign Logical System and Queue Type

Basic Settings for Creating the System Landscape --> Settings for qRFC Communication
-

Configure qRFC Communication

-

Set Up QOUT Scheduler

-

Set Up QIN Scheduler

-

Set Up qRFC Administration for CIF Queue Display

Basic Settings for Data Transfer
-

-

-

-

Set User Parameters

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Location and Business Partner
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Location

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Business Partner

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Product
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Product

-

BAdI: Master Data Hierarchy for Product

-

BAdI: Master Data Hierarchy for Location Product

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Classes, Characteristics, and Classifications
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Classification

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Characteristics

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Class Hierarchies
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-

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Sources of Supply
-

-

BAdI: Transportation Lanes

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Batches
-

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Sources of Supply

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> Transportation Lanes
-

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Classes

BAdI: CIF Inbound Processing for Batches

BAdIs for Specific Applications --> CIF Core
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for CIF Error Handling

Master Data IMG
Master Data
-

Define Parameters for Master Data Locking Concept (moved)

-

Maintain Freely-Definable Attributes

-

Calendar

-

-

Maintain Factory Calendar

-

Maintain Planning Calendar (Time Stream)

Location
-

-

-

-

Activate Change Documents

Product
-

Maintain Product-Relevant Hierarchies and Hierarchy Structures

-

Specify Output Format of Product Number

-

Configure Time Base of Fields

-

Maintain Rounding Profiles

-

Activate Change Documents

-

Maintain Type of Alternative Product Number

-

Define Replenishment Indicator

-

Define ABC Indicators

-

Maintain Transportation Group

Product --> Product Groups
-

Define Product Group Types

-

Define Product Groups

Resource
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-

Resource --> Processor
-

-

-

-

-

-

Maintain Transportation Mode

-

Maintain Means of Transport

-

Set Usage of GIS Tool

-

Activate Change Documents

Transportation Lane --> Transportation Service Provider Profile
-

Define Freight Code Sets and Freight Codes

-

Define Product Freight Groups

Trailers and Compartments
-

Define Compartment Type

-

Define Means of Transport Combination

-

Define Attributes of TM Combination/Compartment

-

Define Coupling/Decoupling Duration

Quota Arrangement

BAdI: Source Determination

Hierarchy
-

-

Activate Change Documents

Business Add-In (BAdI) for Source Determination
-

-

Make Settings for the HR System

Transportation Lane

-

Specify Capacity Variants

Define Hierarchy Structure

Specify Person Responsible (Planner)
Configurable Process Scheduling IMG

-

Condition Technique
-

Create Field Catalog

-

Define Condition Tables

-

Define Access Sequences

-

Define Condition Types

-

Define Determination Procedure

-

Determine Condition Maintenance Groups for Context

-

Create Condition Maintenance Group
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-

Assign Schema and Activity to a Condition Type List

Interfaces
-

Maintain Transportation Zone

-

Define Assignment of Transportation Zones to Locations

-

Define Assignment of Default Means of Transport to Shipping Conditions

-

Perform Consistency Check

-

Determine Assignment of Item Category to Process Alias

Pack IMG
Packaging Specification
-

Business Add-Ins for Packaging Specifications -> Packaging Specification -> BAdI: PDF printing
of Packaging Specification
Transport Load Builder IMG

-

Define TLB Parameters

-

Make TLB Basic Settings
IMG for Basic Settings for Analysis Applications of Supply Chain

-

-

Define Mapping for Business Objects

-

Define Error Queue for Business Objects

-

Define Analysis Objects

-

Define Analysis Applications and Processing Sequence

-

Define Application Log for Analysis Tools

-

Create Customer-Defined Analytic Applications

-

Create Customer-Defined Document Types

Enterprise Services
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs)
-

BAdI for Delivery Information

-

BAdI for Information Messages About Sales Orders

-

BAdI for Information Messages About Purchase Orders

-

BAdI for Notifications about Delivery Schedules

Routing Guide IMG
Routing Guide
-

General Settings for Route Determination
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-

Define Request Types for Routing Guide

-

Define Modes of Transport for Foreign Trade

-

Define Transportation Zone Hierarchy
Remote Control and Communication Framework IMG

-

Edit Destinations

-

Make Settings for Experts
Cross-System and Cross-Partner Document Flow

The structure node Cross-System and Cross-Partner Document Flow is also shown in SCM Basis.
Moved IMG Activities
-

Define Parameters for Master Data Locking Concept
This IMG activity is now located under Master Data.
Changed IMG Activities
Time Series Data Management IMG

-

Configure Time Series Data Management
Deleted IMG Structure Nodes and IMG Activities
Alert Monitor IMG

-

Alert Monitor -> Maintain Database Alert Types for Demand Planning and SNP

-

Alert Monitor -> Maintain Dynamic Alert Types for Demand Planning and SNP

-

Alert Monitor -> Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for the Alert Monitor -> BAdI:
Overconfirmation/Underconfirmation Alerts

-

Alert Monitor -> Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for the Alert Monitor -> BAdI: Enhancement of the
PP/DS Alert List

These IMG activities are only available if you use SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM).
Validation IMG
This IMG node and the subordinate IMG activities are only relevant for SAP Supply Network
Collaboration (SAP SNC). The IMG activities are only available if you use SAP Supply Network
Collaboration (SAP SNC). (In this case you would find the IMG activities in the SAP SNC IMG).
Processing Inbound and Outbound Messages IMG
This IMG node and the subordinate IMG activities are only relevant for SAP Supply Network
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Collaboration (SAP SNC). The IMG activities are only available if you use SAP Supply Network
Collaboration (SAP SNC). (In this case you would find the IMG activities in the SAP SNC IMG).
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1.1.2 Define Incoterms (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, you can define Incoterms for master data.
Note
Make sure that cross checks are made between the Incoterms from the R/3 or ERP system and the SCM
system at regular intervals. The data is not replicated automatically between the systems.

See also
For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SCM Basis under Master Data -> Define
Incoterms.

1.1.3 Time Series Data Management (Changed)
Use
As of SAP SCM 5.1, you can use the following enhanced functions for time series data management
(TSDM):
-

TSDM allows any characteristic as the key for time series data.

-

The time series data type mode "E" indicates that the time series data type is associated with the
planning object.

-

There is a new maintenance view Characteristics (Planning Object Structure) in the IMG activity
Configure Time Series Data Management.

-

You can use the new report /SCA/TSDM_TSPLOBJ_CHECK to identify and delete (upon request)
TSDM data that has no link to a planning object in the planning object structure.

Effects on Customizing
You use the enhanced functions for TSDM by choosing SAP SCM - Implementation Guide -> SCM Basis
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-> Time Series Data Management -> Configure Time Series Data Management.

1.1.4 SCM-BAS-INT

Interfaces

1.1.4.1 Editing Master Data from SAP ERP (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, you can use various Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) to edit master data that was
transferred via Core Interface (CIF) from SAP ERP:
-

-

-

-

Location and business partner
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Location

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Business Partner

Product
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Product

-

BAdI: Master Data Hierarchy for Product

-

BAdI: Master Data Hierarchy for Location Product

Classes, characteristics, and classifications
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Classification

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Characteristics

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Class Hierarchies

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Classes

Sources of supply
-

-

Transportation lanes
-

-

BAdI: Transportation Lanes

Batches
-

-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for Sources of Supply

BAdI: CIF Inbound Processing for Batches

CIF Core
-

BAdI: Inbound Processing for CIF Error Handling
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See also
For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SCM Basis under Integration -> BAdIs
for Specific Applications.

1.1.4.2 Enterprise Services (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, Enterprise Services are available for the following business objects:
-

Location

-

Bill of Distribution

-

Supply Planning Area

-

Transportation Lane

-

Material

Effects on Customizing
We supply the associated message interfaces and Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for each service. You can use
these BAdIs to change or enhance the data that is transferred via the message interfaces.
See also
For more information, refer to the SAP Library under Enterprise Services and the Enterprise Services
Workplace in the SAP Developer Network (SDN) under sdn.sap.com -> Enterprise SOA -> ES
Workplace -> Browse Service Definitions -> Enterprise Services Index -> Process Components in SCM
-> Location Data Management and Product Data Management.

1.1.4.3 Enterprise Services (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1 Support Package 05, you can use additional enterprise services for the
following process components:
-

Supply Planning Area
You can use the new operations Find Supply Planning Area by Location ID and Location
TypeCode and Respond Supply Planning Area by Location ID and Location TypeCode
Query.
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-

Location Data management
You can use the new operations Find Location by ID and TypeCode and Description and
Respond Location by ID and TypeCode and Description Query.

You can also use enterprise services for the following new process components:
-

Source of Supply Determination

-

Interchangeability Group Management

-

Supply and Demand Matching

Effects on Customizing
In Customizing, under SCM Basis -> Master Data -> Enterprise Services and under SCM Basis ->
Enterprise Services, you can find additional IMG activities for Customizing and Business Add-Ins
(BAdIs) for each service. You can use the BAdIs to change or enhance the data that is transferred via the
message interfaces.
See also
For more information, see the Enterprise Services Workplace in the SAP Developer Network (SDN) at
sdn.sap.com -> Enterprise SOA.

1.1.4.4 Enterprise Services (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1 Support Package 06, you can use additional enterprise services for the
following process components:
-

Source of Supply Determination
You can use the new operation Find Source of Supply by Elements.

-

Product Data Management
You can use the new operation Find Material Location by ID and Location ID and Location Radius.

-

Location Data management
You can use the new operation Find Location by ID and Radius.

Effects on Customizing
In Customizing, under SCM Basis -> Master Data -> Enterprise Services and under SCM Basis ->
Enterprise Services, you can find additional IMG activities for Customizing and Business Add-Ins
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(BAdIs) for each service. You can use the BAdIs to change or enhance the data that is transferred via the
message interfaces.
See also
For more information, see the Enterprise Services Workplace in the SAP Developer Network (SDN) at
sdn.sap.com -> Enterprise SOA.

1.1.4.5 SCM-BAS-INT-MD

CIF Master Data

1.1.4.5.1 Improvements to the Core Interface (CIF)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, various improvements were made to the Core Interface (CIF) to simplify data
transfer between SAP ERP and SAP SCM.
CIF Postprocessing
To simplify error correction in CIF postprocessing, transaction /sapapo/cpp in SAP SCM now includes
an additional column for displaying error messages. If you double-click an error message, the system
displays the application log for the selected entry.
CIF Restart
System failures or other system-related errors can lead to a large number of queue entries in the RFC
queues in the SCM or ERP system. To avoid performance problems when processing using the RFC
queue scheduler, a total of four reports are now available, two for SCM and two for ERP.
Different Stocks in SAP ERP and SAP SCM
Until now, in SAP SCM you were unable to define which stock types were MRP-relevant. You can now
use a user exit to change the stock category internally, making the stcok display the bevahior you require.
For more information, see SAP Note 487166.
Copying Purchase Order Changes from SAP SRM to SAP SCM
Until now, you were not able to activate or deactivate the transfer of purchase order changes from SAP
SRM to SAP SCM. By changing Customizing in the ERP system, you can now define whether purchase
order changes are to be copied from SAP SRM to SAP SCM.
For more information, see SAP Note 947032 or see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for the ERP system,
under Integration with Other SAP Components -> Advanced Planning and Optimization -> Basic Settings
for the Data Transfer -> Change Transfer -> Change Transfer for Transaction Data -> Activate Copy of
Purchase Order Changes.
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1.1.4.5.2 Integration of Master Data (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, you could transfer master data from purchasing documents and purchasing info records from
ERP systems to SAP SCM systems by means of the SAP Core Interface (CIF). As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1,
you can additionally transfer the following fields for contracts and scheduling agreements from SAP ERP
to SAP SCM Basis via the CIF:
-

Terms of payment

-

Incoterms

-

Document currency

-

Indicator for goods-receipt-related invoice verification

-

Indicator for evaluated receipt settlement (ERS)

-

Indicator for no cash discount

-

Invoice receipt indicator

-

Price

-

Price unit

-

Purchase order price unit

-

Conversion of purchase order price unit to purchase order unit

-

Conversion of purchase order unit to base unit

-

Different invoice recipient

-

Jurisdiction code

-

Final invoice indicator

In the case of purchasing info records and contracts, the overdelivery indicator is now also transferred.
Note: Note that you need SAP ERP with a suitable Release. For further information, refer to the SAP
Library for SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) and SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP
SNC).
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1.1.4.6 SCM-BAS-INT-EXT

Interface to External Systems

1.1.4.6.1 Conversion of Invoice Numbers and Invoice Item Numbers (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) that enable you to convert invoice numbers and
invoice item numbers into incoming and outgoing XML messages are available:
-

BAdI /SCMB/BOL_IVCNV for the conversion of invoice numbers

-

BAdI /SCMB/BOL_IITCV for the conversion of invoice item numbers

These BAdIs are relevant to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) only. You can only use these
BAdIs if you have installed SAP SNC.

See also
For more information, refer to the Implementation Guide (IMG) for Supply Network Collaboration under
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC -> Invoice -> Conversion Exits.

1.1.5 SCM-BAS-ODM

Order Document Management

1.1.5.1 Settings in Order Document Management (Changed)
Use
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you have to make settings in order document
management for the following order documents:
-

Advanced shipping notification

-

Return delivery instruction

-

Returns ASN

-

Scheduling agreement release

-

Purchase order and replenishment order

-

Supplier confirmation

-

Kanban object

-

Work order
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-

Invoice

-

TLB shipment

-

Planned replenishment order

For more information, see SAP Note 1019289.

Effects on Customizing
You make the settings in Customizing for SCM Basis under Order Document Management.

1.1.6 SCM-BAS-SCH

Configurable Process Scheduling

1.1.6.1 Scheduling (Changed)
Use
SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) already uses configurable process scheduling for the
scheduling. SAP SNC 5.1 uses the PLANNING process alias (PLANNING scheduling schema) delivered
in the standard system. For the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you have to configure
the VMIPLANNING process alias (VMIPLANNING scheduling schema). You can configure which
process alias the system uses, on the SAP Easy Access screen under Master Data ->User-Specific
Master Data -> Scheduling -> Assign Process Aliases, depending on the following characteristics:
-

Customer

-

Supplier

-

Ship-from location

-

Customer location

-

Product
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1.1.7 SCM-BAS-PSM

Planning Service Manager

1.1.7.1 Features of the Planning Service Manager (PSM) (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, you can define a version-dependent standard service profile for the user
interface. Until now, you could only define one standard service profile for the user interface.
You can display the version-dependent standard service profile from the SAP Easy Access screen by
choosing Planning Service Manager (PSM) -> Current Settings.

1.1.8 SCM-BAS-DMX

DataMatrix

1.1.8.1 Data Matrix Configuration (New)
Use
A data matrix contains the key figures for an application as well as the different aggregation levels upon
which these key figures exist. The following Web applications of SAP Supply Network Collaboration
(SAP SNC) are based on a data matrix:
-

Overview and detail screens for sales forecast collaboration

-

Overview and detail screens in the order forecast monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the SMI Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the Responsive Replenishment Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the SNI Monitor

-

Detail screens in the TPOP forecast

-

Audit trail for time series data

-

History comparison for time series data

As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a Customizing is available that you can use to do the following:
-

Display the data matrices delivered by us

-

Add your own key figures to a data matrix
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-

Change the computation of key figures

-

Change the sequence and descriptions of key figures on a Web screen (data matrix view)

Effects on Customizing
You make the settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under Basic Settings ->
Data Matrix.

1.1.9 SCM-BAS-MD

Master Data

1.1.9.1 SCM-BAS-MD-PR

Product

1.1.9.1.1 Product Master (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, the following enhancements have been made to the product master:
-

-

You can search for the following relationships and display them:
-

Relationships between products

-

Relationships between locations

Until now, you could set the EAN/UPC indicator in the product master for SAP SCM Basis to start
product determination for a certain product. As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, the EAN/UPC indicator has
been renamed Product Determ.. The value #T# (Time-Dependent Product Determination) has
been added so that you can now choose between static and time-dependent product determination.
-

Static product determination determines a supplier back-end product for a corresponding
product in the product master on a one-off basis.

-

Time-dependent product determination determines a supplier back-end product for each period
in the planning horizon.
Note: these functions are relevant to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) only. You can
only use the functions if you have installed SAP SNC 5.1 in your system.
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See also
For more information, see the SAP Library for SAP SCM under Master Data.

1.1.9.2 SCM-BAS-MD-PRT

Partner-Specific Master Data

1.1.9.2.1 Partner-Dependent Master Data (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, you can maintain partner-dependent master data in the SAP Easy Access
menu under Master Data -> Partner-Dependent Master Data. You can maintain, for example in the
case of partner-dependent product data, the product number and description that your partner uses.
Maintenance of partner-dependent data is available for the following master data:
-

Business Partner

-

Location

-

Product

1.1.10 SCM-BAS-TLB

Transport Load Builder

1.1.10.1 Weight/Volume Mix (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, the TLB algorithm can load a transportation vehicle so that a predefined target
weight/volume ratio is achieved. The target weight/volume ratio is the relationship between the total
weight and the total volume of the products that are loaded in a transportation vehicle. You can choose
between the following types of ratio:
-

Static
The static weight/volume ratio is a fixed predefined value.
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-

Dynamic
The dynamic weight/volume ratio is the ratio between the total weight and total volume of planned
receipts in a predefined horizon.

You can specify a tolerance for the weight/volume ratio. When the weight/volume ratio on the load falls
outside the range during loading, the TLB algorithm tries to select a product with the proper
weight/volume ratio to bring the weight/volume ratio on the load back to the range.

Effects on Customizing
To use weight/volume mix, make the following settings in Customizing for SCM Basis by choosing
Transport Load Builder (TLB) -> Make TLB Basic Setting:
-

Weight/Volume Ratio

-

Weight/volume Tolerance

-

Weight/Volume Horizon

1.1.11 SCM-BAS-SCR

SCM Anaylsis Tools - Base Functions

1.1.11.1 Supply Chain and Enterprise Services Analytics Applications (New)
Use
As of SAP SCM Basis 5.1, basic settings for supply chain and enterprise services analytics applications
are available to you.
You can use these new basic settings to implement analytics applications in various system landscapes
flexibly, such as in a system landscape containing SAP SCM and SAP ERP. You can use these settings
for the analytic applications delivered as standard, such as the service fill monitor or the supplier delivery
performance rating, or for analytic applications you have defined yourself.
Enterprise services enable you to get data required for the analytic applications in SAP SCM from
different systems, such as from SAP ERP. The following enterprise services are available to you:
-

DeliveryInformationMessage
This service refers to the following business objects:
-

Supply Chain Analytical View of Inbound Delivery

-

Supply Chain Analytical View of Outbound Delivery

-

PurchaseOrderCreatedInformationMessage
This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Purchase Order.

-

PurchaseOrderChangedInformationMessage
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This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Purchase Order.
-

PurchaseOrderCancelledInformationMessage
This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Purchase Order.

-

SalesOrderCreatedInformationMessage
This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Sales Order.

-

SalesOrderChangedInformationMessage
This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Sales Order.

-

SalesOrderCancelledInformationMessage
This service refers to business object Supply Chain Analytical View of Sales Order.

-

DeliveryScheduleNotification
This service is used as part of the analysis applications of the supply chain to get information about
scheduling agreement releases. For this reason, the service is also called
PurchaseSchedulingAgreement .

Effects on Customizing
We deliver an Implementation Guide (IMG) for the supply chain analysis tools. We also deliver relevant
message interfaces and Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for each enterprise service. You can use these BAdIs to
change or extend data that is transferred through the message interfaces.
See also
-

For more information about enterprise services, see SAP Libary under Enterprise Services, and the
Enterprise Services Workplace in the SAP Developer Network (SDN) under sdn.sap.com ->
Enterprise SOA -> ES Workplace -> Start browsing now -> Enterprise Services Index -> Process
Components in SCM.

-

For more information about supply chain analysis tools, see the IMG for SCM Basis under Supply
Chain Analysis Tools.

-

For more information about the analytic applications delivery in the standard system, see SAP
Library for SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM) under SAP Advanced Planning and
Optimization (SAP APO) -> Service Parts Planning (SPP) -> Analysis, Monitoring, and
Reporting for Service Parts Planning.

1.1.12 SCM-BAS-RCC

Remote Control and Communication Framework

1.1.12.1 Remote Control and Communication Framework (neu)
Use
The Remote Control and Communication Framework (RCCF) is available as of SAP SCM Basis 5.1. It
replaces the previous Optimizer framework of SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO).
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RCCF supports the call, control, communication, and logging of engines to external destinations.
For this purpose, similar functions were combined to reduce the number of transactions. The previous
transaction codes and IMG activities are still available in SAP APO. However, they now refer you to the
new user interfaces.
You find the new transactions for RCCF in the user menu for SCM Basis under Remote Control and
Communication Framework.
You make the settings for RCCF in Customizing for SCM Basis, under Remote Control and
Communication Framework.
Effects on Existing Data
SAP APO:
To copy existing data from SAP APO to the new RCCF, you have to execute the upgrade report
/SAPAPO/OPT_UPGRADE in SAP APO. Before you start the upgrade report, you can display the old
data for comparison, using the transaction scodes /SAPAPO/COPT01_OLD, /SAPAPO/COPT00_OLD,
and /SAPAPO/COPT10_OLD.

Effects on System Administration
The administrative transactions were updated and enhanced with new functions:
-

Log Display (transaction RCCF_LOG; previous transaction in SAP APO: /SAPAPO/OPT11)
Allows you to download compressed engine data and all relevant data in a single ZIP archive. In
addition, the default functions of the SAP List Viewer (filtering, sorting, and so on) were integrated.

-

Display Active Sessions (transaction RCCF_SESSION; previous transactions in SAP APO:
/SAPAPO/OPT03 and /SAPAPO/OPT_STOP)
Allows you to display the operational state (Active or No longer active) of an engine run as well as
the associated process and host information.

1.2 SCM-EM

Event Management

1.2.1 Event Handler Hierarchy (New)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, SAP EM can create the hierarchical relation between event
handlers and can display it in the user interface.
The existing interface /SAPTRX/BAPI_EH_ADDEVTMSG_02 for sending event messages has been
enhanced to transfer the hierarchical relation for an event handler to SAP EM. SAP EM creates this
hierarchical relation using the information that is sent in event messages.
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Note
If you want to display the event handler hierarchy, you have to use the Web interface that uses Web
Dynpro ABAP.

Effects on Customizing
-

To create the hierarchical relation between event handlers you have executed the following:
-

You have defined a multitask activity that uses the following activities:
activity ADD_EHS_TO_PROCESS to find the lower-level event handlers
activity EH_GUID_SET to store the higher-level event handler GUIDs that are currently being
processed
activity EH_HIERARCHY_UPDATE to add an entry to the event handler hierarchy table for
the lower-level event handlers

-

You have defined a rule set that uses the multitask activity.

-

You have sent event messages for the event handlers. Based on these event messages, SAP EM
processes the appropriate rule set.
For more information, see the activity method documentation and the documentation for BAPI
/SAPTRX/BAPI_EH_ADDEVENTMSG_02 Post event message(s) to the Event Management (in
the Parameters section under TRACKREFERENCES).
-

To display the hierarchical relation between event handlers you have defined an event handler
hierarchy profile (Define User Profiles)

See also
For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP Event Management -> SAP Event Management
Infrastructure.

1.2.2 Queries in SAP Event Management (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can use the following enhancements to search for
information in SAP EM:
-

-

Search for an event handler by the following attributes:
-

Complete event message header

-

Event message document reference

-

Event message header extension table

Search for the hierarchical relation of an event handler
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-

Use an event message document reference table
SAP EM uses the document reference that is sent with an event message to determine the related
document to which the event message belongs, for example, a purchase order that belongs to a
certain ID.

Effects on Customizing
To use the enhancements to search for information in SAP EM, you must make the following settings in
Customizing for SAP EM:
-

To search for an event handler by special attributes, see the section Effects on Customizing in the
release note for the event message header extension table.

-

To search for the hierarchical relation of an event handler, see the section Effects on Customizing in
the release note for the event handler hierarchy.

-

To use the document reference table, you must define internal and external document types with
their mapping.

See also
For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP Event Management -> SAP Event Management
Infrastructure.

1.2.3 Structure Changes in IMG for SAP EM
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, the structure of the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SAP
EM has changed. To copy these changes to the project IMGs, you must regenerate the project IMGs.
New IMG Structure Nodes
-

-

Under Event Management ->
-

Settings for Specific Visibility Processes

-

Settings for SAP Object Event Repository (SAP OER)

Under Event Management -> Settings for SAP Object Event Repository (SAP OER)
-

-

SAP Business Information Warehouse Interface

Under Event Management -> Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface ->
-

Duet for Microsoft Office and SAP EM

-

Event Message Parameters

New IMG Activities
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-

-

-

Under Event Management -> Settings for SAP Object Event Repository (SAP OER)
-

Make Settings for Document Tracking

-

Define Functions for Document Tracking

-

BAdI: Pre- or Postprocess EventCaptureNotification Messages

-

BAdI: Pre- or Postprocess EventQuery Messages

-

Define Connection to External ID Mapping

Under Event Management -> Settings for SAP Object Event Repository (SAP OER) -> SAP Business
Information Warehouse Interface
-

Make Settings for BI Data Collection Groups

-

BAdI: Process Customer-Specific Data Collection Groups

-

BAdI: Change Event Message Processing

Under Event Management -> General Settings in SAP Event Management -> Business Add-Ins for
SAP Event Management ->
-

-

Under Event Management -> Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface
->
-

-

-

-

BAdI: Change Event Messages

Assign Link to Configured Field

Under Event Management -> Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Duet for
Microsoft Office and SAP EM ->
-

Define User Profiles

-

Assign Attributes and User Profiles to Duet Subscription

-

Create Duet Subscription

Under Event Management -> Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Event Message
Parameters
-

Define Extension Table for Event Message Header

-

Define Event Message Parameters

-

Define Parameter Mapping for Event Messages

Under Event Management -> Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface ->
-

Define internal and external document types with their mapping

Renamed IMG Activities
-

In the Settings for Specific Visibility Processes section the IMG activity Activate Seasonal
Procurement Process is now called Activate Seasonal Procurement Visibility Process.

Reassigned IMG Activities
-

General Settings in SAP Event Management section
-

You can now find the IMG activity Activate Seasonal Procurement Visibility Process under the
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new IMG node Settings for Specific Visibility Processes.

1.2.4 Structure Changes in IMG for SAP EM 5.1, SP3
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, Support Package 3, the structure of the Implementation
Guide (IMG) for SAP EM has changed. To copy these changes to the project IMGs, you must regenerate
the project IMGs.
New IMG Structure Nodes
-

Under Event Management -> Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP Event Management ->
-

BAdIs for Enterprise Services

New IMG Activities
-

Under Event Management -> Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP Event Management -> BAdIs for
Enterprise Services ->
-

Notes on Implementation

-

BAdI: Create, Update, or Change Event Handler

-

BAdI: Query Event Handler

-

BAdI: Retrieve Event Handler

-

BAdI: Event Message Sending

Renamed IMG Activities
-

The IMG node Business Add-Ins for SAP Event Management is now called Business Add-Ins
(BAdIs) for SAP Event Management.

Reassigned IMG Activities
-

General Settings in SAP Event Management section
-

You can now find the IMG node Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP Event Management with its
IMG activities as a seperate node directly under the IMG node Event Management as an own
IMG node.
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1.2.5 SAP Object Event Repository (SAP OER)
Use
As of SAP Event Management 5.1 and SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure 5.1, you can implement SAP Object
Event Repository (SAP OER). SAP OER is a configurable enterprise-level platform that enables data
capture and data discovery across disparate applications. Data about unique IDs and the events associated
with them is stored and can be accessed using services that allow you to capture, query, and exchange this
information. By enabling disparate applications to exchange information about one uniquely identified
object, SAP OER provides visibility and traceability of a unique ID throughout its lifecycle.
We deliver the preconfigured process Product Tracking and Authentication (PTA) that you can run on
SAP OER. You can use PTA to track delivery documents and EPCs and to authenticate EPCs.
SAP OER offers the following features:
-

Search UI
You can use this configurable user interface to search for and access details about objects that you
want to track. You can access this user interface on the SAP Easy Access screen.

-

Common services
Services such as central number range administration and ID mapping allow you to manage your
distributed system landscape from SAP OER.

-

Data capture
Events are captured by an external system, for example a local instance of SAP AII or middleware,
and are sent via extensible interfaces in SAP NetWeaver usage type Exchange Infrastructure (XI) to
SAP OER.

-

Data query

-

-

Authentication
You can use this feature if you suspect an object to be counterfeit.

-

Query poll
You can use XML messages to query and receive information about the object that you want to
track, for example to determine the progression of a delivery or IDs associated with a delivery.

Analytics
You can use reports in SAP NetWeaver usage type Business Intelligence (BI), for example to
analyze transportation duration or the dwell time of an object between two events in a business
location.
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1.2.6 SCM-EM-MGR

Event Manager

1.2.6.1 Visibility Processes (New)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can use the following new visibility processes:
-

-

-

Transportation Management:
-

Order taking visibility process

-

Transportation execution visibility process

-

Resource visibility process

-

Tendering visibility process

SAP Supply Network Collaboration:
-

SNC purchase order visibility process

-

SNC inbound message visibility process

-

SNC replenishment order visibiliy process

SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure:
-

Product tracking and authentication visibility process

Effects on Customizing
For more information, see SAP Service Marketplace at service.sap.com -> Education, Consulting,
Solutions Areas and more -> Solution Details -> Business Solutions and Details -> mySAP Business Suite
-> mySAP Supply Chain Management -> Supply Chain Event Management -> Visiblity Processes. Here
you can find the configuration guides and the scenario descriptions for the individual visibility processes.
See also
For more information, see the release notes for SAP Transportation Management, SAP Supply Network
Collaboration, and SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure.
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1.2.6.2 Web Interface (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1 Support Package 2, several enhancements are available in
the Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP).
-

Enhancements to event message sending
-

You can send an expected event, an unexpected event, or all expected events at once from the
event handler detail screen.

-

You can select one or multiple event handlers from the search list and send a specific event
message to those event handlers.

-

Fast entry option
You can use a fast entry option to send an event message directly from the Web interface (Web
Dynpro ABAP) to one or more event handlers without navigating to the respective event handlers.
To use this option you have to enter one or more tracking IDs in addition to the information that you
enter in the event message sending dialog box. This means that one event message profile can have
more than one action, that is, an event code that can be selected.

-

Furthermore, you can do the following:
-

Group parameters
You can group the parameters that logically belong together, for example, material number,
description, quantity, and unit of measure.

-

Suppress the display of empty fields

Effects on Customizing
-

-

-

If you want to use the enhancements to event message sending, you must do the following in
Customizing for SAP EM:
-

Define a User Profile with an event message sending profile

-

Assign User Profiles and Web Interface Transactions to Users

If you want to use the fast entry option, you must do the following in Customizing for SAP EM:
-

Define a User Profile with an event message sending profile, which specifies the fast entry
items

-

Assign User Profiles and Web Interface Transactions to Users

Using the new functions in the Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP)
-

If you want to group parameters that logically belong together, you must define a group ID for
configured fields and assign configured fields to the group ID in Customizing for SAP EM
under Configure Fields for User Profiles.

-

If you want to suppress empty fields, you must set the Suppress Empty Field indicator in
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Customizing for SAP EM under Configure Fields for User Profiles.
See also
For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SAP EM under:
-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Configure Fields for User
Profiles

-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Define User Profiles

-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Assign User Profiles and
Web Interface Transactions to Users

1.2.6.3 SCM-EM-MGR-CNF

Configuration

1.2.6.3.1 Define Event Message Header Extension Table (New)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can define event message header extension tables.
By using event message header extensions, you create database tables that allow you to efficiently store
your own parameters for event messages. You can use these event message parameters for queries about
event message header data that are critical to performance. You can also use the event message
parameters as additional information about the actual event message.
After you have defined the event message parameters in SAP EM, you define how the parameter values
from the event message are mapped to the parameter values in SAP EM.

Effects on Customizing
To define event message header extension tables, you must make the following settings in Customizing
for SAP EM:
-

Define Extension Table for Event Message Header

-

Define Event Message Parameters

-

Define Mapping Profile for Event Messages

See also
For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SAP EM under Event Messages, Status
Queries, and Web Interface -> Event Message Parameters ->
-

Define Extension Table for Event Message Header
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-

Define Event Message Parameters

-

Define Parameter Mapping for Event Messages

1.2.6.3.2 Define Filter Profiles (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can define functions or a field-value combination to
filter single table rows.
You can filter the data that corresponds to an event handler before displaying it to a specific user. If you
associate a filter profile to a combination of a user and an event handler type, you ensure that the system
displays only specific information that corresponds to an event handler to this user. Up to now, you could
define conditions and functions to filter a complete table. Now you can define a function or one or more
field-value combinations to filter single table rows.

Effects on Customizing
To use functions to filter a complete table or single table rows, you must define functions for filter
profiles.
To filter a complete table or single table row, you must define filter profiles and assign the function to the
corresponding table or table row.
To use a field-value combination to filter a single table row, you must define a field-value combination
under Define Filter Profiles.

1.2.6.3.3 Define Event Handler Types (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can disable event handler historical data.
Currently, the expected event historical data, the measurement historical data, and the status attribute
historical data is always stored in the database for every event handler. You can display the data in the
event handler list. To improve the performance due to fewer database accesses, you can now disable the
storage of historical data if you do not require this data in Customizing for the event handler type.
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Effects on Customizing
To disable historical data for an event handler, you must set the appropriate indicator in the event handler
type definition.

1.2.6.4 SCM-EM-MGR-ADM

Administration

1.2.6.4.1 Define Criteria for Event Message Processing (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can prevent SAP Event Management (SAP EM) from
writing all entries that are related to event message sending to the application log.
Currently, you can only disable the application log for all activities that are related to event handlers. You
can now prevent SAP Event Management from writing all entries that are related to event message
sending to the application log.

Effects on Customizing
To prevent SAP EM from writing all entries that are related to event message sending to the application
log, you must set the appropriate indicator under Define Criteria for Event Message Processing.

1.2.6.4.2 Change of Selection Field Sequence (New)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can change the sequence of certain selection fields
before searching to improve the performance using the Business Add-In method (BAdI method)
BEFORE_EH_SEARCH in the function module /SAPTRX/EH_RETRIEVE_GUIDS.

Effects on Customizing
If you want to change the sequence of the selection fields before searching for an event handler, you must
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use BAdI: Update Event Handler Data.
See also
For more information, see the BAdI documentation.

1.2.6.4.3 SAP Event Management - Enterprise Services (New)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, Support Package 3, you can use enterprise services for
SAP EM. In particular, this comprises the following operations and Business Add-Ins:
-

-

-

Business object Tracked Process
-

Operation Read Tracked Process

-

Operation Find Tracked Process by Elements

-

Operation Maintain Tracked Process

-

Operation Confirm Tracked Process

Business object Tracked Process Event Notification
-

Operation Create Tracked Process Event Notification

-

Operation Confirm Creation Tracked Process Event Notification

BAdIs
For the BAdIs, see the Implementation Guide for SAP EM under Event Management -> Business
Add-Ins for SAP Event Management -> BAdIs for Enterprise Services.
-

BAdI: Create, Update, or Change Event Handler

-

BAdI: Query Event Handler

-

BAdI: Retrieve Event Handler

-

BAdI: Event Message Sending

1.2.6.4.4 Web Interface (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Event Management (SAP EM) 5.1, you can use a Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP). It
allows you to do the following:
-

Search for event handler data or event message data

-

Search for and display the hierarchical relation of an event handler.

-

Display an event handler list as the result list of a search
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-

Navigate from the event handler list screen to an event handler detail screen

-

Use different functions to drill down:
-

to a document in another SAP system

-

to a document via an internal or external link

-

to another event handler

As of SAP EM 5.1, you can do the following in the Web interface (Classic):
-

Define the sequence in which the Web interface is to display the status values.

-

Group parameters of indexed fields
You can group these parameters that logically belong together, for example, material number,
description, quantity, and unit of measure.

-

Suppress the display of empty fields.

-

Change the sequence of the selection fields before searching for an event handler using the Business
Add-In method (BAdI method) BEFORE_EH_SEARCH in the function module
/SAPTRX/EH_RETRIEVE_GUIDS.

-

Use different functions to drill down:
-

to a document in another SAP system

-

to a document via an internal or external link

Effects on System Administration
As a prerequisite for the drill-down functions, you have to implement at least the latest available
PI_BASIS 2005.1. This enables SAP EM to drill down to a document in an application system outside
SAP EM or to an internal or external link from the Web interface. For example, you can assign a link for
an event handler to the transaction for the purchase order display (ME23N). In the Web interface, you can
click the link on the event handler detail page and SAP EM opens the corresponding SAP Graphical User
Interface (SAP GUI) screen.
Effects on Customizing
Using the Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP):
-

If you want to use the Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP), you have to maintain the relevant IMG
activities. For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SAP EM under Event
Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface.

Using the drill-down functions:
-

If you want to drill down to a document in another SAP system from the Web interface (Classic) or
the Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP), you must do the following in Customizing for SAP EM:
-

Assign a configured field that SAP EM is to show as a link.

-

Define business object types.

-

Define business object methods.
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-

-

-

Define a link under Configure Fields for User Profiles.

-

If necessary, assign the configured field to a user profile.

If you want to drill down to a document via an internal or external link from the Web interface
(Classic) or the Web interface (Web Dynpro for ABAP) you must do the following in Customizing
for SAP EM:
-

Define an internal or external link.

-

Define a link under Configure Fields for User Profiles.

-

If necessary, assign the configured field to a user profile.

If you want to drill down to another event handler using a Web interface (Web Dynpro ABAP), you
must do the following in Customizing for SAP EM:
-

Define the configured field you want to assign

-

Define a user profile that includes a selection profile. This selection profil includes the
following:
- A target configured field
- A configured field that includes the event handler type of the event handler to which you want
to link to

-

Assign a configured field that SAP EM is to display as a link

Using the new functions in the Web interface (Classic):
-

If you want to define the status value sequence, you must do so in Customizing for SAP EM under
Define Status Attributes.

-

If you want to group parameters that logically belong together, you must define a group ID for
configured fields and assign configured fields to the group ID in Customizing for SAP EM under
Configure Fields for User Profiles.

-

If you want to suppress empty fields, you must set the Suppress Empty Field indicator in
Customizing for SAP EM under Configure Fields for User Profiles.

-

If you want to change the sequence of the selection fields before searching for an event handler, you
must use BAdI: Update Event Handler Data.

See also
For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for SAP EM under:
-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Assign Link to Configured
Field

-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Configure Fields for User
Profiles

-

Event Messages, Status Queries, and Web Interface -> Web Interface -> Define User Profiles
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1.3 SCM-ICH

Supply Network Collaboration

1.3.1 Change of Application Name from SAP ICH to SAP SNC
Use
As of Release 5.1, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) is called "SAP Supply Network
Collaboration" (SAP SNC).

1.3.2 Deployment Options for SAP SNC (Enhanced)
Use
The two applications SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) and SCM Basis were previously an
integral part of SAP Supply Chain Management (SAP SCM). As of Release 5.1, SAP Supply Network
Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1 and SCM Basis are de-coupled from SAP SCM, so it is now possible to use
SAP SNC together with SCM Basis outside of an SCM server installation. (Technically, SAP SNC and
SCM Basis as of Release 5.1 are add-ons to SAP NetWeaver.) SCM Basis now includes all master data
and functions that are cross-application-relevant for several SCM applications. The master data includes,
for example, locations and products; the functions include SAP Core Interface (CIF) for master data
integration or the Transport Load Builder.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, message processing is also independent of an SCM server installation. Inbound and
outbound message processing is now part of the SAP SNC add-on. In SAP NetWeaver 2004s, XI Content
for SAP SNC is available in the new software component SNC 5.1. In addition, relevant new proxies and
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) are delivered for enhancing inbound and outbound message processing.
Functions Still Requiring SAP SCM
Note that in the future, you can still only use the following SAP SNC functions in an SCM server
installation:
-

-

Demand planning
-

Connection of planning areas

-

Complex shipping units

-

Cannibalization

Replenishment planning
-

Enhanced safety stock planning using the methods AT, AS, BT, BS
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-

Product allocation

Deployment
These applications require SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO).
Effects on Existing Data
Customizing for Open Order Quantity of Replenishment Orders
Up to SAP ICH 5.0, in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you could determine open
quantities of replenishment orders by using the IMG activity Maintain IDoc Settings for Stock In
Transit. This IMG activity was part of Customizing for Advanced Planning and Optimization, under
Supply Chain Planning -> Supply Network Planning (SNP) -> Vendor Managed Inventory. As of
SAP SNC 5.1, you maintain these settings in the new IMG activity Update Quantities and Status of
Replenishment Orders and ASNs in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under
Exceptions -> Data Import Controller. In the case of an upgrade to SAP SNC 5.1, the XPRA
/SCA/PANOPEN_CONV automatically converts the old Customizing settings.
Customizing for Product Determination
As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a new condition technique available for product determination. This product
determination and the new condition technique can also be used by SAP SNC outside of an SAP SCM
server installation. If you want to continue to use your Customizing settings for the old condition
technique in SAP APO, you require an SAP SCM server installation. In addition, you must make settings
in Customizing so that you use the old condition technique.
Effects on Data Transfer
Message Interfaces, Business Add-Ins,and Proxies for Inbound and Outbound Message
Processing
As of SAP SNC 5.1, there are new message interfaces, new proxies, and new Business Add-Ins (BAdIs)
for inbound and outbound message processing available that use SAP SNC in the standard system.
However, if you have enhanced SAP ICH 5.0 message interfaces with your own fields or have
implemented SAP ICH 5.0 BAdIs, you can continue to use the old message interfaces, proxies or BAdIs
from SAP ICH 5.0 in SAP SNC 5.1. To do this, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, set
up the SAP ICH 5.0 compatibility mode by choosing Basic Settings -> Processing Inbound and
Outbound Messages -> SAP ICH 5.0 Compatibility Mode.

Effects on Customizing
-

Create model 000 and planning version 000
In the Implementation Guide for Supply Network Collaboration, the IMG activity Create
Planning Version was renamed to Create Model 000 and Planning Version 000. The
/SAPAPO/VERCREATE transaction, which was previously called by this IMG activity, was
replaced by the SAPAPO/ACTVERCREATE transaction.

-

Connection of planning areas
This function requires the Demand Planning (DP) from SAP APO and thus an SAP SCM server
installation. The associated IMG activities were therefore removed from the Implementation Guide
for Supply Network Collaboration and included in the Implementation Guide for Advanced
Planning and Optimization under Demand Planning</.

-

Inbound and outbound message processing
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If you want to change or enhance inbound or outbound data from XML messages, implement the
BAdIs in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins
(BAdIs) for SAP SNC -> Basic Settings -> Process Inbound and Inbound Messages.
See also
-

Release Note Deployment (New)

-

Release Note Determination of Open Replenishment Order Quantity (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Product Determination (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Inbound and Outbound Message Processing (Enhanced)

-

Upgrade guide for SAP SCM 5.1

1.3.3 Technical Basis for the Web UI (Changed)
Use
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the Web user interface (Web UI) was converted to
Web Dynpro technology. The screens for the new applications (such as for invoice collaboration or for
work order collaboration) and for several applications already available in SAP Inventory Collaboration
(SAP ICH) 5.0 (for example, SMI Monitor) were developed with Web Dynpro technology. The remaining
UIs already available previously in SAP ICH 5.0, which are based on Business Server Page technology,
were converted. Web Dynpro offers you new personalization options. In addition, the operation of UI
functions has slightly changed (for example, row selection).
Personalization of UIs
The following new personalization functions are available:
-

Queries
Several new applications use the personal object worklist (for example, the work order overview or
the purchase order worklist) for Web screens for object lists. Here you use queries to select the
objects to be displayed. A query is a predefined, application-specific group of selection criteria. You
can use the selection to call the data in an application that is of interest to you, without having to
enter the selection criteria every time. On the Web UI, data that corresponds to the selection criteria
of a query is available on a separate tab page (work order) or through a link (purchase order
worklist). You can configure this in the query definition. You can also define multiple queries. On
the application screen there is then a corresponding tab page or link for every query.
The system administrator can regularly update the query data for selected users, using the
POWL_WLOAD report (for example, on a daily basis prior to the start of work). On the overview
screen, there is also an Update function available with which the user can update the data at any
time as required during a session.
On other Web screens, you use the selections from selection management. Here only the data for one
selection is available at a given point in time. If you want to display other data, you have to change
the selection criteria accordingly or make a different selection and choose Start. In so doing, you
load the data according to the changed selection criteria. To update the data for a selection, such as
after a change, you must always choose Start. A selection differs from a query in the personal object
worklist as follows: In the personal object worklist, the data is automatically updated with a report,
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using the Update function, or by the application.
-

Display of tables with SAP List Viewer
In SAP SNC 5.1, tables are displayed in the SAP List Viewer (ALV). ALV offers you diverse
possibilities for personalizing the table display. For example, you can make settings for the rows to
be displayed, the row sequence, sort criteria, and filter conditions. To call the settings dialog, on the
application screen, click Settings. In this way, for example, you can display columns that are not
displayed in the table in the standard system. (In the standard system, many tables only display the
columns that are used the most.)
You can save your settings in different views. In this way, you can always call up a table in the
desired display format (view).
Whether personalization is available for a table or not depends on the application. Depending on the
application, there are also generic ALV functions available (for example, the downloading or
printing of tables).

Selection of Rows
You can still select a row in a table or in the value help for a selection criterion, by clicking a pushbutton
at the beginning of the row. (Nonselectable rows do not have a pushbutton). To select several rows,
proceed as follows:
-

Select several nonsequential rows
Hold down the CTRL key and click on the desired rows.

-

Select several sequential rows
Click on the first or last row of the row block you want to select. Hold down the SHIFT key and
click on the last or first row of the block.

To deselect a row, hold down the CTRL key and click on the row. Note: Row selection is only available
on a Web screen if there are functions on the Web screen that the user can execute on a row object (for
example, selection of an object in the value help, display details).
Transactions for Calling the Accessible Version of the Web UI
The following transactions are no longer required for calling the accessible version of the Web UI for
SAP SNC:
-

ICH (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC

-

ICH - Supplier View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_S

-

ICH - Customer View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_C

-

ICH - Goods Recipient View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_G

-

Returns Processing - Customer View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_RET

-

Returns Processing - Supplier View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_RETV

-

Returns Processing - Goods Recipient View (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_ACC_RETG

-

Responsive Replenishment (accessible), transaction /SCA/ICH_RR_A

Make Current Screen the Entry Screen
When you display a screen on the Web user interface of SAP SNC, you can use a new pushbutton to make
your current screen the default entry screen. This enables you to start SAP SNC your your preferred screen
instead of with the Alert Monitor.
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See also
SAP List Viewer for Web Dynpro in SAP Library for SAP NetWeaver.

1.3.4 Settings for the Web UI (Enhanced)
Use
As of Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can make settings so that the header of a Web
screen shows the following data:
-

Name of the user

-

Name of the business partner to whom the user belongs

In the standard system, this data is displayed.

Effects on Customizing
You make the settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under Basic Settings ->
User Interfaces-> Make General Settings for User Interfaces.

1.3.5 Structure of Menus and Implementation Guide (Changed)
Use
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, we have changed the structures of the Web
application menu, the SAP Easy Access screen, and the Implementation Guide. These now mirror the
functional areas of SAP SNC. In particular, there are no longer substructures for Customer
Collaboration and Supplier Collaboration. We have removed ITS transactions from the Web
application menu. They are now available on the SAP Easy Access screen under Supply Network
Collaboration.
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1.3.6 Data Matrix Configuration (New)
Use
A data matrix contains the key figures for an application as well as the different aggregation levels upon
which these key figures exist. The following Web applications of SAP Supply Network Collaboration
(SAP SNC) are based on a data matrix:
-

Overview and detail screens for sales forecast collaboration

-

Overview and detail screens in the order forecast monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the SMI Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the Responsive Replenishment Monitor

-

Overview and detail screens in the SNI Monitor

-

Detail screens in the TPOP forecast

-

Audit trail for time series data

-

History comparison for time series data

As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a Customizing is available that you can use to do the following:
-

Display the data matrices delivered by us

-

Add your own key figures to a data matrix

-

Change the computation of key figures

-

Change the sequence and descriptions of key figures on a Web screen (data matrix view)

Effects on Customizing
You make the settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under Basic Settings ->
Data Matrix.
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1.3.7 Settings in Order Document Management (Changed)
Use
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you have to make settings in order document
management for the following order documents:
-

Advanced shipping notification

-

Return delivery instruction

-

Returns ASN

-

Scheduling agreement release

-

Purchase order and replenishment order

-

Supplier confirmation

-

Kanban object

-

Work order

-

Invoice

-

TLB shipment

-

Planned replenishment order

For more information, see SAP Note 1019289.

Effects on Customizing
You make the settings in Customizing for SCM Basis under Order Document Management.

1.3.8 Publication of XML Messages (Changed)
Use
Previously, the system used the Post Processing Framework (PPF) in supplier collaboration to send the
corresponding XML message to a back-end system after publication of a work order in SAP Inventory
Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH). To do this, special actions are available in the PPF (application
/SCA/ICH).
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the system no longer uses PPF to send XML
messages in the standard system, but rather directly in the background. You now control the direct
transmission as follows, using special validation checks that are active in the standard system:
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-

If a validation check for direct transmission is active, SAP SNC sends the XML message directly
(without PPF).

-

If a validation check for direct transmission is not active, SAP SNC sends the XML message using
PPF). (For replenishment orders in Responsive Replenishment, there is alternately a report
available).

The PPF actions for sending XML messages are active in the standard system. However, they are not
effective if - as in the standard system - the relevant validation check for direct transmission is active.
Validation checks for direct transmission exist for the following documents:
-

Replenishment order

-

Purchase order

-

Purchase order schedule line

-

Scheduling agreement confirmation

-

Work order

-

Advanced shipping notification (ASN)

-

Returns ASN

-

Invoice

If direct transmission of an XML message fails, you can manually correct the associated order document
on the Web UI for the relevant application, if required, and republish it. In doing so, you trigger the direct
transmission again. For some applications, there is now also a special report available that you can use to
resend XML messages after a failed transmission. Note: You are only allowed to use these reports for
XML messages that the system could not successfully send directly.
Replenishment Order
-

Validation check:
RO_DIRECT_SEND

-

PPF actions (action profile /SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR):

-

-

/SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_CUST (send order to customer back-end system)

-

/SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_SUPP (send order to supplier back-end system)

Report:
/SCA/ORDER_PUBLISH

Purchase Order and Purchase Order Schedule Line
-

Validation check:
RO_PUBLISH_DIRECT

-

PPF actions (action profile /SCA/BOL_ORDER):
-

/SCA/BOL_ORD_CHANGE_PUBLISH (send changed purchase order to customer back-end
system)

-

/SCA/BOL_ORD_CONF_PUBLISH (send purchase order schedule line to customer back-end
system)
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-

Report:
/SCA/ORDER_PUBLISH

Scheduling Agreement Confirmation
-

Validation check:
SCONF_PUBLISH_DIRECT

-

PPF action (action profile /SCA/BOL_RELEASE_CONFIRMATION):
/SCA/BOL_RELEASE_CONF_SEND (send scheduling agreement confirmation to SAP APO)

-

Report:
There is no report available here. Correct the faulty document manually on the Web UI and repeat
the transmission there.

Work Order
The system sends ManufacturingWorkOrderInformations and ManufacturingWorkOrderRequests
directly. However, there are no validation checks. Note: You cannot use PPF for work orders.
You correct faulty documents on the Web UI and then publish them.
Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN)
-

Validation check:
ASN_PUBLISH_DIRECT

-

PPF actions (action profile /SCA/BOL_DELIVERY):

-

-

/SCA/BOL_DLV_XML (send ASNs published manually by supplier in SAP SNC to customer
back-end system)

-

SCA/BOL_DLV_XML_ROUTING (send ASNs created by supplier in his or her back-end
system and sent to SAP SNC, to customer back-end system)

Report:
/SCA/DLV_PUBLISH

Returns ASN (Action Profile /SCA/BOL_RETASN)
-

Validation check:
RET_PUBLISH_DIRECT

-

PPF action (action profile /SCA/BOL_RETASN):
/SCA/BOL_RET_XML (publication of returns ASN)

-

Report
/SCA/RETASN_PUBLISH

Invoice
-

Validation check:
INV_PUBLISH_DIRECT

-

PPF actions (action profile /SCA/BOL_INVOICE):
-

/SCA/BOL_INVOICE_XML (create and publish invoice on Web UI)

-

/SCA/BOL_INVOICE_XML_ROUTING (forward InvoiceRequest from supplier system to
customer system)
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-

Report:
/SCA/INVOICE_PUBLISH

Effects on Customizing
Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under
Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.

1.3.9 Scheduling (Changed)
Use
SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) already uses configurable process scheduling for the
scheduling. SAP SNC 5.1 uses the PLANNING process alias (PLANNING scheduling schema) delivered
in the standard system. For the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you have to configure
the VMIPLANNING process alias (VMIPLANNING scheduling schema). You can configure which
process alias the system uses, on the SAP Easy Access screen under Master Data ->User-Specific
Master Data -> Scheduling -> Assign Process Aliases, depending on the following characteristics:
-

Customer

-

Supplier

-

Ship-from location

-

Customer location

-

Product

1.3.10 Visibility Processes (New)
Use
You can use SAP Event Management (SAP EM) to monitor processes. This is based on events that are
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expected by a specific date/time at the latest in a process. Delays in the actual events lead to alerts. As of
Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1 and SAP EM 5.1, the following new visibility processes
are available for SAP SNC:
-

-

-

SNC Visibility Process for Inbound Message
In this visibility process, you can monitor any type of XML message that you are expecting in SAP
SNC. Here, the expected event is that an XML message arrives in SAP SNC by a particular point in
time and for a specific combination of the following characteristics:
-

XML message sender

-

XML message recipient

-

Product

-

Customer location

SNC Visibility Process for Purchase Order
In this visibility process, you can monitor the process steps in purchase order collaboration. This
includes the following events that must occur within customer-defined deadlines after the customer
has sent a new or confirmation-relevant changed purchase order to SAP SNC:
-

The supplier publishes the purchase order schedule line for the purchase order in SAP SNC.

-

SAP SNC sends the purchase order schedule line to the customer back-end system.

SNC Visibility Process for Replenishment Order
In this visibility process, you can monitor the following processes in replenishment order
collaboration:
-

Responsive Replenishment with ATP

-

Purchase order number assignment in the customer back-end system

You must therefore have activated the corresponding validation checks for publishing replenishment
orders. (The validation check-controlled process in which SAP SNC immediately sends the
replenishment order upon publication to the the supplier back-end system and customer back-end
system simultaneously is not supported. Also not supported is the publication of replenishment
orders with the /SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND report, which is relevant for Responsive
Replenishment.)
For this visibility process, the following events have to occur within certain supplier-defined
deadlines after the supplier has published a replenishment order in SAP SNC:
-

SAP SNC sends the replenishment order to the supplier back-end system.
In the supplier back-end system, a sales order is created based on the replenishment order.

-

The supplier back-end system sends the sales order confirmation to SAP SNC.
This event is relevant for Responsive Replenishment with ATP, for example.

-

SAP SNC sends the replenishment order to the customer back-end system.
In the customer back-end system, a purchase order is created based on the replenishment order.

-

The customer back-end system sends a VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation to SAP SNC.
This event is relevant if the purchase order number assignment takes place in the customer
back-end system.

Alerts
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In SAP EM, you execute the report for determining overdue events. The system transmits this data to SAP
SNC. SAP SNC creates the following new alert types for overdue events:
-

SNC Visibility Process for Inbound Message
Overdue Inbound Message (alert type 7135)

-

SNC Visibility Process for Purchase Order
Overdue Purchase Order Schedule Line of Supplier (alert type 7129)

-

SNC Visibility Process for Replenishment Order
-

Overdue Replenishment Order Confirmation of Supplier (alert type 7127)

-

Overdue Replenishment Order Confirmation of Customer (alert type 7128)

The users responsible for the processes can use the Alert Monitor in SAP SNC to monitor the alerts. SAP
SNC uses alert notifications to automatically inform users about new alerts. You only use SAP EM for
administrative tasks, such as configuring visibility processes and for problem analysis.
Scheduling
SAP SNC sends an event message together with the date/time for the expected event to SAP EM. For
scheduling, SAP SNC uses the SNC_RESPONSE scheduling schema of the configurable process
scheduling. In the standard system, SAP SNC places an expected event at the end of the day, based on the
time zone of the customer location. If you want to use your own scheduling logic, you can enhance the
scheduling schema. In particular, you can use the condition technique from configurable process
scheduling to configure the scheduling dependent upon certain characteristics (for example, depending on
the customer or on the customer location).

Effects on Customizing
SAP EM Connection
You connect SAP EM to SAP SNC in Customizing for SAP SNC, by choosing Integration with SAP
Components -> Event Management Interface.
Transmit Data to SAP EM
SAP SNC has to create the event messages relevant for a visibility process and send them to SAP EM.
Based on an event message, SAP EM creates or updates an event handler. This event handler contains the
data for the expected events. To create event messages, you have to create an active implementation for
the EVENT_CREATION method of the process-relevant BAdI. We deliver example implementations.
You can use these to create active implementations. For more information, see the application help for
SAP Supply Network Collaboration under Settings for Visibility Processes.
Scheduling
You make settings for scheduling in Customizing for SCM Basis, by choosing Configurable Process
Scheduling.
Further Settings
In addition, you have to make the settings in Customizing for connecting SAP EM to SAP SNC.
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See also
Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check

1.3.11 Replenishment with SMI and RR (Enhanced)
Use
SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) already supported replenishment scenarios in which a
supplier can plan the replenishment for his or her customers at the customer locations. The customer
sends the requirements and stock data for a customer location product to SAP ICH. In SAP ICH, the
supplier executes the planning for the customer location product. The supplier is responsible for covering
the requirements of the customer on time.
Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP ICH 5.0
Depending on the scenario, the supplier uses different Web screens and functions in SAP ICH, as follows:
-

Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI)
In SMI, the customer runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for materials management. The
customer provides the typically smaller supplier with the SMI Monitor on the Web user interface
(Web UI). In the SMI Monitor, the supplier sees the requirements/stock situation of the customer
location product, and plans the replenishment in the SMI Monitor. In the SMI scenario, the supplier
has the task of delivering to the customer such that the projected stock of the customer location
product does not fall below the minimum stock level requested by the customer or exceed the
maximum stock level requested by the customer. The projected stock informs the supplier when
deliveries are required, and in the SMI Monitor, the supplier can manually enter the quantities he or
she wants to deliver (planned receipts). In addition, the supplier can use the Propose Planned
Receipts function, which is also available in the SMI Monitor. This function calculates planned
receipts using a reorder point method. If the projected stock in a certain period falls above or below
the reorder point specified by the customer, the function creates a planned receipt that fills the
projected stock back up to the maximum stock level. In addition, a simulation function is available
in the SMI Monitor that calculates the effects the manual changes to the planned receipts have on the
projected stock. The planned receipts are saved as time series data in SAP ICH.
When the planning is complete, the supplier can proceed as follows, depending on the business
scenario:
-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario, the supplier creates ASNs for the
planned receipts, to inform the customer about pending deliveries. SAP ICH sends the ASNs to
the customer back-end system.

-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario
(previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders), the supplier
manually creates replenishment orders for the planned receipts (orders of the order document
type VGOR, previously called "purchase orders" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and optionally to the supplier back-end
system. These systems then create firm orders, which the customer and the supplier can
consider in their ERP processes (a purchase order in the customer back-end system, a sales
order in the supplier back-end system). The supplier creates ASNs in SAP ICH for the
replenishment orders, which SAP ICH sends to the customer back-end system.
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-

Responsive Replenishment (RR)
In RR, the supplier runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for sales order processing. The
typically large supplier works for customers who have contracted the replenishment planning out to
the supplier. In the RR scenario, the supplier has the task of delivering to the customers in the most
timely and accurate manner possible (under consideration of the safety stock). The supplier runs
replenishment planning in SAP ICH using a replenishment planning service, in the background in a
Planning Service Manager run (PSM run). The replenishment planning service creates the required
planned receipts for a customer location product. The supplier can display the results of the
replenishment planning run on the Web UI of SAP ICH in the Replenishment Overview. If
required, the supplier can also start the replenishment planning service on the replenishment Web
UI.
The planned receipts are saved in SAP ICH as planned replenishment orders (orders of the order
document type DRPV, previously called "replenishment orders"). The supplier can use the TLB
service to be able to load means of transport according to certain criteria. From the planned
replenishment orders, the TLB service creates TLB shipments (orders of the order document type
TLBO), which are assigned corresponding replenishment orders (orders of the order document type
VGOR, previously called "vendor-generated order" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and to the supplier back-end system, which in
turn create purchase orders and sales orders, respectively.
Up until now, ASNs were not supported in this scenario.

Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP SNC 5.1
The RR and SMI replenishment processes have a similar concept. In SAP Supply Network Collaboration
(SAP SNC) 5.1, the functions and screens for these scenarios were unified with respect to the following
aspects:
-

Monitors
In addition to the SMI Monitor, there are now new monitors available for monitoring that are set up
similarly to the SMI Monitor:
-

Responsive Replenishment Monitor (RR Monitor)
This monitor supports replenishment planning in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.

-

Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
This monitor supports scenarios in which you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and a reorder point (such as the Supplier
Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario). You can also use this
monitor in Responsive Replenishment. Unlike the SMI Monitor, you can create
replenishment orders for planned receipts in this monitor.
The monitors were developed with Web Dynpro and now offer new UI functions and personalization
options. The SMI Monitor was converted to Web Dynpro.
-

Planning Functions
All planning functions are now available in RR and in SMI as planning services. You can execute
planning services on the Web UI online or by using the Planning Service Manager (PSM) in the
background. In particular, the creation of planned replenishment orders was unified. In addition, a
new planning service is available that allows you to create replenishment orders without using the
TLB service.

-

Configuration
You use the same customizing tables to configure the different replenishment variants. This pertains,
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for example, to the definition of the projected stock or the determination of the planning service
profiles that are used on the Web UI and in the PSM to create planned receipts or replenishment
orders.
-

Replenishment Orders
The handling of replenishment orders is the same in all replenishment variants. This pertains, for
example, to the creation options (manually or by using a planning service), display, publication, and
the key figures derived from the replenishment orders.

-

Terminology
An order of the order document type VGOR is now called "replenishment order", while an order of
the order document type DRPV is now called "planned replenishment order". The functions and key
figures that are used in RR as well as SMI have the same name in RR and SMI.

-

Technical Consolidation
The internal creation of stock data and time series data was unified.

SMI Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you only use the SMI Monitor if you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point but are only using ASNs and not
replenishment orders (for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario). The
functions for creating replenishment orders are therefore no longer available in the SMI Monitor.
Accordingly, the details no longer display the Firm Receipts key figure, which represents the quantities
from replenishment orders.
The SMI overview now also displays the duration of the horizon in which no exceptions (such as shortfall
in minimum stock level) occur.
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a further monitor similar to the SMI Monitor available in which you can
control replenishment planning with a minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point,
but unlike in the SMI Monitor, you can also create replenishment orders here. You use the Min/Max
Replenishment Monitor, for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment
Orders business scenario, but you can also use it in an RR scenario.
The following key figures inform you about different quantities from replenishment orders:
-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a period.

-

Firm Receipts (Published - Due)
This is the total open quantity from published replenishment orders. Here, the supplier must still
send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.

Besides the inventory status, the overview also displays information about the replenishment status. This
includes total quantities from replenishment orders (aggregated across different horizons). The in-transit
quantity aggregated from ASNs displays the total quantity that is in transit to the customer. Periods of
critical situations in projected stock are highlighted in color in the SMI Monitor.
RR Monitor
The new RR Monitor replaces the previous replenishment screens on the Web UI for SAP ICH. The RR
Monitor contains the key figures and planning services that are relevant for RR. The VMI analyst can use
the RR Monitor to gain an overview of the replenishment situation and stock situation. He or she can
display the results of a replenishment planning run and, if required, manually change the quantities of
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planned replenishment orders or manually create planned replenishment orders. In addition, he or she can
call different planning services directly (for example, the replenishment planning service and then the new
deployment service). The RR Monitor contains the following screens:
-

The RR Overview displays the inventory status and the replenishment status. Periods of exception
situations in projected stock are highlighted in color, just like in the SMI Monitor and in the
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor. In addition, you receive detailed information about the
replenishment status (as in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor) (see above).

-

The RR Details display the key figures of a customer location product, for example, requirements,
projected stock, and planned receipts. Here, the supplier can manually create or change planned
receipts or execute planning services.

-

You use the RR Details - Product View view to display key figures for multiple customer location
products. On this screen, you can compare data for a small number of location products. We
recommend that you do not call this screen for a large number of location products.

As with the SMI Monitor and Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, the RR Monitor has a supplier view and
a customer view. The supplier uses the supplier view to run replenishment planning. The customer uses
the customer view to monitor the replenishment situation.
Key Figures in the RR Details
The details views contain the following changes as compared to the Replenishment Overview Web
screen available previously in RR:
-

The Replenishment Order Quantity key figure available previously is now called Planned
Receipts (see above).

-

The Stock Outs key figure is no longer available.

-

The TLB Shipment Quantity key figure was replaced by the following key figures for
replenishment orders:

-

-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a
period. The key figure corresponds to the TLB Shipment Quantity key figure.

-

Firm Receipts (Due)
This is the total due quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders. Here, the
supplier must still send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.

The following key figures are also new for RR:
-

In-Transit Quantity
This key figure is the quantity that is in transit to the customer. The system determines this
quantity from the ASNs. The key figure is only relevant if you use ASNs in RR.

-

Minimum Stock Level
This key figure is the safety stock.

-

Minimum Proposal
This key figure is the planned receipt quantity (quantity from planned replenishment orders)
that the supplier has to deliver to the customer to increase the projected stock up to the safety
stock.

-

Planned Receipts Before Deployment
This key figure is relevant if you are using the new deployment service, which is available as of
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SAP SNC 5.1 for RR. If you are using deployment, this key figure contains the quantity from
planned replenishment orders that the replenishment planning run has created. For the quantity
from planned replenishment orders that were created by the subsequent deployment run, see the
Planned Receipts key figure.
Planning Services
The planning functions are now also available as planning services that can be executed on the Web UI in
the respective monitor or in the background in the PSM run. Depending on the monitor and the
replenishment variant, you can use the following planning services:
-

Propose Planned Receipts (REPL_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use this service to create planned receipts. You control the replenishment planning
service by using the service profile for the replenishment planning service. In the replenishment
service profile, you make settings for the replenishment method as follows:
-

For SMI, the reorder point method that was used previously in SAP ICH (now called Min/Max
Replenishment)

-

For RR, the procedure that was used previously in SAP ICH that covers the demands of the
customer exactly under consideration of safety stock (now called Net-Demand-Based
Replenishment).
For replenishment planning for baseline demand and for promotion demand, you use a two
different profiles for the projected stock. You control the replenishment planning run as before
by using a replenishment planning service profile. For the planning, you use the
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment planning method.

-

Simulate Projected Stock
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use the Simulate Projected Stock function in the Monitor after you have manually
changed the planned receipts. This function recalculates the projected stock.

-

Propose Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROP_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
the planned receipts into replenishment orders. You define the planning horizon for this service in
the TLB service profile.

-

Propose and Publish Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROPPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
planned receipts into replenishment orders and publishes the replenishment orders. You define the
planning horizon in the TLB service profile. SAP SNC sends the replenishment orders to the
customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to the configured sending
options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders
(Changed).

-

Execute TLB (TLB_SERVICE)
This service, previously available in RR, is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create
replenishment orders from the planned replenishment orders.

-

Execute TLB and Publish Replenishment Orders (TLBPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create replenishment orders from
planned replenishment orders, and then publishes the replenishment orders. SAP SNC sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to
the configured sending options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of
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Replenishment Orders (Changed).
-

Deployment (DEPLOYMENT_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. You can use this planning service to create planned
replenishment orders that consider the availability situation in the ship-from locations. You execute
deployment following a replenishment planning run and prior to a TLB run.

New Time Series Types
Previously, SMI used the time series types SMI02 and SMI03 to store time series data. RR replenishment
planning used the time series type DRPV. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the time series type INVM1 is used in
SMI, in RR replenishment planning, and in SNI. VMIP1 is still used in RR Forecasting, but DRPV,
SMI02, and SMI03 are no longer used.
Storage of Planned Receipts
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can determine whether the replenishment planning service saves planned
receipts as time series or as planned replenishment orders. In the Supplier Managed Inventory business
scenario, for example, you use time series; in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you
use planned replenishment orders. Thus, depending on your settings, the Planned Receipts key figure
represents time series data or planned replenishment orders.
Configuration
The configuration of replenishment variants was unified in SAP SNC 5.1. This involves the following
settings:
-

The Customizing tables for defining profiles for projected stock were combined. For more
information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

-

You can make settings as to which service profile is used to execute a planning service on the Web
UI and in the PSM.

-

You can make the settings dependent on the following characteristics:
-

Supplier

-

Customer location

-

Product

Effects on Data Transfer
Following an upgrade to SAP SNC 5.1, you have to run the following conversion reports:
-

Report /SCA/DM_TS_CONV
You can use this report to convert the old time series types into the new time series types.

-

Report /SCA/INV_MOVE
You can use this report to bring your stock data from the old database tables to the new database
tables. For more information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.

Effects on Customizing
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Maintain the following settings:
-

-

Define profiles
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment, define the following
profiles:
-

You define profiles for the projected stock by choosing Projected Stock -> Define Profiles
for the Projected Stock. Under Display Standard Profiles for Projected Stock, you can
display the standard profiles delivered by us.

-

You define service profiles for the replenishment planning service, by choosing Planning
Services -> Define Replenishment Service Profiles.

-

Here, you make settings for the replenishment method (Min/Max Replenishment or
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment). The standard system comes configured with the
replenishment method that is used for SMI (Min/Max Replenishment). For RR, you have to
configure the Net-Demand-Based Replenishment method.

-

In addition, you define whether the replenishment planning service saves planned receipts as
time series data (relevant for SMI) or as planned replenishment orders (relevant for RR).

-

You define deployment service profiles by choosing Deployment -> Define Deployment
Service Profiles.

-

You define the TLB service profiles by choosing Transport Load Builder -> Define TLB
Service Profiles.
In a TLB service profile, you make the settings for the TLB service or for the Propose Firm
Receipts planning service. For the Propose Firm Receipts planning service, only the
planning horizon and - for the combination of planned receipts into one replenishment order the key date are relevant.

Assign Settings
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment -> Replenishment
Order Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning and SNI,
you define the following profiles, which the system is to use for a particular combination of supplier,
customer location, and product:
-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for non-promotion demands

-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for promotions

-

Replenishment service profile

-

TLB service profile

Deployment service profile
In this IMG activity, you also define for which horizon the replenishment planning service calculates
planned receipts, and whether the replenishment planning service deletes already-existing planned
receipts before it creates new planned receipts.
See also
-

Release Note Technical Basis for the Web UI (Changed)

-

Release Note Inventory Management (Changed)

-

Release Note Projected Stock (Changed)
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-

Release Note Naming of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Creation of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Deployment (New)

-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Inventory Alerts for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.12 Integration to cFolders (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can call a cFolders collaboration between
supplier and customer pairs for the product. You can call cFolders by choosing the cFolders Product
button on the details screens of the following SAP SNC order documents:
-

Scheduling agreement release

-

Purchase order

-

Replenishment order

-

Work order

-

Kanban

-

Supplier confirmation

-

Advanced shipping notification

-

Invoice

You can read, write, store, and delete information, for example technical descriptions for a product, in
commonly-accessible folders.

Effects on Customizing
You can activate a cFolders collaboration in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Basic Settings -> cFolders -> Activate cFolders and RFC Destination.
You can set up an RFC destination to the cFolders system in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> cFolders -> Set Up RFC Destination.
You can change the cFolders target URL in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC -> Basic Settings -> cFolders -> BAdI:
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Redefine cFolders URL.
You can change the collaboration name used in the cFolders collaboration in Customizing for Supply
Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC -> Basic Settings ->
cFolders -> BAdI: Definition of Prefix and Separator for cFolders Used for SAP SNC.

1.3.13 Document Flow (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the document flow is available for the
following document types:
-

Purchase order (PO)

-

Replenishment order (RO)

-

Work order (WO)

-

Advanced shipping notification (ASN)

-

Invoice

You can navigate to the document flow from the details screens of the Web UIs of above-mentioned
document types by choosing the Document Flow button. The document flow details screen displays the
direct predecessor and successor documents of the chosen document. You can navigate from the
document flow details screen to the predecessor and successor documents. For example, you can display
the ASN or invoice connected to a specific purchase order.

Effects on Customizing
If you want to use the document flow, you must activate it in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> Document Flow -> Activate Document Flow.

1.3.14 Structure Changes in the IMG of SAP SNC
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration 5.1 (SAP SNC 5.1), the structure of the Implementation Guide
(IMG) of SAP SNC has changed. You must regenerate the project IMGs to transfer these changes.
Reassigned IMG activities
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-

Overall structure of the SNC IMG
Until now, the structure was organized according to Supplier Collaboration and Customer
Collaboration. Now the structure is organized according to functional areas.

-

IMG for Master Data
All IMG activities related to general SCM Basis master data have been removed from the SNC IMG.
You find them now in the IMG for SCM Basis only. A new organizational IMG activity in the SNC
IMG called Set Up Master Data refers to the various IMG activities in SCM Basis. In the SNC
IMG, under Master Data, you find IMG activities that are specific to SAP SNC only.

-

IMG for Business Addins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC
Business Add-Ins were assigned to the relevant application IMG node until SAP SNC 5.0. Now all
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) are collected under one node.

-

IMG for Connection of Planning Areas
This function is relevant for an SCM server installation only with Demand Planning of SAP
Advanced Planning (SAP APO) being available in the system. The related SNC IMG activities have
therefore been moved to the IMG for Advanced Planning and Optimization under Demand
Planning (DP). In the IMG for Supply Network Collaboration, you can find the new
organizational IMG activity Connect Planning Areas that refers to the IMG node in the APO
IMG.

Deleted IMG activities
-

Map External Time Series to a TSDM-Compatible Time Series Type
Note: As of SAP SNC 5.1, this IMG activity has been replaced by the BAdI BAdI: External Time
Series Mapping, which you can find under Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC ->
Exceptions -> Data Import Controller.

-

Determine Calculation Profile for Projected Stock (/SCA/PROJSTCALC)
Note: As of SAP SNC 5.1, you use the IMG activity Define Profiles for the Projected Stock to
set up projected stock calculation. This IMG activity was specific to supplier collaboration before
but has now been enhanced to cover customer collaboration requirements as well.

-

Activate Change Documents for Partner-Dependent Categories

-

Basic Settings -> Maintain Services
This customizing object uses the basis transaction SICF which is available in SAP NetWeaver.

-

Customer Collaboration -> Responsive Replenishment -> Transport Load Builder ->
Configure User Interface for TLB

-

Functions for Service Parts Planning (SPP) -> Supplier Delivery Performance Rating
(SDPR) -> Maintain Number Range Objects.

New IMG activities
Basic Settings
The following IMG activities were created under Data Matrix:
-

Check Data Matrix Configuration

-

Configure Data Matrix
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-

Configure Data Matrix Views

The following IMG activity was created under Projected Stock:
-

Display Standard Projected Stock Profiles

The following IMG activities were created under Processing Inbound and Outbound Messages:
-

Assign Default Process Types to Outbound XML Messages

-

Assign Sender-Dependent Process Types (Outbound)

-

Maintain Customer Event Status

-

Maintain Event Types

-

Maintain Settings for Master Data Completion

-

Forward ProductActivityNotification to Supplier

-

Use SAP ICH 5.0 Business Add-Ins for Conversion

-

Use SAP ICH 5.0 Business Add-Ins for XML Interfaces

-

Use SAP ICH 5.0 Proxies

The following IMG activities were created under Product Determination:
-

Define APN Type for Product Determination

-

Maintain Field Catalog

-

Maintain Condition Tables

-

Maintain Access Sequences

-

Maintain Condition Types

-

Maintain Determination Procedure

-

Create Condition Maintenance Group

-

Assign Determination Procedure to Business Partner

The IMG substructure Consensus Finding was inserted, which includes all new IMG activities for the new
consensus finding function.
The following IMG activity was created under Document Flow:
-

Activate Document Flow

The following IMG activities were created under cFolders:
-

Set Up RFC Destination

-

Activate cFolders and RFC Destination

The following IMG activity was created under Printing:
-

Maintain Form Names for Printing

Exceptions
The IMG activity Configure Open Order Quantity Determination was created under Data Import
Controller.
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Demand
The following IMG activities were created under Demand:
-

Define Demand Service Profiles

-

Define Order Forecast Service Profiles

The following IMG activities were created under Promotions:
-

Maintain Event Type Codes

-

Maintain Offset Profiles

-

Maintain Promotion Patterns

-

Maintain Cannibalization Groups

-

Maintain Cannibalization Profile

-

Mass Parameter Assignment

The following IMG activities were created under Collaborative Sales Forecasting:
-

Create Profiles for Collaborative Sales Forecasting

-

Assign Profiles for Collaborative Sales Forecasting

-

Define Service Profiles for Collaborative Sales Forecasting

The following IMG activity was created under Order Forecast Monitor:
-

Define Service Profiles for Order Forecast Monitor

The following IMG activity was created under Demand Release:
-

Define Service Profiles for Demand Release

Replenishment
The following IMG activity was created under Kanban:
-

Set Kanban Card Print Forms

The following IMG activity was created under Replenishment Planning and Planning Service
Manager:
-

Define Deletion Service Profiles for Replenishment Planning

The following IMG activity was created under Deployment:
-

Define Deployment Service Profiles

The following IMG activity was created under Approval Process:
-

Set Up Approval Process

Work Order
A new IMG node was included for the new application Work Order which contains the work order IMG
activites.
Invoice
The IMG substructure Invoice was inserted, which includes all new IMG activities for the new invoice
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collaboration function.
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC
The following IMG activities were created under Basic Settings -> Processing Inbound and
Outbound Messages:
-

BAdI: Master Data Completion

-

IMG activities under BAdIs for Message Interfaces (Inbound XML Messages)

-

IMG activities under BAdIs for Message Interfaces (Outbound XML Messages)

-

IMG activities under BAdIs for Mapping Master Data in XML Message
Note that these IMG activities replace the IMG activities that have been moved under BAdIs for
Working in SAP ICH 5.0 Compatibility Mode. For more information, see the IMG
documentation.

The following IMG activity was created under Basic Settings in the Condition Technique for Product
Determination node:
-

BAdI: Product Substitution Extension

The following IMG activities were created under Basic Settings in the cFolders node:
-

BAdI: Redefine cFolders URL

-

BAdI: Definition of Prefix and Separator for cFolders Used for SAP SNC

The following IMG activity was created under Basic Settings in the Connection to Event
Management node:
-

BAdI: Report for Expected Event Creation

The IMG activity BAdI: External Time Series Mapping was created under Exceptions -> Data
Import Controller.
The IMG substructure Invoice was inserted, which includes all newBAdIs for the new invoice
collaboration function.
The IMG substructure Work Order was inserted, which includes all newBAdIs for the new invoice
collaboration function.
Renamed IMG activities
Basic Settings
The following IMG activities under Process Types for Inbound Messages have been renamed:
-

The IMG activity Determine Default Process Types for Inbound XML Messages is now called
Assign Default Process Types to Inbound XML Messages.

-

The IMG activity Define Sender- and Recipient-Dependent Process Types (Inbound) is now
called Assign Sender- and Recipient-Dependent Process Types (Inbound).

-

The structure node Selection is now called Visibility.

The following IMG activities under Changeability of Purchase and Replenishment Order Items
have been renamed.
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-

The IMG activity Create Change Profiles for Purchase Order Items is now called Create
Change Profiles for Purchase and Replenishment Order Items.

-

The IMG activity Assign Change Profiles for Purchase Order Items is now called Assign
Change Profiles for Purchase and Replenishment Order Items.

Master Data
-

The IMG activity Activate Change Documents for Order Guideline is now called Activate
Change Documents for Transportation Guidelines.

Projected Stock
-

The IMG activity Assign Profiles for the Projected Stock is now called Assign Settings for
Replenishment Planning and SNI.

Exceptions
-

The IMG activity Define Product Activity Check Service Profile is now called Define Product
Activity Check Service Profiles.

Replenishment
-

The IMG activity Define Service Profile is now called Define Replenishment Service Profiles.

-

The IMG activity Define Service Profile is now called Define TLB Service Profile.

-

The IMG activity Define Number Ranges for Vendor-Generated Orders is now called Define
Number Ranges for Replenishment Orders.

-

The IMG activity Determine Number Ranges for Replenishment Orders is now called Define
Number Ranges for Planned Replenishment Orders.

Demand
-

The IMG activity PSM: Determine Forecast Service Profile is now called Define Demand
Service Profiles.

Delivery
-

The IMG activity Determine Due Schedule Lines is now called Determine Due Schedule Line
Quantities.

Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP SNC
-

The IMG activity BAdI: Extract Forecast Data is now called BAdI: Extract Data from
Replenishment Orders and TLB Transports.

-

The IMG activity BAdI: Processing of Purchase Orders is now called BAdI: Processing of
Purchase and Replenishment Orders.

-

The IMG activity BAdI: Scheduling in Supplier Collaboration is now called BAdI: Scheduling.

Renamed and Changed IMG activities
-

IMG for Master Data
The IMG activity Create Planning Version is now called Create Modell 000 and Planning
Version 000. The transaction /SAPAPO/VERCREATE that was called before by this IMG activity
was replaced by the transaction SAPAPO/ACTVERCREATE.
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Changed IMG activities
-

The IMG activity Define Time Stamp Format of Outbound Messages has been enhanced.

-

The IMG activity Create Selection Modes has been enhanced.

-

The IMG activity BAdI: Modification of the Kanban Object has been enhanced.

1.3.15 Location Product Settings (Enhanced)
Use
In Inventory Collaboration Hub Release 5.0, you could maintain location product settings on a business
partner, location, and product level. For example, you could determine the planning parameters used in
the SNI Monitor, and the SMI Monitor. You could make these settings on the Web UIs for Location
Product Settings and SNI Location Product Settings .
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration 5.1, you can maintain location product settings for Responsive
Replenishment and location product settings for Supply Network Inventory (SNI) in the same transaction
on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Supply Network Collaboration -> Master Data ->
Product -> Maintain Location Product Settings.

1.3.16 Notes (Enhanced)
Use
In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub 5.0, you could attach a note to a specific object, such as a purchase
order, to add information about that object either for yourself or for other users.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration 5.1, you can maintain and view multiple notes relating to
specific objects in the Notes Overview screen. By selecting an existing note, you can see the note history
and add a new note.
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The Notes Overview screen is available on the following Web UIs for SAP SNC:
-

All screens that have the embedded data matrix component.

-

The following Work Order screens:

-

-

Work Order Overview

-

Work Order Detail

-

Work Order History

The TLB Shipments screen.

See also
Release note for Data Matrix Configuration (Enhanced)

1.3.17 Printing (Enhanced)
Use
In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub 5.0, you could print documents using the Smart Forms layout.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can print documents using both the Smart
Forms layout and PDF-based print form. PDF-based print forms are the default print type for SAP SNC.
For Smart Form print types, you can use existing layouts from the previous release or create new layouts.
You can use predefined PDF-based print form names for the following document types:
-

Invoice

-

Invoice aggregation

-

Self-billing invoice

-

Self-billing invoice aggregation

-

Subsequent debit/credit

-

Delivery note

-

Handling unit

-

Purchase order

-

Work order

-

Replenishment order
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-

Scheduling agreement release

Multiple printing is only possible for invoice related documents and scheduling agreement releases.

Effects on Customizing
You define the print type for the following document types in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration by choosing Basic Settings -> Printing -> Determine Print Forms for Documents:
-

Invoice

-

Invoice aggregation

-

Self-billing invoice

-

Self-billing invoice aggregation

-

Subsequent credit/debit

-

Delivery note

-

Purchase order

-

Work order

-

Replenishment order

-

Scheduling agreement release

You define the print type for handling units in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by
choosing Basic Settings -> Printing -> Determine Print Forms for Labels.
If you want to specify your own logic when printing form names, you can implement the BAdI:
Specification of Print Form. For more information about specifying print forms, see the IMG
documentation for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for SAP
SNC -> Basic Settings -> Printing.

1.3.18 SCM-ICH-MD

Master Data

1.3.18.1 Partner-Dependent Master Data (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, you could maintain partner-dependent master data on the Web UI for SAP Inventory
Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH).
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can maintain partner-dependent master
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data for your business partners on the new SAP Easy Access screens. Alternatively external partners
(that is, suppliers or customers) can maintain their own partner-dependent master data in the SAP SNC
Web UI.
Changes on the SAP Easy Access Screen
The following screens for maintaining partner-dependent master data are now available on the SAP Easy
Access screen, under Supply Network Collaboration -> Master Data -> Partner-Dependent Data
->:
-

Partner-Dependent Location Data -> Maintain Partner-Dependent Location Data

-

Partner-Dependent Product Data -> Maintain Partner-Dependent Product Data

-

Partner-Dependent Product Data -> Assign Customer's Purchasing Groups to Partners

Changes on the SAP SNC Web UI
A business partner can now only maintain his or her own master data numbers and descriptions.
The following web screens for maintaining partner-dependent master data have been renamed and are on
the SAP SNC Web UI, under Master Data -> Partner-Dependent Data ->:
-

Partner-Dependent Location Data

-

Partner-Dependent Product Data

-

Assignment of Customer's Purchasing Groups to Partner

Partner-Dependent Partner Data
The following screens for maintaining partner-dependent master data are new on both the SAP SNC Web
UI and on the SAP Easy Access screen:
-

Maintain Partner-Dependent Partner Data (SAP Easy Access screen)

-

Partner-Dependent Partner Data (SAP SNC Web UI)

You can use these screens to maintain partner-dependent data for your business partners.
Partner-Dependent Master Data in Responsive Replenishment
Maintaining partner-dependent master data by external partners (that is, customers) is not relevant for
Responsive Replenishment, therefore the following screens are not available on the Responsive
Replenishment view for the SAP SNC Web UI:
-

Partner-Dependent Location Data

-

Partner-Dependent Product Data

-

Assignment of Customer's Purchasing Groups to Partners

-

Partner-Dependent Partner Data

As of SAP SNC 5.1, the web screen Partner Product Category is obsolete and has been removed.
Application-Specific Master Data
The following application-specific master data is new and available on the SAP Easy Access screen,
under Supply Network Collaboration -> Master Data -> Application-Specific Master Data ->
Invoice ->:
-

Maintain Partner-Dependent Purchasing Document Data
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-

Assign Payment Terms to Partners

Alternatively a business partner can maintain his or her master data on the SAP SNC Web UI, under
Master Data -> Partner-Dependent Data ->:
-

Maintenance of Partner-Dependent Purchasing Document Data

-

Assignment of Payment Terms to Partners

You can use the above screens to maintain purchasing document data for specific suppliers and customers
and to assign payment terms to specific business partners.

1.3.18.2 Product Determination (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 4.1, you have been able to use product determination
to determine supplier back-end products from a product. As of Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC)
5.1, you can use the following enhanced functions for product determination:
-

You can now use time-dependent product determination. Time-dependent product determination
allows you to determine a supplier back-end product for every bucket in the planning horizon.
Product determination without time-dependent functionality (as used in SAP SCM 5.0) has been
renamed static product determination.
Note: You can switch on time-dependent product determination for use in replenishment.
Replenishment determines a supplier back-end product using the starting time stamp of planning
horizon, and uses it throughout the planning horizon for scheduling and other purposes. After the
scheduling run the system automatically uses the shipping time stamp determined during scheduling
and uses it to determine the supplier back-end product once more. The new supplier back-end
product is stored in a planned replenishment order (order document type DRPV), and used in
subsequent processes. Scheduling is not carried out again. This feature is only relevant if you use a
planned replenishment order instead of a time series for planned receipt, which is relevant for the
Responsive Replenishment scenario.

-

SAP SNC 5.1 uses the new condition technique by default. The new condition technique allows you
to use product determination for SAP SNC independently of whether a customer uses SAP APO.
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-

You can use the APN (Alternative Product Number) and APN type as a link between the product
and the supplier back-end product to determine a product from a supplier back-end product. For
APN based product determination you must define an APN type in the IMG activity Define APN
Type for Product Determination in Customizing for SAP Supply Network Collaboration. To
link the product to the supplier back-end product, you enter an APN and the specified APN type in
the product master of both the given supplier back-end product and the product. If no product is
determined during APN based product determination, the system attempts to determine a product
using the existing method for determining products from supplier back-end products from Release
5.0, combining the EAN/UPC number and a UoM.

Effects on Existing Data
If you are a customer who uses SAP APO, and want to upgrade from Release 4.1 or 5.0 but keep using the
old condition technique for product determination, you can use the IMG activity Switch to Old
Condition Technique. In Customizing for Advanced Planning and Optimization, choose Advanced
Planning and Optimization -> Product Determination.
The switch is only supported for upgrade customers using SAP APO 4.1 or 5.0.

Effects on Customizing
In the standard system product determination is delivered with standard settings. You only need to
customize if you want to override the standard settings.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can use the following new IMG activities to configure product determination:
-

Maintain Field Catalog

-

Maintain Condition Tables

-

Maintain Access Sequences

-

Maintain Condition Types

-

Maintain Determination Procedure

-

Create Condition Maintenance Group

-

Assign Determination Procedure to Business Partner

-

BAdI: Product Substitution Extension

You define APN types in Customizing for SAP Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Basic
Settings -> Product Determination -> Define APN Type for Product Determination.

1.3.18.3 Where-Used Framework (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use the where-used list to search for
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objects that use a particular product. This is of particular importance when you are considering deleting a
product from the master data. The objects can be documents or master data related to SAP SNC.
You can search in the following subobjects:
-

SNC alerts

-

Partner-dependent location product

-

Partner-dependent product

-

cFolders for SCM collaborations

-

SNC content in condition technique

-

SNC inventory management (LIME)

-

SNC order documents
-

Replenishment order

-

Purchase order

-

Work order

-

Kanban

-

Return delivery instruction

-

Invoice

-

Release

-

Advanced shipping notification

-

Supplier confirmation

-

Promotion

-

Planned replenishment orders

-

SNC settings (Web GUI and SAP GUI)

-

SNC time series types

Note: The where-used framework only considers the time-series types that are considered in Release 5.1.
Forward navigation is only possible to the SAP GUI screens, not to the SAP SNC Web screens.
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1.3.19 SCM-ICH-REL

Scheduling Agreement Release

1.3.19.1 Scheduling Agreement Releases (Enhanced)
Use
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist for scheduling
agreement releases:
-

SAP SNC supports scheduling agreement releases with several scheduling agreement items.

-

In the release overview of scheduling agreement release items for the current scheduling agreement
release, you can now choose several scheduling releases for downloading in table format or for
printing in SmartForms or PDF format. In particular, you can now choose all scheduling agreement
release items or cancel the selection of all scheduling agreement release items.

-

The downloaded scheduling agreement release also contains information about the scheduling
agreement schedule lines.

-

The following new selection criteria are available for selecting scheduling agreement:
-

Kanban
You can use this to specifically select Kanban scheduling agreement releases.

-

Confirmation
You can use this to specifically select scheduling agreement releases according to whether a
confirmation via scheduling agreement confirmation is required.

The overview of scheduling agreement releases contains the corresponding columns.

See also
Release Note Technical Basis for the Web UI (Enhanced)

1.3.19.2 Due Quantity (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub calculated the due quantity for schedule lines of the
following order documents:
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-

Replenishment orders in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business
scenario (previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders)

-

Purchase orders

-

Scheduling agreement releases

The due quantity of a schedule line is the schedule line quantity that is not covered by ASNs.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

For purchase order schedule lines, the system now also calculates an additional due quantity based
on purchase order schedule lines. This is the quantity that is not covered by confirmations. The due
quantity calculated on the basis of purchase order schedule lines is called "confirmation-based due
quantity".
To determine the confirmation-due quantity for the requested schedule lines of a purchase order
item, the system adds up the confirmed quantities from the confirmation schedule lines of the
purchase order to obtain a total confirmation quantity. The system then assigns the required
requested quantity from the total confirmation quantity to the request schedule lines, until the total
confirmation quantity is used up. To do this, the system processes the PO schedule lines
chronologically, starting with the earliest PO schedule line. You can define whether the system
processes the schedule lines in the order of their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times.
When the supplier creates a confirmation schedule line for a purchase order item on the Web UI for
SAP SNC, SAP SNC proposes the confirmation- based quantity as confirmed quantity.

-

The due quantity calculated on the basis of ASNs is called "ASN-based due quantity".

ASNs are now also available in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, thus the ASN-based
due quantity is now also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.
Effects on Existing Data
The confirmation-based due quantity and the ASN-based due quantity are prerequisites for other functions
(for example, for purchase orders in the purchase order worklist. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the
confirmation-based due quantity is also available for purchase orders, while the ASN-based due quantity
is also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario. For these
quantities to be calculated, you have to execute the /SCA/ORDER_CONSOLIDATION conversion report
after the upgrade. In the case of replenishment order items for which ASNs do not yet exist, SAP SNC
uses the requested quantity as the ASN-based due quantity. The report also copies the delivery date/time
to the initial availability date/time. For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.
Effects on Data Transfer
Determine whether the system is to process the schedule lines for a purchase order item in the sequence of
their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times when it calculates the confirmation-based due
quantities, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Delivery -> Calculation of
Due Quantity -> Determine Due Schedule Line Quantities. The date/time determined here is also
relevant for the purchase orders in the purchase order worklist that are to be confirmed. The supplier
confirms this date/time.

See also
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-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.20 SCM-ICH-PO

Purchase Order and Replenishment Order

1.3.20.1 History Comparison for Documents (New)
Use
Previously, you were able to display a history for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs), supplier
confirmations, and purchase orders. As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can
compare the histories of two documents. The history comparison displays a table overview of fields and
values in which the two documents differ from each other. You can use the history comparison to more
easily identify changes that were made to a document. You can use the history comparison for the
following documents:
-

ASNs

-

Purchase orders

-

Replenishment orders

-

Supplier confirmations

1.3.20.2 Display of Document Unit of Measure (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can display the base unit of measure as
well as the document unit of measure for a product. You can display the document unit of measure on the
following Web screens of SAP SNC:
-

Detail screen for purchase orders

-

Detail screen for replenishment orders

-

Detail screen for invoices

-

Detail screen for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs)

-

Query To Be Confirmed for the purchase order worklist
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The new function primarily supports suppliers who want to display the base unit of measure while they
work with purchase orders, for example, or with follow-on documents such as ASNs or invoices. In many
cases, the supplier does not know the base unit of measure in SAP SNC, and he or she wants to display
the unit that he or she is using to create the documents.

1.3.20.3 Invoice Collaboration (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you and your supplier can create, process, and
monitor invoices.
Creation and monitoring of invoices
Suppliers can create invoices of the following invoice types:
-

Invoices

-

Subsequent credit

-

Subsequent debit

SAP SNC supports the creation of invoices for the following documents:
-

Purchase orders

-

ASNs

-

Replenishment orders (only for supplier collaboration)

On the Web user interface, your supplier can create invoices, and you and your supplier can monitor the
status of the invoices and identify documents for which no invoices have yet been created. You and your
supplier can print invoice and invoice summaries, and your supplier can create notes on the invoice at
header and item level.
Integration with an SAP ERP System
SAP SNC can transmit the information contained in an invoice to an SAP ERP system. You can use an
SAP ERP system to process the invoice and for the payment run, and to send the updated status of the
invoice to SAP SNC. If you have agreed to use evaluated receipt settlement (ERS procedure) and you
therefore create self-billing invoices for the supplier in the SAP ERP system, you can send this
information to SAP SNC. A supplier can display the self-billing invoices in SAP SNC. In addition, you
can send revaluations from self-billing invoices from SAP ERP to SAP SNC.
For this message exchange between a standard SAP ERP system and SAP SNC, we deliver the
InvoiceRequest and PaymentAdviceNotification message types. We deliver mappings for the
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integration with a customer SAP ERP system. You have to create mappings for the integration with a
supplier back-end system within the framework of a project solution.
For more information about the prerequisites and required releases of the SAP ERP system, see SAP
Library for SAP SNC under Invoice.
Invoice Data on Web User Interfaces for ASNs, Purchase Orders, and Replenishment Orders
You can navigate from the header and item data of an ASN to the associated invoices.
You can navigate from the header and item data of a purchase order and of a replenishment order to the
associated invoices. In addition, you can display invoice data on the detail screen for the purchase order
and for the replenishment order. To do this, choose the Price and Invoice Data tab pages.
Master Data Integration
Suppliers can save their standard values for a purchasing document in SAP SNC, for example, standard
values for net price, price unit, or Incoterms. In addition, suppliers can save their standard values for
payment conditions in SAP SNC. SAP SNC can copy these standard values during invoice creation.

Effects on Data Transfer
You can use SAP Core Interface (CIF) to send master data in SAP ERP that is relevant for the invoice,
from SAP ERP to SAP SNC. For more information, see the Release Note Integration of Master Data
(Enhanced).
Effects on System Administration
You can use the /SCA/INVOICE_DELETE report to delete obsolete invoices.
Effects on Customizing
To be able to use invoice collaboration in SAP SNC, you have to make the following settings in the
Implementation Guide (IMG):
-

Determine the tax code that you want to use to create the invoice. To do this, you use the IMG
activity Maintain Tax Code for Invoices, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Invoice.

-

Consider whether you want to want to make any changes to the invoice data during inbound or
outbound message processing. To do this, you implement the Business Add-Ins (BAdIs), in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for
SAP SNC -> Invoice.

-

Check the standard settings for validation checks, in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> SAP Standard Settings. If required,
create your own settings for the invoice, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> Own
Settings. For more information, see the IMG for Validation. For more information about which
validation checks and profiles are relevant for the invoice, see SAP Library for SAP SNC under
Invoice.

-

Activate the settings for the invoice in order document management. To do this, use the IMG activity
Activate Settings in Order Document Management, in Customizing for SCM Basis, by
choosing Order Document Management. For more information, see SAP Note 1019289.

See also
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Release Note Integration of Master Data (Enhanced)
Release Note Conversion of Invoice Numbers and Invoice Item Numbers (New)
Release Note Print (Enhanced)

1.3.20.4 Purchase Order Worklist (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the purchase order worklist is available on the
Web user interface. The purchase order worklist allows you to process confirmations more quickly. The
supplier sees purchase order schedule lines with unconfirmed quantities immediately in the purchase
order worklist, and can create and publish confirmations. The purchase order worklist includes the
following lists (queries), in which purchase order data is grouped according to different criteria:
-

To Be Confirmed
This list displays request schedule lines whose requested quantity is not yet completely covered by
confirmation schedule lines. The quantity that is still to be confirmed by the supplier is displayed in
the Confirmation-Based Due Quantity field. In this list, the supplier can create confirmation
schedule lines for several request schedule lines simultaneously. If the supplier wants to confirm a
deviating quantity, he or she enters the confirmed quantity directly in the request schedule line row.
If the supplier wants to confirm the request quantity, he or she sets the Confirm Complete Quantity
indicator.
If required, he or she also changes the delivery date/time date or shipment date/time directly in the
row. The supplier then chooses Confirm. For the request schedule lines, the system creates
confirmation schedule lines in which the supplier has entered a quantity or has set the Confirm
Complete Quantity indicator. You can determine whether the supplier can change the delivery
date/time or shipping date/time, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing
Shipment -> Calculation of Due Quantity -> Determine Due Schedule Line Quantities.

-

To Be Published
This list displays purchase orders with purchase order items for which the supplier has created new
confirmation schedule lines. The supplier has not yet published the purchase orders. The supplier
can select one or more purchase orders and publish them by choosing Publish.

-

Canceled/Blocked Items
This list displays purchase order items that the customer has blocked or canceled.

In the customer view of the purchase order worklist, the customer sees a list of purchase order items that
the supplier has rejected.
The lists are based on SAP-defined queries. If required, you can also create your own queries and thus
your own lists based on the purchase order data, such as a list containing items that are partially delivered
or completely delivered.
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See also
Release Note Due Quantity (Enhanced)

1.3.20.5 Alerts and Status for Purchase Order Items (Enhanced)
Use
When the customer sends a purchase order (ReplenishmentOrderNotification) with a new or changed
item to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC), the system sends an alert (alert type 7051 for a
new purchase order item, or alert type 7052 for a changed purchase order item). Up to now, the system
created an alert for a changed purchase order item regardless of the nature of the changes to the item. The
alert text (New Purchase Order Item or Changed Purchase Order Item) did not contain any
information about the nature of the change.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, only certain changes trigger an alert of alert type 7052. A specific alert text informs
you about what has changed. In addition, the new status Change Status displays at item level whether
the item is new or has been changed. There is a change status at header level as well that refers to new or
changed items. If a purchase order contains new as well as changed items, the status has the value
Changed.
Changes That Are Relevant for the Status and Which Trigger an Alert
The system regards an item as changed only in the following instances:
-

The following data has changed
-

Goods recipient

-

Customer location

-

Ship-to location

-

Product

-

Requested quantity

-

Requested delivery date

-

Incoterm

-

Price

-

The customer has canceled or blocked the item.

-

The customer has added a new component to a subcontract order.

For every individual relevant change (see above), the system creates an alert of alert type 7052 (for
example, an alert for a quantity change and an alert for a price change). The alert text displays what has
changed (for example, the quantity or the price).
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Effects on Customizing
If you want the system to create alerts of alert type 7051 or 7052 for a new or changed item, or determine
the change status, the PO_NEW_CHG_ALERT_CTRL validation check must be active. The validation
check is active in the standard system.
Note: The system creates an alert of type 7052 for every individual change listed above. You cannot
configure the system to create an alert for certain relevant changes (for example, alerts for a quantity
change) but not for others (for example, alerts for a price change).

1.3.20.6 Confirmations for Changed Purchase Order Items (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, when a customer increased the purchase order quantity of an item in such a way that the
confirmed quantity of the item lay below the underdelivery tolerance, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub
(SAP ICH) set the confirmation status for the item to Partially Confirmed. For other changes (for
example, to the product or the requested delivery date/time), there were no status changes.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

Set Item to Not Confirmed
In SAP SNC 5.1, the confirmation status of an item is likewise set to Partially Confirmed if the
quantity increase violates the underdelivery tolerance. However, you can now also make settings so
that the system sets the confirmation status of an item to Not Confirmed if the customer has
changed the following item data:
-

Goods recipient

-

Ship-to location

-

Product

-

Requested delivery date/time

-

Incoterm

Price
If you want to use this function, the PO_CONF_RELEVANCE_CTRL validation check must be
active. The validation check is active in the standard system.
-

Delete Confirmation Schedule Lines
In addition, as of SAP SNC 5.1, you can make settings so that SAP SNC deletes the confirmation
schedule lines for the item in the case of confirmation-relevant changes to the item (for example, a
quantity increase that is too large, or a new requested delivery date/time). SAP SNC deletes the
confirmation schedule lines upon receipt of the changed purchase order. The supplier must therefore
create new confirmation schedule lines and confirm the confirmation-relevant changes. If you want
to use this function, the PO_CONFIRMATION_DELETE validation check must be active. The
validation check is not active in the standard system.
Note: An SAP ERP back-end system cannot delete confirmation schedule lines, it can only replace
them. To avoid temporary inconsistencies between the SAP back-end system and SAP SNC, we
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recommend the following: After SAP SNC has deleted the confirmation schedule lines for an item,
the supplier has to create new confirmation schedule lines for the item. Only then can the supplier
publish the purchase order.
Example of an inconsistency: The customer has made confirmation-relevant changes in the customer
back-end system to two purchase order items having three confirmation schedule lines each, and has
sent the purchase order to SAP SNC. SAP SNC has deleted the confirmation schedule lines for the
two items. The supplier creates a confirmation schedule line for one of the items but not for the other
item. The supplier then publishes the purchase order, and SAP SNC sends the purchase order to the
customer back-end system. There, the three confirmation schedule lines for the one item are
automatically replaced by the single new confirmation schedule line. The other item retains the
original three confirmation schedule lines.

Effects on Customizing
Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.
.

1.3.20.7 Delivery Tolerances in Purchase Orders (Enhanced)
Use
The underdelivery tolerance and overdelivery tolerance were already available previously for purchase
order items within purchase order collaboration. SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) up to now
considers delivery tolerances as follows:
-

If the supplier confirms quantities that are too small or too large and thus violate delivery tolerances,
SAP ICH can create alerts (alert type 7039 or alert type 7038, respectively). To do this, SAP ICH
uses special validation checks.

-

Based on the open quantity and the underdelivery tolerance, SAP ICH sets the item status to
Partially Delivered or Delivery Completed.

SAP ICH uses the delivery tolerances from the purchase order for a purchase order item. If the purchase
order does not contain any delivery tolerances, SAP SNC uses the delivery tolerances from the contract or
from the purchasing info record to which the item is assigned. (You can use Core Interface (CIF) in the
external procurement relationship to transmit the contract and purchasing info record from the customer
back-end system to SAP ICH.) The assignment of delivery tolerances from a contract or from a
purchasing info record is done as was the case previously by the validation PO_TOLERANCE_ASSIGN,
which is active in the standard system.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the system also considers the indicator for
unlimited overdelivery. If unlimited overdelivery is allowed, this has the following consequences:
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-

SAP SNC does not create an overdelivery alert (alert type 7038).

-

You are allowed to create ASNs for the purchase order item with any quantity amount desired.

The customer can transmit the overdelivery indicator to the purchase order at item and header level. If the
customer is using an SAP ERP system as back-end system, he or she can also use CIF to transmit the
overdelivery indicator with the contract or purchasing info record.
Integration with a Back-End System
-

The ReplenishmentOrderNotification was enhanced. It can now transmit the indicator for
unlimited overdelivery at item level and header level.

-

If the customer is using an SAP ERP system as back-end system, he or she can transmit the
overdelivery indicator using the IDoc PORDCR1.PORDCR102 (as of SAP ERP 6.0). The IDoc can
contain the overdelivery indicator at header and item level. (A standard mapping of the IDoc
PORDCR1.PORDCR102 to the ReplenishmentOrderNotification was already available
previously).

1.3.20.8 Fields in the Purchase Order (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the Web screens for displaying and processing
purchase orders contain fields for the following data:
-

Purchase order group at schedule line level
The purchase order group is a grouping criterion for purchase orders. In the following case, the field
contains the purchase requisition number from the customer back-end system: The customer uses an
SAP ERP back-end system and transmits purchase orders using the IDoc PORDCR.PORDCR102.

-

Batch number at component level

-

Availability date/time at the customer location at schedule line level (delivery date/time + goods
receipt processing time)

-

Indicator for unlimited overdelivery at item level

As of SAP SNC 5.1, the new Invoice component is also available, which you can use to create an invoice
for a purchase order, for example. For invoice data, see the Invoice Data tab page.
The Supplier Confirmation Status, which was already available in SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub
5.0, was renamed to Confirmation Status. This status displays whether confirmations are expected for a
purchase order, and whether confirmations already exist. The change is relevant for the following Web
screens:
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-

Purchase order details

-

Purchase order overview

-

Purchase order history

Effects on Existing Data
The /SCA/ORDER_CONSOLIDATION report, which you have to execute after an upgrade, copies the
delivery date/time to the initial availability date/ time in the customer location. For more information, see
SAP Note 1019288.

See also
-

Release Note Purchase Order Worklist (New)

-

Release Note Scheduling (Changed)

-

Release Note Delivery Tolerances in Purchase Orders (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Invoice Collaboration (New)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.20.9 Approval Process in Purchase Order Collaboration (Enhanced)
Use
In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH), you as customer could already use the approval process
in purchase order collaboration. You can use the approval process to approve or reject supplier
confirmation data that deviates from the requested data. When you publish the purchase order with the
confirmation schedule lines in SAP ICH, SAP ICH copies the accepted confirmation data as requested
data to the purchase order. SAP ICH uses a ReplenishmentOrderNotification to send the purchase order
containing the updated requested data to the customer back-end system, to update the purchase order there
as well.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

The PO_COPY_CONF_TO_REQ validation check now controls the copying of confirmation
schedule lines to the request schedule lines. The validation check is active in the standard system. If
required, you can deactivate the validation check in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Validation. (In SAP ICH 5.0, you were not able to activate or deactivate
the copying. SAP ICH copied accepted confirmation schedule lines automatically to the request
schedule lines).
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-

You can use the deviation analysis from consensus finding for the approval process. This makes it
possible to consider quantity tolerances and date/time tolerances. SAP SNC approves confirmation
data if it corresponds to the requested data within the given tolerances. The previous approval
process (which cannot consider tolerances) is still available.
Note in the case of an upgrade from SAP ICH 5.0 to SAP SNC 5.1: If you have configured the
approval process in SAP ICH 5.0, the settings are retained in the upgrade. In SAP SNC 5.1,
however, you can change to the approval process based on consensus finding at any time, if required.
If settings exist for the new approval process based on consensus finding and for the approval
process without tolerances, the system uses the approval process based on consensus finding.

Effects on Customizing
In the standard system, consensus finding for the approval process is delivered with all necessary settings
in Customizing. To use consensus finding, you only have to create condition records. To do so, on the
SAP Easy Access screen, choose Supply Network Collaboration -> Master Data -> Condition
Technique -> Maintain Condition Records for Consensus Finding.
In addition, you have to check whether you have to adjust the consensus rules for date/time deviations
delivered in the standard system to your needs. Only change the Customizing for consensus finding if you
want to override the standard settings. For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for
Supply Network Collaboration under Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding.
See also
Release Note Consensus Finding (New)

1.3.20.10 Consensus Finding (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use consensus finding. Consensus
finding is a process in which several business partners, for example, try to agree on quantities,
dates/times, and prices. You can use consensus finding to compare data from different sources and accept
deviations within fixed tolerance limits (deviation analysis), or you can use the data from different
business partners to determine new data within fixed tolerance limits that is acceptable for all business
partners involved (consensus determination).
A preconfigured consensus finding is available for the following applications:
-

Collaborative Sales Forecasting and Order Forecast Monitor
You use consensus finding to calculate whether forecasts of the customer and supplier are the same.
If you use collaborative sales forecasting, you can also calculate possible cost proposals for the
forecasting.

-

Work Order Processing
You use consensus finding to compare the following:
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-

-

Requested data from the customer with confirmation data from the supplier

-

Current data with planned data

-

Projected data with planned data

Purchase Order Processing and Replenishment Order Processing
You use consensus finding to control whether the system automatically approves deviations in
quantity and date/time that are within fixed tolerances.

Effects on Customizing
If you want to use consensus finding for an SAP SNC application, first check if settings are required for
this in Customizing. For some applications, consensus finding is already preconfigured with standard
settings, so that you only have to create or change Customizing settings if you want to override the
standard settings. For more information about necessary settings, see SAP Library for SAP SNC, under
Consensus Finding.
If you want to set up consensus finding for an SAP SNC application for the first time, or override existing
standard settings, use the IMG activities under Supply Network Collaboration -> Basic Settings ->
Consensus Finding.
See also
Release Note Work Order (New)
Release Note Approval Process in Purchase Order Collaboration (Enhanced)
Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check (New)

1.3.20.11 Determination of Open Replenishment Order Quantity (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can configure how the system closes
replenishment orders and advanced shipping notifications (ASNs) automatically after the receipt of a
ProductActivityNotification message. You can choose between the following options:
-

No Update of Replenishment Orders or ASNs

-

Update Replenishment Orders and ASNs Older Than Message
The system closes all the replenishment orders and ASNs that have an availability time stamp earlier
than the ProductActivityNotification reference time stamp. This allows the system to recalculate the
open order quantities.

-

Update Replenishment Orders and ASNs Based on Open Quantity
The system calculates the open order quantity in SAP SNC using the open order quantities that the
customer sends in the OnOrderTimeSeries element in the ProductActivityNotification message.
The system closes ASNs that are not assigned to a replenishment order, by using time stamps (see
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the option #Update Replenishment Orders and ASNs older than Message#).
-

Update Replenishment Orders Older Than Message
The system closes all replenishment orders that have an availability time stamp earlier than the
ProductActivityNotification reference time stamp.

-

Update Replenishment Orders Based on Open Quantity
The system calculates the open order quantity in SAP SNC using the open order quantities that the
customer sends in the OnOrderTimeSeries element in the ProductActivityNotification message.

Note that in the Supplier Managed Inventory scenario, there is a separate mechanism of closing ASNs,
using the ASN reference numbers transmitted by ProductActivitiyNotification messages. This was
already available in the previous release and remains unchanged.
Effects on Existing Data
In earlier releases, Customizing of open quantity determination was possible by using the EDI Qual. field
in the IMG activity Maintain IDoc Settings for Stock in Transit under Advanced Planning and
Optimization -> Supply Chain Planning -> Supply Network Planning (SNP) -> Vendor-Managed
Inventory. This IMG activity has been replaced by the new Customizing table /SCA/PANOPEN in the
new IMG activity Configure Open Order Quantity Determination under Supply Network
Collaboration -> Exceptions -> Data Import Controller.
To adopt Customizing settings from SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0, SAP provides the
XPRA /SCA/PANOPEN_CONV. The XPRA converts the SAP ICH 5.0 Customizing table entries to
SAP SNC 5.1 Customizing table entries with the following rules:
Customizing entry for SAP ICH 5.0 (EDI Qual. field)
Customizing entry for SAP SNC 5.1
(RO/ASN Updates field)
Stock/Sales Through EDI/XML
Update Replenishment Orders and ASNs Older Than
Message
Purchase Order Quantity Through EDI/XML Update Replenishment Orders and ASNs Based on
Open Quantity
Delivery Confirmation EDI/XML
No Update of Replenishment Orders or ASNs
Stock in Transit Quantity Through EDI/XML No Update of Replenishment Orders or ASNs

Effects on Customizing
If you want to change your Customizing settings, use the IMG activity Update the Quantities and
Statuses of ROs and ASNs.
See also
Release note In-Transit Quantity (Enhanced)

1.3.20.12 Naming of Replenishment Planning Orders (Changed)
Use
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In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, orders for replenishment planning and
replenishment planning collaboration have been renamed.
Previous Names
-

Business Scenario: Responsive Replenishment
In the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, the replenishment planning service creates
orders of the order document type DRPV. On the TLB screen, you can create orders of the order
document type DRPV manually as well. An order of the order document type DRPV was previously
called replenishment order in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario. The TLB
planning service merges orders of the order document type DRPV into TLB shipments according to
various criteria. In so doing, the TLB planning service creates the following objects:
-

A TLB shipment (order document type TLBO)

-

One or - in the case of splitting - several orders of the order document type VGOR that are
assigned to the TLB shipment
An order of the order document type VGOR was previously called vendor-generated order
in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario.
After releasing the TLB shipment, you can send the orders of the order document type VGOR to the
customer back-end system and to the supplier back-end system, where the customer and supplier
create a purchase order or sales order, respectively.
-

Business Scenario: SMI with Purchase Orders
In the SMI with Purchase Orders business scenario, the supplier can manually create an order of
the order document type VGOR for a planned receipt. An order of the order document type VGOR
was previously called purchase order in the SMI with Purchase Orders business scenario. When
the supplier published the order, SAP SNC immediately published the order automatically as
purchase order to the customer back-end system and as sales order to the supplier back-end system.

New Names
As of SAP SNC 5.1, orders of the order document type DRPV and VGOR are called the following:
-

Order of the order document type DRPV: Planned replenishment order

-

Order of the order document type VGOR: Replenishment order

On the user interface, the terminology was adjusted accordingly.

See also
Release Note Display of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

1.3.20.13 Display of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)
Use
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Previously, replenishment orders (orders of the order document type VGOR) were displayed, depending
on the business scenario, on the Web user interface of SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) as
follows:
-

Business Scenario: SMI with Purchase Orders
Orders of the order document type VGOR (previously called "purchase orders" in this scenario) were
created and displayed by suppliers under Purchase Orders (SMI). The Overview displays a list of
the selected replenishment orders. The Details display the detail data of a selected replenishment
order. Under Create Purchase Order, you were able to create an order of the order document type
VGOR. You were not able to select orders of the order document type VGOR by using the
replenishment order number, you could only use the sales order number that the system assigned
when the replenishment order was saved.

-

Business Scenario: Responsive Replenishment
The system automatically created orders of the order document type VGOR when you created a TLB
shipment. The TLB screen displayed selected data of a replenishment order. In the Responsive
Replenishment view of the Web application menu, no special screens comparable to the screens
for SMI with Purchase Orders were available for creating or displaying orders of the order
document type VGOR.

As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

The Web screens for creating, displaying, and processing orders of the order document type VGOR
were renamed to Create Replenishment Order, Replenishment Order Overview, and
Replenishment Order Details.

-

The Web screens are now also available in the Responsive Replenishment view for displaying
and processing replenishment orders that you created with the TLB, for example. You can manually
create replenishment orders without TLB reference, under Create Replenishment Order.

-

You can use the replenishment order number to select replenishment orders. When you save the
replenishment order, the system assigns the replenishment order number using the number
assignment for replenishment orders.

-

In the case of a replenishment order created with the TLB, you can navigate from the TLB screen to
the detail screen for replenishment orders, and the other way around.

1.3.20.14 Fields in the Replenishment Order (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, there are new fields available in the screens
for displaying and processing replenishment orders (orders of the order document type VGOR). These
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screens support the new functions and processes in replenishment planning collaboration. The screens are
now also available in the Responsive Replenishment view. They also contain new fields that are
relevant for Responsive Replenishment. These include, for example, fields that are relevant for
replenishment orders assigned to TLB shipments.
-

-

General Fields
-

Customer Send Status
Displays whether the replenishment order was already sent to the customer back-end system.

-

Supplier Send Status
Displays whether the replenishment order was already sent to the supplier back-end system.

-

Change Status

-

Displays whether an item is new or changed.

-

Confirmation Status
Displays whether the supplier has already confirmed the item.

-

Approval Status
Displays whether the approval process has accepted or rejected a replenishment order item or a
replenishment order schedule line.

-

Point in time at which the print function was last called

-

Point in time at which the replenishment order was last published

-

Supplier Back-End Product
Product number in the supplier back-end system. Relevant for product determination.

-

Availability Date/Time at Customer Location
Delivery time + goods receipt processing time

Fields for Responsive Replenishment
-

Order Processing Date/Time
Latest date/time at which the replenishment order must be sent to the supplier back-end system
so that the follow-on process can be carried out on time. The order processing date/time was
previously only available on the TLB screen.

-

Transportation Planning Date/Time
Latest date/time by which the supplier must organize the transportation so that the product
arrives at the customer on time.

-

Availability Date/Time at Ship-from Location
Date/time at which the product at the ship-from location must be available for picking
(corresponds to the material availability date/time in the sales order item).

-

Loading Date/Time
Date/time at which the product must be ready for loading and shipping at the ship-from
location.

-

Pickup Date/Time
Date/time at which the product must be loaded at the ship-from location.

-

Promotion ID
Is only displayed when a replenishment order has at least one item that refers to a promotion.
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-

Fields for Replenishment Orders with TLB Shipment Assignment
-

TLB Shipment Number

-

Shipping Scenario

-

Transportation Guideline

-

Delivery Method

Transshipment Location
The fields were already available on the TLB screen previously. On the detail screen for a
replenishment order, the fields are only displayed if a replenishment order is assigned to a TLB
shipment.
-

Delivery Tolerances
In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario, the Item
Delivery Terms tab page displays the following data for replenishment orders:
-

Overdelivery tolerance

-

Underdelivery tolerance

Indicator for unlimited overdelivery
The ReplenishmentOrderNotification was enhanced. It can now transmit the indicator for
unlimited overdelivery at item level.
-

Price Data
Price data (for example, price and currency) is only available for the Supplier Managed Inventory
with Replenishment Orders business scenario. Price data is displayed at item level on the Price
tab page.
When you create, check or publish a replenishment order, the RO_PRICE_ASSIGN validation check
active in the standard system assigns the price data to the item. SAP SNC does not assign a price to
consignment items. The price data comes from the contract assigned to the replenishment order item.
(The assignment of the contract is done by the PO_CONTRACT_ASSIGN validation check, which
was previously available and is active in the standard system.) The customer can use Core Interface
(CIF) in the external procurement relationship to transmit the contract to SAP SNC.
The VendorGeneratedOrderNotification can transmit price data to the customer back-end system.
Since an SAP-ERP back-end system performs its own price determination, the standard mapping
delivered by us does not copy the price data from the VendorGeneratedOrderNotification to the
purchase IDoc.

-

Fields for Invoices
In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario, you can
create invoices for replenishment orders. Invoice data is displayed on the Item Data and Invoice
Data tab pages.
When you create, check or publish a replenishment order, the RO_INVOICE_DATA_ASSIGN
validation check active in the standard system assigns invoice-relevant fields to the item. The
invoice master data comes from the contract assigned to the replenishment order item. (The
assignment of the contract or purchasing info record is done by the PO_CONTRACT_ASSIGN
validation check, which was already available previously and is active in the standard system.) The
customer can use CIF in the external procurement relationship to transmit the contract or purchasing
info record to SAP SNC.

Effects on Existing Data
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The ASN-based due quantity is a prerequisite for other functions. For this quantity to be calculated, you
have to execute the /SCA/ORDER_CONSOLIDATION conversion report after the upgrade. In the case of
replenishment order items for which ASNs do not yet exist, SAP SNC uses the requested quantity as the
ASN-based due quantity. The report also copies the delivery date/time to the initial availability date/time
in the customer location. For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.

See also
-

Release Note Scheduling (Changed)

-

Release Note Due Quantity (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Invoice Collaboration (New)

-

Release Note Delivery Tolerances for SMI Replenishment Orders (New)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.20.15 Creation of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)
Use
A replenishment order (order of the order document type VGOR) represents a firm receipt in the customer
location in replenishment planning. When the supplier publishes a replenishment order, the supplier
back-end system automatically creates a sales order and the customer back-end system automatically
creates a purchase order. These orders are the firm basis for executing the replenishment process.
Previously, the supplier created replenishment orders (orders of the order document type VGOR) as
follows:
-

In the SMI with Purchase Orders business scenario, the supplier created replenishment orders
manually on the Web UI under Create Purchase Order.

-

In the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, the Transport Load Builder (TLB) created
replenishment orders (TLB_SERVICE planning service). The supplier could also create
replenishment orders manually on the TLB screen.

As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can also create replenishment orders in the
following manner:
-

To create replenishment orders according to TLB logic, you can use the new TLBPB_SERVICE
planning service. Like the previous TLB_SERVICE planning service, this service creates
replenishment orders but then also publishes them automatically. In the Responsive Replenishment
Monitor, you can call the TLB services by choosing Run TLB (TLB_SERVICE) and by choosing
Run and Publish TLB (TLBPB_SERVICE).
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-

In the Responsive Replenishment Monitor and in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, the new
planning services REPL_FRPROP_SERVICE and REPL_FRPROPPB_SERVICE are available,
under Propose Firm Receipts and Propose and Publish Firm Receipts. The planning services
convert planned receipts (which are represented as time series or as replenishment orders, depending
on your settings) into replenishment orders, as follows:
-

The planning services create a planned replenishment order using the time-series-based planned
receipts from a certain period.

-

The planning services group into one replenishment order those replenishment orders that have
the same key date. Depending on your settings, the key date is either the order processing date,
the delivery date, or the shipping date.
The Propose and Publish Firm Receipts planning service also publishes the replenishment
orders. In the TLB service profile, you make the following settings for the planning services:
-

In which horizon the planned receipts are converted into replenishment orders

-

Whether the order processing date, the delivery date, or the shipping date are relevant

-

The supplier can now also create replenishment orders manually without TLB shipment assignment,
in the Responsive Replenishment view by choosing Replenishment -> Replenishment Order
-> Create Replenishment Order. You can manually assign an unpublished replenishment order
on the TLB screen to a TLB shipment.

-

The supplier can create a sales order in his or her back-end system and send the sales order to SAP
SNC.

Effects on Customizing
You define the settings for the TLB planning services, the Propose Firm Receipts planning service, and
the Propose and Publish Firm Receipts planning service (REPL_FRPROP_SERVICE and
REPL_FRPROPPB_SERVICE) in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing
Replenishment -> Transport Load Builder -> Define TLB Service Profiles.
See also
-

Release Note New and Changed Sales Order Items (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Display of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

1.3.20.16 Number Assignment for Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)
Use
When you save a replenishment order on the Web screen for replenishment orders (previously called
"purchase orders (SMI)"), or publish it on the TLB screen, the system assigns the previously existing
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numbers to it, as follows:
-

Replenishment order number (at the level of the replenishment order header)
For replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you could
previously define number ranges in Customizing for Inventory Collaboration Hub.

-

Replenishment order item number
You cannot define number ranges for the item number. The increment for the item number is fixed
(number of the first item = 1, increment = 1).

-

Sales order number (at the level of the replenishment order header) and sales order item number (at
the level of the replenishment order item)

-

Purchase order number and purchase order item number (at the level of the replenishment order item

You define number ranges for sales orders and purchase orders on the Web UI. The increment for
purchase order item numbers and sales order item numbers, however, was previously fixed (increment =
1).
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist for number
assignments:
-

You can also define number ranges for replenishment orders in the business scenario SMI with
Replenishment Orders.

-

You now define number ranges for replenishment orders independently of the business scenario, in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment -> Replenishment
Order -> Number Ranges for Replenishment Orders.

-

On the Number Range Attributes Web screen, you can define an increment for purchase order and
sales order item numbers.

1.3.20.17 Splitting Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, the splitting function was only available in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario. With this function, the Transport Load Builder (TLB) created replenishment orders in such a
way that a replenishment order and the resulting purchase order in the customer back-end system met
specific criteria. You were able to use the splitting function so that a replenishment order and thus the
purchase order only contained items with the same customer location, the same purchasing group, or with
only one request schedule line.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the splitting function is also available for
replenishment orders in the SMI with Replenishment Orders business scenario. SAP SNC performs the
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splitting upon creation of a replenishment order, for example when you manually create and save the
replenishment order in the replenishment order details. You can, for example, manually create a
replenishment order with items that have multiple request schedule lines, in the replenishment order
details. If you have set up the splitting function so that only those items with one request schedule line are
valid, then SAP SNC splits the replenishment order when you save the replenishment order. On the TLB
screen, SAP SNC splits replenishment orders during publication.

1.3.20.18 Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)
Use
A replenishment order is an object that only exists in SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC). To
support the processes in the customer back-end system (purchase order processing, goods receipt) and in
the supplier back-end system (sales order processing, goods issue), you have to send a replenishment
order that you have created in SAP SNC to the customer back-end system and to the supplier back-end
system. Here, you send a VendorGeneratedOrderNotification to the customer back-end system and a
ReplenishmentOrderNotification to the supplier back-end system. Based on these XML messages, the
customer back-end system creates a purchase order and the supplier back-end system creates a sales order.
Previously, the sending of XML messages was carried out as follows:
-

In the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you used the /SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND
report to send XML messages for replenishment orders for the TLB shipment to the customer
back-end system and supplier back-end system following release of the TLB shipment.

-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario, SAP
Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) sent the VendorGeneratedOrderNotification
automatically to the customer back-end system when the supplier published the replenishment order
(called "purchase order" up to SAP ICH 5.0) on the Web UI. To do this, the
/SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_CUST Post Processing Framework action (PPF action) was
available (/SCA/ICH application, /SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR PPF action profile). This PPF action
was active in the standard system. To send ReplenishmentOrderNotifications to the supplier
back-end system, the /SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_SUPP PPF action, which was not active in the
standard system, was available.

Sending Options
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you have the following sending options:
-

Automatic sending
Here, SAP SNC sends the XML messages when you call the Publish function on the Web user
interface for a replenishment order. The standard setting is the immediate and automatic sending
of both XML messages.
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For the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, further options are available that allow
you, as supplier, to control under what conditions and in which sequence SAP SNC sends the XML
messages, as follows:

-

-

Send purchase order only after ATP confirmation
You use this option if you only want to create a purchase order in the customer back-end
system once you can deliver the products ordered. When you call the Publish function on the
Web user interface for a replenishment order, SAP SNC immediately sends a
ReplenishmentOrderNotification to the supplier back-end system. The supplier back-end
system performs an ATP check. When the results of the ATP check come back from the
supplier back-end system and the confirmation data does not deviate within the tolerances from
the requested data, SAP SNC can transmit the confirmation data as requested data to the
replenishment order. Only then does SAP SNC send the VendorGeneratedOrderNotification
to the customer back-end system.

-

Send sales order only after assignment of purchase order numbers in customer back-end
system
You use this option when you want the customer back-end system and not SAP SNC to assign
the purchase order numbers. When you call the Publish function on the Web user interface for
a replenishment order, SAP SNC immediately sends a VendorGeneratedOrderNotification
to the customer back-end system. When the purchase order number with the
VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation comes back from the customer back-end system, SAP
SNC copies the purchase order number to the replenishment order and sends the
ReplenishmentOrderNotification to the supplier back-end system.

Sending with a report
When you call the Publish function on the Web user interface for a replenishment order, SAP SNC
only sets the customer send status and supplier send status for the replenishment order to Released
for Sending. To actually send the replenishment order, you use the /SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND
report. Note: You can only use the report in customer collaboration (for example, in the
Responsive Replenishment business scenario), not in supplier collaboration (for example, in the
SMI business scenario).

Publication Function in TLB
Previously, a release function was available on the TLB screen. You used this function to set the status of
the replenishment orders for a TLB shipment to Released for Sending. You could then use the
/SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND report to send the XML messages for the replenishment orders.
In SAP SNC 5.1, the Release function was renamed to Publish. You can now use this function to send
replenishment orders for the TLB shipment according to the configured option (see above). The status
Released for Shipping was renamed to Published, But Not Sent. Note that you can only publish a
replenishment order with TLB reference on the TLB screen. It is not posssible to publish on the
replenishment order screens. The RO_NO_TLB_PUBLICATION validation check for the POS2
validation profile prevents publication on the replenishment order screens.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the TLB service can also publish the newly-created replenishment orders. You can
make the settings for this in the TLB service profile using a new indicator. The sending of XML message
also occurs according to the configured sending option.
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Effects on Customizing
Automatic Sending with or Without PPF
The RO_PUBLISH_DIRECT validation check controls whether or not the system sends the XML
messages using the Post Processing Framework (PPF), as follows:
-

If the validation check is active, the system does not use the Post Processing Framework for
automatic sending. The system sends the XML messages directly in the background to the supplier
back-end system and to the customer back-end system. The validation check is active in the standard
system.

-

If the validation check is not active, the system uses the following PPF actions of the
/SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR action profile (application /SCA/ICH), which were already available
previously in supplier collaboration, for automatic sending of XML messages:
-

To send VendorGeneratedOrderNotifications to the customer back-end system:
/SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_CUST

To send ReplenishmentOrderNotifications to the supplier back-end system:
/SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_SUPP
The PPF actions are active in the standard system (new for /SCA/BOL_VGOR_PUBLISH_SUPP in
supplier collaboration). However, they are not effective if as in the standard system the
RO_PUBLISH_DIRECT validation check is active.
-

You process actions in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Tools -> Actions
(Post Processing Framework) -> Define Action Profiles and Definitions.
You make the settings for validation in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing
Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.
Selection of Desired Sending Option
Regardless of the business scenario, choose your desired sending option:
-

Send both XML messages immediately
Validation check RO_PUBLISH_IMMEDIATE
This validation check is active in the standard system.

-

Send purchase order only after ATP confirmation
Validation check RO_PUBLICATION_ATPRESULT

-

Send sales order only after assignment of purchase order numbers in customer back-end system
Validation check RO_PUBLICATION_KEYCOMPLETE

Sending with a Report
If you want to send with a report for the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, activate the
RO_PUBLISH_REPORT validation check and deactivate the following validation checks:
-

Validation check RO_PUBLISH_DIRECT for sending directly

-

Validation check for the automatic send option
In the standard system, this is the RO_PUBLISH_IMMEDIATE validation check.

See also
-

Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP (New)
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-

Release Note Publication of XML Messages (Changed)

1.3.20.19 New and Changed Sales Order Items (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, the supplier could change or add items to a sales order in the supplier back-end system, and
send the changed sales order to SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub using an XML message of the
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation type.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

-

Alerts for New and Changed Sales Order Items
The following new alerts in SAP SNC refer to new and changed items in the sales order:
-

New Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7120)

-

Changed Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7121)

Replenishment Order for a New Sales Order
A supplier can create a new sales order in his or her back-end system and send the sales order to
SAP SNC using a ReplenishmentOrderCofirmation. You can use the new
RO_CREATE_VIA_REPLORDCONF validation check to configure whether SAP SNC creates a
replenishment order upon receipt of the ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation. When you activate the
check, SAP SNC creates the replenishment order. In the case of an inactive check, SAP SNC does
not create a replenishment order. The validation check is not active in the standard system.
The validation check is relevant for rush purchase orders, for example. In the Responsive
Replenishment business scenario or SMI with Replenishment Orders business scenario, the
supplier creates purchase orders in the customer system. To do this, the supplier executes
replenishment planning in SAP SNC, creates replenishment orders, and sends them to the customer
back-end system. Based on the replenishment order, the customer back-end system automatically
creates a purchase order and the supplier back-end system automatically creates a sales order. To
cover unplanned demands, a customer can also create a purchase order directly in the customer
back-end system and send it to the supplier back-end system. There, a sales order is automatically
created for the purchase order. If the supplier wants SAP SNC to consider the rush purchase order,
he or she sends a confirmation for the sales order (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) to SAP
SNC. If the RO_CREATE_VIA_REPLORDCONF validation check is active, SAP SNC creates a
replenishment order for the ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation. SAP SNC can consider this
replenishment order during replenishment planning. SAP SNC also creates alerts (alert type 7120,
see above) for the new replenishment order items.

Integration with an SAP ERP Back-End System
If the supplier is using an SAP system as ERP back-end system, he or she is already using the
ORDRSP.ORDERS05 IDoc to transfer a replenishment order with a changed or new item or to transfer a
new sales order. A corresponding mapping is available. Note the following IDoc characteristics:
-

The IDoc can only transmit a requested delivery date at header level.

-

The IDoc does not contain a segment for request schedule lines. It transmits the aggregated requested
quantity at item level.
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The IDoc therefore cannot display a sales order item with several request schedule lines and different
requested delivery date. If a sales order item contains more than a single request schedule line, you are not
allowed to make changes in the supplier back-end system to the requested quantities and requested
delivery dates in the sales order.

See also
-

Release Note Alerts in Replenishment Order Collaboration (New)

-

Release Note Alerts and Status for Replenishment Order Items (New)

1.3.20.20 Fixing Replenishment Order Schedule Lines (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, you could manually fix schedule lines for planned replenishment orders on the TLB screen.
You could not manually fix schedule lines for unpublished replenishment orders.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can manually fix the schedule lines for
unpublished replenishment orders, provided that these replenishment orders are not assigned to a TLB
shipment. To do this, the Fixed indicator is now available in the replenishment order details and on the
TLB screen. If you set the indicator for a schedule line, a replenishment planning run or a TLB run is not
allowed to change the schedule line. On the TLB screen, you can fix schedule lines for planned
replenishment orders and replenishment orders. On the Replenishment Order Details screen, you can
fix schedule lines for a replenishment order.

1.3.20.21 Validation in Replenishment Order Collaboration (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, the following processes and standard validation profiles were available in the Responsive
Replenishment business scenario:
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-

Upon receipt of a ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation from the supplier back-end system
(REPLORDER_CONFIRMATION process), SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) uses the
VMI2 validation profile in the standard system.

-

Upon receipt of a VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation from the customer back-end system
(VENDORDER_CONFIRMATION process), SAP ICH uses the VMI3 validation profile in the
standard system.

Previously, following processes and validation checks were available in the SMI with Replenishment
Orders business scenario (previously called SMI with Purchase Orders):
-

When the supplier saves the replenishment order on the Web user interface (ORDER_SAVE
process), SAP ICH uses the POS1 validation profile.

-

When the supplier publishes the replenishment order on the Web user interface (ORDER_PUBLISH
process), SAP ICH uses the POS2 validation profile.

As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist for
validation in replenishment order collaboration:
-

-

The following new processes and standard validation profiles are available:
-

When you manually change or save a replenishment order on the TLB screen
(ORDER_TLB_SAVE process), SAP SNC uses the TLB1validation profile.

-

When you publish a replenishment order on the TLB screen (ORDER_TLB_PUBLISH
process), SAP SNC uses the TLB2 validation profile.

-

When a planning service (for example the Transport Load Builder or the Propose Firm
Receipts planning service) creates and saves a replenishment order
(ORDER_SERVICE_SAVE process), SAP SNC uses the TLB5 validation profile.

-

When a planning service publishes a replenishment order (ORDER_SERVICE_PUBLISH
process), SAP SNC uses the TLB6 validation profile.

-

When you use the publication report to send a replenishment order to the customer back-end
system or to the supplier back-end system (ORDER_ORDERSEND_SAVE process), SAP
SNC uses the TLB3 validation profile.

-

When a ProductActivityNotification arrives from the customer back-end system and SAP
SNC updates the open quantity in the replenishment order (ORDER_PROACT_SAVE
process), SAP SNC uses the TLB4 validation profile. In the ProductActivityNotification, the
customer can transmit the open quantity from his or her point of view. In the
ORDER_PROACT_SAVE process, SAP SNC therefore compares the open quantity from the
ProductActivityNotification with the quantity from all published replenishment orders. If the
open quantity reported by the customer is larger, SAP SNC creates a replenishment order for
the difference quantity. For the validation of this replenishment order, SAP SNC uses the TLB4
validation profile here as well.

To support the existing as well as the new functions and processes, there are new validation checks.
These were included in the standard validation profiles.
You continue to use the VMI2 validation profiles in customer collaboration and in supplier
collaboration for receipt of ReplenishmentOrderConfirmations. The POS1 and POS2 validation
checks are still available in supplier collaboration.
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Effects on Customizing
Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.
See also
-

Release Note Alerts in Replenishment Order Collaboration (New)

-

Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check (New)

-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

1.3.20.22 Alerts and Status for Replenishment Order Items (New)
Use
When the supplier sends a sales order confirmation (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) from his or her
back-end system to Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC), SAP SNC updates the replenishment
order items based on this confirmation. Previously, there was no alert for new or changed items.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the system generates the following alerts upon receipt of a
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation:
-

Alert type 7120 for a new replenishment order item

-

Alert type 7121 for a changed replenishment order item

The system regards an item as changed only in the following instances:
-

-

The following data has changed:
-

Goods recipient

-

Customer location

-

Ship-to location

-

Product

-

Requested quantity

-

Requested delivery date

The supplier has canceled the item.

For every individual relevant change (see above), the system creates an alert of alert type 7121 (for
example, an alert for a quantity change and an alert for a price change). The alert text displays what has
changed (for example, the quantity or the price).
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the change status at item level displays whether the item is new or has been
changed. There is a change status at header level as well that refers to new or changed items. If a
replenishment order contains new as well as changed items, the status has the value Changed.
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Effects on Customizing
The RO_NEW_CHG_ALERT_CTRL validation check must be active if you want the system to create
alerts for a new or changed item or determine the change status. The validation check is active in the
standard system. Note: The system creates an alert of type 7121for every individual change. You cannot
configure the system to create an alert for certain relevant changes (for example, alerts for a quantity
change) but not for others (for example, alerts for a price change).

1.3.20.23 Alerts in Replenishment Order Collaboration (New)
Use
Previously, there were no alerts for replenishment orders. As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP
SNC) 5.1, replenishment order collaboration includes the following alert types, which are also displayed
in the Alert Monitor on the new Replenishment Order Alerts tab page:
-

New Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7120)
The supplier has done the following:
-

The supplier has created a new item in the supplier back-end system in a sales order for a
replenishment order already existing in SAP SNC, and has sent this item from the supplier
back-end system to SAP SNC using a ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation.

-

The supplier has created a new sales order in the supplier back-end system and has sent the
sales order to SAP SNC using a ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation. (Prerequisite for
creating the replenishment order in SAP SNC: You have activated the
RO_CREATE_VIA_REPLORDCONF validation check.)
If the system is to create this alert, the RO_NEW_CHG_ALERT_CTRL validation check must be
active. The validation check is active in the standard system. The validation check creates the alert
upon receipt of the ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation from the supplier back-end system.
-

Changed Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7121)
The supplier has changed a sales order item in the supplier back-end system and has sent the
changed sales order item from the supplier back-end system to SAP SNC using a
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation. If the system is to create this alert, the
RO_NEW_CHG_ALERT_CTRL validation check must be active. The validation check is active in
the standard system. The validation check creates the alert upon receipt of the
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation from the supplier back-end system.

-

Exception During Validation in Replenishment Order Collaboration (alert type 7122)
SAP SNC has determined an exception during validation of the following objects in replenishment
order collaboration:
-

ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation from the supplier back-end system or
VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation from the customer back-end system.
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SAP SNC performs the validation upon receipt of the XML message
-

Replenishment order that was created in the background by a planning service (such as the TLB
service) in SAP SNC

-

Replenishment Order Confirmation Rejected (alert type 7126)
The supplier has sent a sales order confirmation (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) from the
supplier back-end system to SAP SNC. SAP SNC has compared the confirmation schedule line with
the request schedule line in the replenishment order using deviation analysis from consensus finding,
and has determined a deviation that is too large. For this reason, SAP SNC has rejected the
confirmation schedule line.
If the system is to create this alert, the corresponding PPF action has to be active (application
/SCA/ICH, action profile /SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR, action definition
/SCA/BOL_VGO_APPROVALREJ_ALERT). The PPF action is active in the standard system. The
PPF action creates the alert upon receipt of the ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation from the
supplier back-end system.

-

Quantity- and Date/Time Violations (determined with deviation analysis)
Upon receipt of a confirmation (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) from the supplier back-end
system, SAP SNC can use deviation analysis from consensus finding to compare the confirmation
data to the requested data. In the case of deviations outside of the quantity and date/time tolerances
defined in deviation analysis, SAP SNC creates the following alert types:
-

Confirmed Item Quantity Violates Underdelivery Tolerance (alert type 7123)

Confirmed Delivery Date/Time Violates Delay Tolerance (alert type 7140)
If the system is to create this alert type, the RO_CREATE_CONF_ALERT_DA validation check
must be active. The validation check is active in the standard system.
-

Quantity- and Date/Time Violations
Upon receipt of a confirmation (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) from the supplier back-end
system, SAP SNC creates the following alerts, which refer to a deviation between the confirmation
data and the requested data:
-

Partially-Confirmed Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7124)
The total confirmed quantity of the replenishment order item is less than the total requested
quantity of the replenishment order item minus the underdelivery tolerance. The entire
confirmed quantity of the item is the sum of the confirmed quantities from the confirmation
schedule lines of the schedule line type Confirmed. The total request quantity of the item is the
sum of the request quantities from the request schedule lines.

-

Late Confirmation of Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7125)
The confirmation date of at least one confirmation schedule line is after the date requested by
the customer.
If the system is to create this alert type, you have to activate the corresponding PPF action
(application /SCA/ICH, action profile /SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR, action definition
/SCA/BOL_VGO_INCOMPLCONF_ALERT).
The following alert types are relevant if you are using SAP Event Management 5.1 to monitor processes
in replenishment order collaboration (visibility process SNC Visibility Process for Replenishment
Order):
-

Supplier's Replenishment Order Confirmation Overdue (alert type 7127)
SAP SNC has sent the replenishment order (ReplenishmentOrderNotification) to the supplier
back-end system and is waiting for the confirmation (ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation) from the
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supplier back-end system. The wait time has exceeded a predefined deadline (publication with the
RO_PUBLICATION_ATPRESULT validation check).
-

Customer's Replenishment Order Confirmation Overdue (alert type 7128)
SAP SNC has sent the replenishment order (ReplenishmentOrderNotification) to the customer
back-end system and is waiting for the confirmation with the purchase order number
(VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation) from the customer back-end system. The wait time has
exceeded a predefined deadline. This alert is relevant if the customer back-end system, and not SAP
SNC, is to assign a purchase order number to a replenishment order (publication with the
RO_PUBLICATION_KEYCOMPLETE validation check).

Effects on Customizing
-

Check the standard settings for the PPF actions (application /SCA/ICH, action profile
/SCA/BOL_ORDER_VGOR), in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing
Tools -> Actions (Post Processing Framework) -> Define Action Profiles and Definitions.
Activate or deactivate actions as required.

-

Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
by choosing Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.

See also
-

Release Note Consensus Finding (New)

-

Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check

-

Release Note New and Changed Replenishment Order Items (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Visibility Processes (New)

1.3.20.24 Close and Deletion of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)
Use
Previously in purchase order collaboration and in the SMI with Replenishment Orders business
scenario (previously called SMI with Purchase Orders), you used the following reports to close or
delete purchase orders or replenishment orders:
-

Close Purchase Orders and Replenishment Orders (/SCA/PO_SET_CLOSED)
If you no longer expect changes to an item, you can use this report to close the item. The report
closes items in which the delivery date for all request schedule lines is before the delivery date that
you have entered in the report settings. Closed items receive the item status Closed.

-

Delete Purchase Orders and Replenishment Orders (Report /SCA/PO_DELETE)
You use this report to delete purchase orders and replenishment orders that have the status Closed
or Delivered Complete.

As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
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-

You also use these reports in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario to close
replenishment orders and to delete replenishment orders that have the status Delivered Complete
or Closed. (The open quantity of replenishment order items that have the status Canceled,
Delivered Complete or Closed is zero, so replenishment planning does not consider these
replenishment order items.)

-

After deleting replenishment orders, the /SCA/PO_DELETE report can also delete the TLB
shipments to which the replenishment orders were assigned and which were empty following
deletion of the replenishment orders. If you want to use this function, in the report settings, set the
Delete Associated TLB Shipments indicator.

To improve performance, we recommend that you run these reports regularly.
For online processing, call the reports on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Replenishment ->
Replenishment Planning -> Processing of Replenishment Orders.

1.3.20.25 Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check
Use
Previously in SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) in the Responsive Replenishment (RR)
business scenario, the supplier executed replenishment planning with a subsequent Transport Load
Builder run (TLB run) for the customer. The results of the TLB run are TLB shipments and replenishment
orders that are assigned to the TLB shipments. SAP SNC sends these replenishment orders to the supplier
back-end system using a ReplenishmentOrderNotification, and to the customer back-end system using
a VendorGeneratedOrderNotification. These systems then create a a sales order and a purchase order,
respectively, for a replenishment order. In the supplier back-end system, the supplier carries out the sales
processing and goods issue; in the customer back-end system, the customer carries out the purchase order
processing and goods receipt. To check whether the products to be delivered are available, the supplier
can perform an ATP check in the supplier back-end system for the sales order. Previously, the results of
an ATP check could be sent to SAP ICH. However, SAP ICH could not consider these results.
In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, replenishment order collaboration was enhanced
so that SAP SNC can now consider the results of the ATP check performed in the supplier back-end
system in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario. SAP SNC only sends a replenishment
order to the customer system if the ATP check in the supplier back-end system has confirmed the
requested quantities and requested dates/times of the replenishment order. The customer system therefore,
only creates a purchase order if the supplier can actually fulfill the purchase order.
Note: An ATP check that creates subitems for items is not supported.
Process Enhancements
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The following enhancements to the replenishment collaboration make the new process possible:
-

When the supplier publishes the replenishment order, SAP SNC can immediately and automatically
send the replenishment order to the supplier back-end system using an XML message of the type
ReplenishmentOrderNotification type. You control the transmission using the following
validation checks:
-

RO_PUBLISH_DIRECT
With this validation check, SAP SNC sends XML messages for replenishment orders directly
(in other words, without Post Processing Framework). The validation check is active in the
standard system.

-

RO_PUBLICATION_ATPRESULT
The validation check is not active in the standard system. You have to activate the validation
check for RR using ATP.
(Previously in Responsive Replenishment, you could send replenishment orders using the
/SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND report only.
-

In the supplier back-end system, the system performs an ATP check for the sales order. After the
ATP check, the supplier back-end system uses a ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation to send the
sales order confirmation to SAP SNC.

-

SAP SNC copies the confirmation schedule lines to the replenishment order item and compares the
confirmation schedule lines with the request schedule lines of the item. Depending on the results,
SAP SNC approves or rejects the confirmation schedule lines. For the approval process, SAP SNC
uses the deviation analysis from consensus finding, which is available as of SAP SNC 5.1.

-

If the confirmation schedule lines deviate from the request schedule lines more than allowed by the
configurable quantity tolerances and time tolerances, the confirmation schedule lines and the item
receive the status Rejected. Confirmation schedule lines that correspond to the request schedules
lines within the tolerances receive the status Approved.

-

The supplier can process rejected items (items with the status Rejected) in SAP SNC on the
Replenishment Order Details screen or on the TLB screen. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the Replenishment
Order Details screen is also available in the Responsive Replenishment view. To send a
replenishment order with processed items to the supplier back-end system, the supplier has to
republish the replenishment order on the TLB screen.

-

In the case of an accepted item, SAP SNC can copy the confirmation schedule lines as request
schedule lines. The replenishment order is thus updated based on the ATP check. You can use the
following validation checks to control the copying of confirmation schedule lines to the request
schedule lines:
-

You use the RO_COPY_ONLY_1CONF_TO_REQ validation check if the supplier back-end
system is an SAP ERP system. This validation check only copies the schedule lines if the item
has only one confirmation line and thus only one request schedule line is created by the
copying. For more information, see the "Integration with an SAP ERP System" section.

-

You use the RO_COPY_CONF_TO_REQ validation check if several request schedule lines
can be processed during the integration with the supplier back-end system. This validation
check creates a request schedule line from every confirmation schedule line.
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-

If all items of the replenishment order have the status Accepted, SAP SNC uses an XML message
of the VendorGeneratedOrderNotification type to send the replenishment order that was updated
with the confirmation data to the customer back-end system, which automatically creates a purchase
order. The new RO_PUBLICATION_ATPRESULT validation check, which is not active in the
standard system, likewise controls the transmission of the XML message.

-

To update the sales order in the supplier back-end system as well, SAP SNC sends the updated
replenishment order to the supplier back-end system. The new RO_PUBLICATION_ATPRESULT
validation check likewise controls the transmission of the XML message. There an ATP check is
performed again. The request schedule line following the approval process represents the availability
situation, therefore the ATP check creates a confirmation schedule line for the request schedule line
that corresponds to the request schedule line. The supplier back-end system then sends the sales
order back to SAP SNC. The approval process determines a match here as well. This time, however,
the validation check does not copy the confirmation schedule line, since the requested quantity and
the requested date have not changed.

-

The following new alerts can refer to exception situations in this process:
-

Confirmed Item Quantity Violates Underdelivery Tolerance (alert type 7123)

-

Confirmed Delivery Date/Time Violates Delay Tolerance (alert type 7140)

-

Partially-Confirmed Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7124)

-

Late Confirmation of Replenishment Order Item (alert type 7125)

Replenishment Order Confirmation Rejected (alert type 7126)
You control the creation of alerts by using PPF actions and validation checks. For more information,
see Release Note Alerts in Replenishment Order Collaboration (New).
Integration with an SAP ERP Back-End System
If the supplier uses an SAP system as ERP back-end system, replenishment orders are transmitted using
IDocs. Corresponding mappings are available as follows:
-

Send replenishment order to supplier back-end system
A mapping was already available previously for sending a replenishment order to an SAP ERP
system; this mapping maps the ReplenishmentOrderNotification to the ORDERS.ORDERS05
IDoc (*).

-

Send sales order with confirmation schedule lines to SAP SNC
A mapping was already available previously for transmitting a changed sales order from an SAP
ERP system to SAP SNC; this mapping maps the ORDRSP.ORDERS05 IDoc to the
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation. The ORDRSP.ORDERS05 IDoc does not contain a segment
for request schedule lines. The IDoc transmits the requested delivery date at header level. The IDoc
transmits an aggregated requested quantity at item level. The requested data is displayed in the
replenishment order on a request schedule line. Note the following restrictions that result for
replenishment order collaboration with ATP:
-

During the approval process, you are only allowed to create one request schedule line for an
item. You are only allowed to copy confirmation schedule lines if there is only one
confirmation schedule line for an item. Therefore, you have to use the
RO_COPY_ONLY_1CONF_TO_REQ validation check.

-

In this process, you can only create replenishment order items with one schedule line.
Therefore, use the corresponding splitting function to create replenishment orders in SAP SNC.
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-

Send replenishment order after approval to supplier back-end system
Once the approval process has copied the confirmation schedule line as request schedule line, SAP
SNC sends the replenishment order to the supplier back-end system. For this transmission, a new
mapping is available that maps the ReplenishmentOrderNotification XML message to the
ORDCHG.ORDERS05 IDoc (*).

-

Send replenishment order after new ATP check back to SAP SNC
A mapping was already available previously for transmitting a changed sales order from an SAP
ERP system to SAP SNC; this mapping maps the ORDRSP.ORDERS05 IDoc to the
ReplenishmentOrderConfirmation.

(*) The selection of the IDoc for the sales order in the supplier back-end system is based on the
ActionCode in the header of the ReplenishmentOrderNotification. When you publish a new
replenishment order in SAP SNC, the ActionCode is set to Create (01). When you publish a changed
replenishment order after the approval process, the ActionCode is set to Change (02). In the Exchange
Infrastructure (XI), you have to define a contents-based routing that selects the following IDocs:
-

Create ActionCode (01) -> IDoc ORDERS.ORDERS05

-

Change ActionCode (02) -> IDoc ORDERS.ORDERS05

Effects on Customizing
-

Validation Checks
Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
by choosing Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.

-

Consensus Finding
We deliver consensus finding with all necessary settings in Customizing. To use consensus finding,
you only have to create condition records: To do this, on the SAP Easy Access screen, choose
Supply Network Collaboration -> Master Data -> Condition Technique -> Maintain Condition
Records for Consensus Finding.
In addition, you have to check whether you have to adjust the consensus rules delivered in the
standard system to your needs. Only change the Customizing for consensus finding if you want to
override the standard settings. For more information, see the Implementation Guide (IMG) for
Supply Network Collaboration under Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding.

See also
-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Publication of XML Messages (Changed)

-

Release Note Alerts in Replenishment Order Collaboration (New)

-

Release Note New and Changed Sales Order Items (Enhanced)
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1.3.20.26 Delivery Tolerances in SMI Replenishment Orders (New)
Use
As of Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, in the SMI with Replenishment Orders business
scenario (previously called SMI with Purchase Orders), the system can consider delivery tolerances for
a replenishment order. This includes the following data:
-

Underdelivery tolerance

-

Overdelivery tolerance

-

Indicator for unlimited overdelivery

SAP SNC considers the delivery tolerances as follows:
-

Determination of the Item Status Partially Delivered and Delivery Complete
If the open quantity of the replenishment order item is smaller than the absolute underdelivery
tolerance, SAP SNC sets the Partially Delivered status for the item, otherwise it sets the Delivery
Complete status. (The absolute underdelivery tolerance is the percentage of the underdelivery
tolerance applied to the request quantity).

-

ASN Quantity
Overdelivery is only possible within the overdelivery tolerance. In the case of unlimited
overdelivery, there is no restriction on the ASN quantity. (The ASN quantity is monitored by the
PO_OVERDELIVERY and PO_OVERDELIVERY_OPEN_QTY ASN validation checks, which
were already available previously and are active in the standard system.

SAP SNC uses the delivery tolerances from the contract or purchasing info record to which the item is
assigned. The customer can use Core Interface (CIF) in the external procurement relationship to transmit
the contract or purchasing info record to SAP SNC. The new validation check
RO_TOLERANCE_ASSIGN, which is active in the standard system, assigns the delivery tolerances to
the item.
If no contract or purchasing info record exists, SAP SNC uses the data from the location product master
of the customer location. SAP SNC determines the delivery tolerances when you create, check, or publish
the replenishment order.
Integration with a Back-End System
-

The ReplenishmentOrderNotification was enhanced. It can now transmit the indicator for
unlimited overdelivery at item level.

-

You have to use the customer exit CIFMAT01 in the back-end system so that CIF transmits the
overdelivery indicator from the material record to the product master.

Effects on Customizing
Check the standard settings for the validation, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Validation. Activate or deactivate the desired validation checks.
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1.3.20.27 Inventory Management (Changed)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, inventory management has been unified for
the Responsive Replenishment (RR), Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI), and Supply Network
Inventory (SNI) scenarios. All inventory data is now stored in the same database tables in the Logistics
Inventory Management Engine (LIME).
In addition, you can use new and enhanced reports for managing inventory data. These reports allow
system administrators to delete inventory data that is no longer needed, or to query or reset inventory data
to zero for test and simulation purposes. The enhancements for the reports are as follows:
-

The inventory query and creation report /SCA/DM_INV_CREATION has been enhanced to include
new fields for supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be
used for all scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_CREATEINV_SNI for SNI and /SCA/SJKTST02 are
obsolete.

-

The inventory reset report /SCA/DM_RESETINV has been enhanced to include new fields for
supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be used for all
scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SMI for SMI and /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SNI for
SNI are obsolete.

-

You can use the new report /SCA/DM_DELETE_INV for inventory deletion.

Effects on Existing Data
You must migrate the RR and SMI inventory data from the old to the new database tables in LIME using
the inventory data conversion report /SCA/INV_MOVE.

See also
SAP Note 1019288

1.3.20.28 Due Quantity (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub calculated the due quantity for schedule lines of the
following order documents:
-

Replenishment orders in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business
scenario (previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders)
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-

Purchase orders

-

Scheduling agreement releases

The due quantity of a schedule line is the schedule line quantity that is not covered by ASNs.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
-

For purchase order schedule lines, the system now also calculates an additional due quantity based
on purchase order schedule lines. This is the quantity that is not covered by confirmations. The due
quantity calculated on the basis of purchase order schedule lines is called "confirmation-based due
quantity".
To determine the confirmation-due quantity for the requested schedule lines of a purchase order
item, the system adds up the confirmed quantities from the confirmation schedule lines of the
purchase order to obtain a total confirmation quantity. The system then assigns the required
requested quantity from the total confirmation quantity to the request schedule lines, until the total
confirmation quantity is used up. To do this, the system processes the PO schedule lines
chronologically, starting with the earliest PO schedule line. You can define whether the system
processes the schedule lines in the order of their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times.
When the supplier creates a confirmation schedule line for a purchase order item on the Web UI for
SAP SNC, SAP SNC proposes the confirmation- based quantity as confirmed quantity.

-

The due quantity calculated on the basis of ASNs is called "ASN-based due quantity".

ASNs are now also available in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, thus the ASN-based
due quantity is now also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.
Effects on Existing Data
The confirmation-based due quantity and the ASN-based due quantity are prerequisites for other functions
(for example, for purchase orders in the purchase order worklist. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the
confirmation-based due quantity is also available for purchase orders, while the ASN-based due quantity
is also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario. For these
quantities to be calculated, you have to execute the /SCA/ORDER_CONSOLIDATION conversion report
after the upgrade. In the case of replenishment order items for which ASNs do not yet exist, SAP SNC
uses the requested quantity as the ASN-based due quantity. The report also copies the delivery date/time
to the initial availability date/time. For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.
Effects on Data Transfer
Determine whether the system is to process the schedule lines for a purchase order item in the sequence of
their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times when it calculates the confirmation-based due
quantities, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Delivery -> Calculation of
Due Quantity -> Determine Due Schedule Line Quantities. The date/time determined here is also
relevant for the purchase orders in the purchase order worklist that are to be confirmed. The supplier
confirms this date/time.

See also
-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)
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-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.21 SCM-ICH-ASN

Advanced Shipping Notification

1.3.21.1 Advanced Shipping Notifications (Enhanced)
Use
A supplier can use advanced shipping notifications (ASNs) to inform the customer about a pending
delivery. Previously, ASNs were available in SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) as follows:
-

-

Supplier Collaboration
In supplier collaboration, the supplier can manually create an ASN for a purchasing document on the
Web UI for SAP ICH. When the supplier publishes an ASN, SAP ICH sends the ASN to the
customer back-end system. Based on the ASN, the customer back-end system creates an inbound
delivery that serves as the basis for goods receipt processing. During goods receipt, the customer can
use a ProductActivityNotification or a ReceivedDeliveryNotification to send goods receipt
information to SAP ICH. Based on the goods receipt message, SAP ICH updates the goods receipt
quantity in the ASN item and sets the ASN item status to Partial Goods Receipt or Complete
Goods Receipt.
In the standard system, it was previously not possible for the supplier to create an ASN in the
supplier back-end system and send it to the customer back-end system using SAP ICH.
In the SMI with Replenishment Orders business scenario, the supplier creates ASNs for a
replenishment order item. Here, SAP ICH creates confirmation schedule lines of the
ASN-Confirmed type for the replenishment order items. You can use the following validation
checks to determine which data SAP ICH uses to update the open quantity of request schedule lines
and the status for a replenishment order item.
-

PO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNQUAN
SAP ICH reduces the open quantity of the request schedule lines when the supplier creates an
ASN for the item:

-

PO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNGRQUAN
SAP ICH reduces the open quantity of the request schedule lines by the goods receipt quantity
from the ASN-confirmed confirmation schedule line. The goods receipt quantity of the
confirmation schedule line is updated when the customer sends a
ReceivedDeliveryNotification to SAP ICH.

Business Scenario: Responsive Replenishment
In replenishment order collaboration in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, the
supplier was not able to manually create ASNs in SAP ICH for replenishment orders or send ASNs
from the supplier back-end system to SAP ICH. Previously, SAP ICH could only update the open
quantity of replenishment order items based on ProductActivityNotifications that the customer had
sent from his or her back-end system to SAP ICH.

Creation of Outbound Deliveries in the Supplier Back-End System
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, it is possible in all scenarios for the supplier to
create an outbound delivery in his or her back-end system and then send it to SAP SNC using a
DespatchedDeliveryNotification. Upon receipt of the ASN, SAP SNC creates confirmation schedule
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lines of the ASN-Confirmed type for the replenishment order item. SAP SNC validates the ASN. After a
successful validation, SAP SNC assigns the status Published to the ASN. If the validation was not
successful, SAP SNC assigns the status Received to the ASN header. You can change the assignment of
the status Published and Received with the ASN_SET_STATUS_RC validation check in such a way
that SAP SNC only assigns the status Published to successfully-validated ASNs that were forwarded to
the customer system.
Enhancements for Replenishment Order Collaboration in the Responsive Replenishment
Business Scenario
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the supplier can create an outbound delivery in his or her back-end system for a sales
order in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario (typically during goods issue) and then use a
DespatchedDeliveryNotification to send it to SAP SNC (see above). Upon receipt of the ASN, SAP
SNC creates confirmation schedule lines of the ASN-Confirmed type for the replenishment order item.
There is no integration with a supplier back-end system, therefore we recommend that the supplier does
not manually create or change ASNs in SAP SNC for a replenishment order. (Published ASNs are not
changeable in the standard system anyway).
You can execute the rest of the process in a similar fashion to replenishment order collaboration in the
SMI with Replenishment Orders business scenario (see above): During goods receipt, the customer can
send the goods receipt information to SAP SNC using a ReceivedDeliveryInformation. Based on the
goods receipt message, SAP SNC updates the ASN. SAP SNC can use the new validation checks
RO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNQUAN and RO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNGRQUAN to update the
status of the replenishment order items and the open quantity of the request schedule lines.
Further Enhancements for Replenishment Order Collaboration
The following ASN enhancements are available for replenishment order collaboration:
-

New Fields for the ASN Item
The following new fields exist at ASN item level:
-

Promotion ID
The field is only displayed when an item in the ASN refers to a replenishment order item for a
promotion.

-

Sales Order Reference and Purchase Order Reference
These fields display the data from the replenishment order item upon which the ASN item is
based.

-

Availability Date/Time
SAP SNC uses scheduling to determine the availability date/time as follows:
Availability date/time = Delivery date/time + Goods receipt processing time
Scheduling uses the goods receipt processing time from the product master for the customer location
product.

-

Product Determination Upon Receipt of an ASN
Upon receipt of an ASN (DespatchedDeliveryNotification) from the supplier back-end system,
SAP SNC can execute product determination to determine the products that are relevant for
replenishment planning from the supplier back-end product.

Integration with an SAP ERP System
For suppliers with an SAP system as back-end system, we deliver a standard mapping that maps the
DESADV.DELVRY03 outbound delivery IDoc to a DespatchedDeliveryNotification.
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The ASN item contains the purchase order number and the purchase order item number. In the following
order documents, the purchase order item number is a five-digit figure:
-

Purchase order in an SAP ERP system

-

Purchase order in SAP SNC

-

ASN in SAP SNC

The inbound delivery in an SAP ERP back-end system, however, saves the purchase order item number as
a six-digit figure. When a goods receipt message is received for the ASN
(ReceivedDeliveryNotification) from the customer back-end system, SAP SNC has to shorten the
purchase order item number from the ReceivedDeliveryNotification from six digits to five digits. In the
inbound message, there is an example implementation available for the
/SCA/IF_EX_BIF_I_DESDLVRY~BEFORE_CONVERSION method of the /SCA/BIF_I_DESDLVRY
BAdI; this example implementation creates a purchase order item number that is five digits long, by
removing the leading zero.
Further General Enhancements for ASNs
-

To support new processes and functions, new validation checks are available.

-

In the standard system, the system no longer sends ASNs using the Post Processing Framework, but
directly in the background. For more information, see Release Note Publication of XML
Messages (Changed) .

-

You can use the following enhanced and new functions:
-

On the detail screen for ASN processing, you can navigate to the associated purchase orders
and scheduling agreement releases.

-

On the detail screen, you can set and undo the Complete Goods Receipt status at item level.
On the overview screen, on which you could previously only set the Complete Goods
Receipt status, you can now also undo this status.

Effects on Data Transfer
If you have previously used ASNS in purchase order collaboration, in scheduling agreement release
collaboration, or in Supplier Managed Inventory, you have to execute the following conversion reports
following an upgrade, if you want to update the ASNs:
-

Availability date/time
Report /SCA/DLV_FILL_AVAILABLE_TST

-

Supplier back-end product
Report /SCA/DLV_FILL_BE_PRODUCT

For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.

Effects on Customizing
Forwarding of ASNs from the Supplier Back-End System
If you want to use the Post Processing Framework (PFF) and not the
ASN_PUBLISH_DIRECT_ROUTING validation check to forward ASNs from the supplier back-end
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system to the customer back-end system, you must deactivate the ASN_PUBLISH_DIRECT_ROUTING
validation check. SAP SNC then uses the /SCA/BOL_DLV_XML_ROUTING PPF action (application
/SCA/ICH, action profile /SCA/BOL_DELIVERY).
Update of the Open Quantity and of the Status of a Replenishment Order item
If you want to update the open quantity and the status of replenishment order items based on ASNs or
ReceivedDeliveryInformation, proceed as follows:
-

Activate the corresponding validation check (RO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNQUAN or
RO_OPENQUAN_FROM_ASNGRQUAN).

-

In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, choose the No Update of Replenishment
Orders or ASNs option for the relevant combination of customer, product and location, by
choosing Exceptions -> Data Import Controller -> Update Quantities and Status of
Replenishment Orders and ASNs.

-

Note: Alternative options for updating ASNs and replenishment orders are still available in this IMG
activity. SAP SNC uses these options to update the replenishment order items and ASNs based on
data (inventory status time stamp, open purchase order quantity) in the
ProductActivityNotifications that the customer sends from his or her back-end system to SAP SNC.

See also
-

Release Note Scheduling (Changed)

-

Release Note Product Determination (Changed)

-

Release Note Due Quantity (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Publication of XML Messages

-

Release Note Determination of Open Quantity of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

-

Upgrade guide for SAP SCM 5.1

1.3.21.2 History Comparison for Documents (New)
Use
Previously, you were able to display a history for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs), supplier
confirmations, and purchase orders. As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can
compare the histories of two documents. The history comparison displays a table overview of fields and
values in which the two documents differ from each other. You can use the history comparison to more
easily identify changes that were made to a document. You can use the history comparison for the
following documents:
-

ASNs

-

Purchase orders

-

Replenishment orders

-

Supplier confirmations
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1.3.21.3 Display of Document Unit of Measure (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can display the base unit of measure as
well as the document unit of measure for a product. You can display the document unit of measure on the
following Web screens of SAP SNC:
-

Detail screen for purchase orders

-

Detail screen for replenishment orders

-

Detail screen for invoices

-

Detail screen for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs)

-

Query To Be Confirmed for the purchase order worklist

The new function primarily supports suppliers who want to display the base unit of measure while they
work with purchase orders, for example, or with follow-on documents such as ASNs or invoices. In many
cases, the supplier does not know the base unit of measure in SAP SNC, and he or she wants to display
the unit that he or she is using to create the documents.

1.3.21.4 Invoice Collaboration (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you and your supplier can create, process, and
monitor invoices.
Creation and monitoring of invoices
Suppliers can create invoices of the following invoice types:
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-

Invoices

-

Subsequent credit

-

Subsequent debit

SAP SNC supports the creation of invoices for the following documents:
-

Purchase orders

-

ASNs

-

Replenishment orders (only for supplier collaboration)

On the Web user interface, your supplier can create invoices, and you and your supplier can monitor the
status of the invoices and identify documents for which no invoices have yet been created. You and your
supplier can print invoice and invoice summaries, and your supplier can create notes on the invoice at
header and item level.
Integration with an SAP ERP System
SAP SNC can transmit the information contained in an invoice to an SAP ERP system. You can use an
SAP ERP system to process the invoice and for the payment run, and to send the updated status of the
invoice to SAP SNC. If you have agreed to use evaluated receipt settlement (ERS procedure) and you
therefore create self-billing invoices for the supplier in the SAP ERP system, you can send this
information to SAP SNC. A supplier can display the self-billing invoices in SAP SNC. In addition, you
can send revaluations from self-billing invoices from SAP ERP to SAP SNC.
For this message exchange between a standard SAP ERP system and SAP SNC, we deliver the
InvoiceRequest and PaymentAdviceNotification message types. We deliver mappings for the
integration with a customer SAP ERP system. You have to create mappings for the integration with a
supplier back-end system within the framework of a project solution.
For more information about the prerequisites and required releases of the SAP ERP system, see SAP
Library for SAP SNC under Invoice.
Invoice Data on Web User Interfaces for ASNs, Purchase Orders, and Replenishment Orders
You can navigate from the header and item data of an ASN to the associated invoices.
You can navigate from the header and item data of a purchase order and of a replenishment order to the
associated invoices. In addition, you can display invoice data on the detail screen for the purchase order
and for the replenishment order. To do this, choose the Price and Invoice Data tab pages.
Master Data Integration
Suppliers can save their standard values for a purchasing document in SAP SNC, for example, standard
values for net price, price unit, or Incoterms. In addition, suppliers can save their standard values for
payment conditions in SAP SNC. SAP SNC can copy these standard values during invoice creation.

Effects on Data Transfer
You can use SAP Core Interface (CIF) to send master data in SAP ERP that is relevant for the invoice,
from SAP ERP to SAP SNC. For more information, see the Release Note Integration of Master Data
(Enhanced).
Effects on System Administration
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You can use the /SCA/INVOICE_DELETE report to delete obsolete invoices.
Effects on Customizing
To be able to use invoice collaboration in SAP SNC, you have to make the following settings in the
Implementation Guide (IMG):
-

Determine the tax code that you want to use to create the invoice. To do this, you use the IMG
activity Maintain Tax Code for Invoices, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Invoice.

-

Consider whether you want to want to make any changes to the invoice data during inbound or
outbound message processing. To do this, you implement the Business Add-Ins (BAdIs), in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for
SAP SNC -> Invoice.

-

Check the standard settings for validation checks, in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> SAP Standard Settings. If required,
create your own settings for the invoice, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> Own
Settings. For more information, see the IMG for Validation. For more information about which
validation checks and profiles are relevant for the invoice, see SAP Library for SAP SNC under
Invoice.

-

Activate the settings for the invoice in order document management. To do this, use the IMG activity
Activate Settings in Order Document Management, in Customizing for SCM Basis, by
choosing Order Document Management. For more information, see SAP Note 1019289.

See also
Release Note Integration of Master Data (Enhanced)
Release Note Conversion of Invoice Numbers and Invoice Item Numbers (New)
Release Note Print (Enhanced)

1.3.21.5 Due Quantity (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub calculated the due quantity for schedule lines of the
following order documents:
-

Replenishment orders in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business
scenario (previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders)

-

Purchase orders

-

Scheduling agreement releases

The due quantity of a schedule line is the schedule line quantity that is not covered by ASNs.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements exist:
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-

For purchase order schedule lines, the system now also calculates an additional due quantity based
on purchase order schedule lines. This is the quantity that is not covered by confirmations. The due
quantity calculated on the basis of purchase order schedule lines is called "confirmation-based due
quantity".
To determine the confirmation-due quantity for the requested schedule lines of a purchase order
item, the system adds up the confirmed quantities from the confirmation schedule lines of the
purchase order to obtain a total confirmation quantity. The system then assigns the required
requested quantity from the total confirmation quantity to the request schedule lines, until the total
confirmation quantity is used up. To do this, the system processes the PO schedule lines
chronologically, starting with the earliest PO schedule line. You can define whether the system
processes the schedule lines in the order of their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times.
When the supplier creates a confirmation schedule line for a purchase order item on the Web UI for
SAP SNC, SAP SNC proposes the confirmation- based quantity as confirmed quantity.

-

The due quantity calculated on the basis of ASNs is called "ASN-based due quantity".

ASNs are now also available in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, thus the ASN-based
due quantity is now also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.
Effects on Existing Data
The confirmation-based due quantity and the ASN-based due quantity are prerequisites for other functions
(for example, for purchase orders in the purchase order worklist. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the
confirmation-based due quantity is also available for purchase orders, while the ASN-based due quantity
is also relevant for replenishment orders in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario. For these
quantities to be calculated, you have to execute the /SCA/ORDER_CONSOLIDATION conversion report
after the upgrade. In the case of replenishment order items for which ASNs do not yet exist, SAP SNC
uses the requested quantity as the ASN-based due quantity. The report also copies the delivery date/time
to the initial availability date/time. For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.
Effects on Data Transfer
Determine whether the system is to process the schedule lines for a purchase order item in the sequence of
their shipping dates/times or their delivery dates/times when it calculates the confirmation-based due
quantities, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Delivery -> Calculation of
Due Quantity -> Determine Due Schedule Line Quantities. The date/time determined here is also
relevant for the purchase orders in the purchase order worklist that are to be confirmed. The supplier
confirms this date/time.

See also
-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288
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1.3.22 SCM-ICH-WO

Work Order

1.3.22.1 Consensus Finding (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use consensus finding. Consensus
finding is a process in which several business partners, for example, try to agree on quantities,
dates/times, and prices. You can use consensus finding to compare data from different sources and accept
deviations within fixed tolerance limits (deviation analysis), or you can use the data from different
business partners to determine new data within fixed tolerance limits that is acceptable for all business
partners involved (consensus determination).
A preconfigured consensus finding is available for the following applications:
-

Collaborative Sales Forecasting and Order Forecast Monitor
You use consensus finding to calculate whether forecasts of the customer and supplier are the same.
If you use collaborative sales forecasting, you can also calculate possible cost proposals for the
forecasting.

-

Work Order Processing
You use consensus finding to compare the following:

-

-

Requested data from the customer with confirmation data from the supplier

-

Current data with planned data

-

Projected data with planned data

Purchase Order Processing and Replenishment Order Processing
You use consensus finding to control whether the system automatically approves deviations in
quantity and date/time that are within fixed tolerances.

Effects on Customizing
If you want to use consensus finding for an SAP SNC application, first check if settings are required for
this in Customizing. For some applications, consensus finding is already preconfigured with standard
settings, so that you only have to create or change Customizing settings if you want to override the
standard settings. For more information about necessary settings, see SAP Library for SAP SNC, under
Consensus Finding.
If you want to set up consensus finding for an SAP SNC application for the first time, or override existing
standard settings, use the IMG activities under Supply Network Collaboration -> Basic Settings ->
Consensus Finding.
See also
Release Note Work Order (New)
Release Note Approval Process in Purchase Order Collaboration (Enhanced)
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Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check (New)

1.3.22.2 Work Order Collaboration (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the customer can use the new Work Order
component to monitor the production progress at a contract manufacturer. The contract manufacturer
(hereafter referred to as "supplier") regularly sends data about the production progress during the
production process in the work order (component quantities used, WIP, scrap, completed final product
quantities). As such, the phase between issuing the purchase order and the goods receipt at the customer
location is more transparent for the customer. The customer can quickly react to potential exception
situations (for example, if underdelivery quantities or late delivery dates/times are expected to occur). The
work order supports collaboration between customer and supplier: In the work order, the business partners
can negotiate dates/times, quantities, and the components to be used. The partners can also make
documents visible in the work order, for example, that contain production instructions (such as
specifications and drawings). Work order collaboration is integrated into purchase order collaboration in
SAP SNC.
Work Order
The basis for collaboration between the customer and the supplier in contract manufacturing is the new
"work order" order object, which combines the characteristics of a purchase order and a production order.
Besides the delivery dates/times and quantities for the ordered final product, the work order contains the
bills of material and task list information but only to such detail as required by the customer to monitor
the production progress at the supplier. This includes the most important input and output components
and the relevant work steps (called "phases"), including quantities, durations, and usage and availability
dates/times.
Creation of Work Orders and Master Data
SAP SNC creates the work order based on a purchase order (normal purchase order or subcontract order)
that the customer has sent from his or her back-end system to SAP SNC using a
ReplenishmentOrderNotification. A work order can be created either automatically upon receipt of the
ReplenishmentOrderNotification, or later with a special report that the customer executes in the SAP
SNC system. SAP SNC can create several work orders for a purchase order (one for each purchase order
item or one for each purchase order schedule line). SAP SNC determines the components and phases from
the master data, and uses this data and purchase order data (requested quantities and requested dates, and
in the case of subcontract orders, subcontracting components as well) to create the work order. A new
SNC-specific master data object, the phase structure, is available for creating work orders. In an SCM
server installation, however, you can also use special sources of supply for in-house production from SAP
Advanced Planning and Optimization (production data structures and production process models for
Supply Network Planning).
Negotiation Phase
After creating the work order, the customer publishes the work order in SAP SNC with his or her
requested data. This opens an (optional) negotiation phase, in which the customer and supplier agree on
quantities and dates/times with which the supplier is to comply. This includes the quantities and
dates/times for deliveries, the consumption quantities of the components, or the phase durations. The
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supplier checks the work order, confirms the requested data or proposes other dates/times and quantities,
for example in the case of capacity bottlenecks arising from the requested data. The customer checks the
supplier confirmations, and approves them or proposes new requested data. The negotiation phase lasts
until the customer and supplier have reached an agreement and all work order data has the corresponding
status.
SAP SNC supports the negotiation phase with an automatic approval process. This occurs when the
supplier publishes confirmation data in SAP SNC. The approval process checks whether the confirmation
data of the supplier and the requested data of the customer agree within customer-defined quantity
tolerances and date/time tolerances.
Execution Phase
If the requested data and confirmation data match, the execution phase begins, in which the supplier
produces the ordered products. During the execution phase, the supplier regularly updates the work order
with actual phase data (actual input and output quantities, usage and availability dates/times, scrap, WIP).
Based on the actual data, SAP SNC calculates the delivery quantities and dates/times expected (projected
data) and displays these in the work order.
When entering the actual data, the supplier can classify the produced quantities, for example as yield. If
the supplier cannot decide on how to handle a certain batch, he or she can set the batch to On Hold. A
special alert informs the customer about this, and the customer can decide whether the supplier should
process the batch further, rework the batch, or scrap it.
Alert-Based and Action-Based Work Order Processing
In the negotiation phase and in the execution phase, the customer and the supplier are automatically
notified by alerts if a reaction is required by the partner when actual data deviates from planning data or
when projected data determined through actual data deviates from planning data. SAP SNC can, for
example, create an alert if the supplier is to react to a new work order from the customer, or if the
projection based on actual data determines a delivery that is too late or insufficient delivery quantity. On
the Web UI, SAP SNC displays the actions for which the work order is required, and which business
partner is responsible for these actions. The required actions correspond to a large extent to the alerts. In
the case of quantity- and date/time deviations, the required actions are even more differentiated. They
differentiate between quantities that are too large and too small, and between dates/times that are too early
and too late.
Web User Interface
On the Web user interface of SAP SNC, the customer and the supplier have a joint, consistent view of the
data and status of the work order. On the Web UI, the customer and the supplier display the work order,
negotiate it, and update it with actual data. In the work order overview, the partners can select work orders
according to various selection criteria, such as according to actions required for the work orders. They can
navigate from the work order overview to the work order details. The work order details contain all data
and functions required to process the work order. The customer can use these to process the requested
data, for example. The supplier can create confirmation data in the negotiation phase and actual data in
the execution phase. In the work order details, the customer and the supplier also see which actions are
currently required for a work order. The supplier, for example, sees that he or she has to react to a new
work order. The customer, for example, sees that he or she has to decide how the supplier is to handle a
batch that was put on hold.
Message Interfaces
When the customer publishes a work order in SAP SNC, SAP SNC can also send the work order to the
back-end system of the supplier. The supplier can send work order confirmations and actual data from the
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supplier back-end system to SAP SNC. To do this, the following new XML messages are available:
-

SAP SNC uses the ManufacturingWorkOrderRequest to send the work order containing the
requested data to the supplier back-end system.

-

The supplier uses the ManufacturingWorkOrderConfirmation during the negotiation phase to send
confirmation data to SAP SNC.

-

The supplier uses the ManufacturingWorkOrderWorkInProcessNotification during the execution
phase to send actual production data to SAP SNC.

-

SAP SNC can use the ManufacturingWorkOrderInformation to send work order information to
the customer back-end system.

Additional Documents and Information
The customer can use attachments to the work order to provide the supplier with additional information.
This information can include, for example, work instructions, design drawings, specifications, test
programs, or packing instructions. In addition, both partners can use cFolders to jointly use documentation
for a product. If you are using phase structures to create work orders, you can also define parameters and
parameter values that the supplier is to consider for the work order.
Consensus Finding with Deviation Analysis
In the negotiation phase, SAP SNC can automatically approve the supplier confirmations, if they match
the customer's requested data within the customer-defined tolerances for dates/times and quantities. To do
this, SAP SNC uses deviation analysis from consensus finding. Deviation analysis is used in the execution
phase as well. Here, SAP SNC determines critical deviations between the planning data and the actual
data, or between the planning data and the projected data, and creates actions and alerts based on the
results.
Update of the Purchase Order
A special indicator in the purchase order overview and in the purchase order details informs whether a
work order has already been created for a purchase order.
When the customer and supplier have reached an agreement for a work order and the work order is
published, SAP SNC also updates the purchase order for which the work order was created. In doing so,
SAP SNC copies the confirmation data to the request schedule lines for the purchase order item. The
purchase order now contains identical request schedule lines and confirmation schedule lines with the
status Accepted. SAP SNC then uses a ReplenishmentOrderNotification to send the purchase order
confirmation to the customer back-end system, so that the purchase order is updated in the customer
back-end system as well. (Note: In work order collaboration, the supplier only uses work order
confirmations, no purchase order confirmations).
SAP SNC updates the purchase order during confirmation of current data as well: When the supplier
confirms the actual consumed quantity of the subcontracting components during the close of a phase, the
quantities of the subcontracting components are updated in the confirmation schedule lines as well.
Update of the Purchase Order
The customer can at any time change a purchase order for which a work order already exists, in his or her
back-end system. He or she can, for example, create new schedule lines. When the back-end system sends
the purchase order to SAP SNC, the work order is automatically adjusted there, and a new negotiation
phase begins for the changed data.
Enhancements in the Purchase Order
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The following fields were added to the purchase order screens on the Web UI and in the message
interfaces for purchase orders:
-

At schedule line level: the purchase order group
The purchase order group is a grouping criterion for purchase orders. For more information, see the
Release Note Fields in the Purchase Order (Enhanced).

-

At component level: the batch number
The batch number is relevant for subcontract orders. An SAP ERP back-end system cannot transmit
the batch number.

Effects on Customizing
-

You make settings for special topics in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Work Order.

-

For the processes in work order collaboration, there are special validation profiles and validation
checks available. Check the standard settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> SAP Standard Settings. If required, define your
own settings, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> Own Settings. For more information
about validation checks and validation profiles for work order collaboration, see SAP Library
documentation for SAP SNC.

See also
-

Release Note Consensus Finding (New)

-

Release Note cFolders (New)

1.3.22.3 Archiving Work Orders and Supplier Confirmations (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can archive supplier confirmations and
work orders.
You use the archiving object ICH_SCON to archive supplier confirmations and ICH_WO to archive work
orders.
You can find the archiving functions on the SAP Easy Access screen under Tools -> Administration ->
Administration -> Data Archiving (transaction SARA). Here, you can access the archiving functions for
preprocessing, writing, and deleting archiving objects.
Archived data is available for viewing from SAP SNC on the Work Order History and Supplier
Confirmation History screens.
We provide the following infostructures:
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-

SAP_ICH_SCON for supplier confirmations

-

SAP_ICH_WO for work orders

1.3.23 SCM-ICH-IV

Invoice

1.3.23.1 Display of Document Unit of Measure (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can display the base unit of measure as
well as the document unit of measure for a product. You can display the document unit of measure on the
following Web screens of SAP SNC:
-

Detail screen for purchase orders

-

Detail screen for replenishment orders

-

Detail screen for invoices

-

Detail screen for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs)

-

Query To Be Confirmed for the purchase order worklist

The new function primarily supports suppliers who want to display the base unit of measure while they
work with purchase orders, for example, or with follow-on documents such as ASNs or invoices. In many
cases, the supplier does not know the base unit of measure in SAP SNC, and he or she wants to display
the unit that he or she is using to create the documents.
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1.3.23.2 Invoice Collaboration (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you and your supplier can create, process, and
monitor invoices.
Creation and monitoring of invoices
Suppliers can create invoices of the following invoice types:
-

Invoices

-

Subsequent credit

-

Subsequent debit

SAP SNC supports the creation of invoices for the following documents:
-

Purchase orders

-

ASNs

-

Replenishment orders (only for supplier collaboration)

On the Web user interface, your supplier can create invoices, and you and your supplier can monitor the
status of the invoices and identify documents for which no invoices have yet been created. You and your
supplier can print invoice and invoice summaries, and your supplier can create notes on the invoice at
header and item level.
Integration with an SAP ERP System
SAP SNC can transmit the information contained in an invoice to an SAP ERP system. You can use an
SAP ERP system to process the invoice and for the payment run, and to send the updated status of the
invoice to SAP SNC. If you have agreed to use evaluated receipt settlement (ERS procedure) and you
therefore create self-billing invoices for the supplier in the SAP ERP system, you can send this
information to SAP SNC. A supplier can display the self-billing invoices in SAP SNC. In addition, you
can send revaluations from self-billing invoices from SAP ERP to SAP SNC.
For this message exchange between a standard SAP ERP system and SAP SNC, we deliver the
InvoiceRequest and PaymentAdviceNotification message types. We deliver mappings for the
integration with a customer SAP ERP system. You have to create mappings for the integration with a
supplier back-end system within the framework of a project solution.
For more information about the prerequisites and required releases of the SAP ERP system, see SAP
Library for SAP SNC under Invoice.
Invoice Data on Web User Interfaces for ASNs, Purchase Orders, and Replenishment Orders
You can navigate from the header and item data of an ASN to the associated invoices.
You can navigate from the header and item data of a purchase order and of a replenishment order to the
associated invoices. In addition, you can display invoice data on the detail screen for the purchase order
and for the replenishment order. To do this, choose the Price and Invoice Data tab pages.
Master Data Integration
Suppliers can save their standard values for a purchasing document in SAP SNC, for example, standard
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values for net price, price unit, or Incoterms. In addition, suppliers can save their standard values for
payment conditions in SAP SNC. SAP SNC can copy these standard values during invoice creation.

Effects on Data Transfer
You can use SAP Core Interface (CIF) to send master data in SAP ERP that is relevant for the invoice,
from SAP ERP to SAP SNC. For more information, see the Release Note Integration of Master Data
(Enhanced).
Effects on System Administration
You can use the /SCA/INVOICE_DELETE report to delete obsolete invoices.
Effects on Customizing
To be able to use invoice collaboration in SAP SNC, you have to make the following settings in the
Implementation Guide (IMG):
-

Determine the tax code that you want to use to create the invoice. To do this, you use the IMG
activity Maintain Tax Code for Invoices, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Invoice.

-

Consider whether you want to want to make any changes to the invoice data during inbound or
outbound message processing. To do this, you implement the Business Add-Ins (BAdIs), in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) for
SAP SNC -> Invoice.

-

Check the standard settings for validation checks, in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> SAP Standard Settings. If required,
create your own settings for the invoice, by choosing Basic Settings -> Validation -> Own
Settings. For more information, see the IMG for Validation. For more information about which
validation checks and profiles are relevant for the invoice, see SAP Library for SAP SNC under
Invoice.

-

Activate the settings for the invoice in order document management. To do this, use the IMG activity
Activate Settings in Order Document Management, in Customizing for SCM Basis, by
choosing Order Document Management. For more information, see SAP Note 1019289.

See also
Release Note Integration of Master Data (Enhanced)
Release Note Conversion of Invoice Numbers and Invoice Item Numbers (New)
Release Note Print (Enhanced)

1.3.24 SCM-ICH-IMO

Inventory Monitor

1.3.24.1 Replenishment with SMI and RR (Enhanced)
Use
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SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) already supported replenishment scenarios in which a
supplier can plan the replenishment for his or her customers at the customer locations. The customer
sends the requirements and stock data for a customer location product to SAP ICH. In SAP ICH, the
supplier executes the planning for the customer location product. The supplier is responsible for covering
the requirements of the customer on time.
Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP ICH 5.0
Depending on the scenario, the supplier uses different Web screens and functions in SAP ICH, as follows:
-

-

Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI)
In SMI, the customer runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for materials management. The
customer provides the typically smaller supplier with the SMI Monitor on the Web user interface
(Web UI). In the SMI Monitor, the supplier sees the requirements/stock situation of the customer
location product, and plans the replenishment in the SMI Monitor. In the SMI scenario, the supplier
has the task of delivering to the customer such that the projected stock of the customer location
product does not fall below the minimum stock level requested by the customer or exceed the
maximum stock level requested by the customer. The projected stock informs the supplier when
deliveries are required, and in the SMI Monitor, the supplier can manually enter the quantities he or
she wants to deliver (planned receipts). In addition, the supplier can use the Propose Planned
Receipts function, which is also available in the SMI Monitor. This function calculates planned
receipts using a reorder point method. If the projected stock in a certain period falls above or below
the reorder point specified by the customer, the function creates a planned receipt that fills the
projected stock back up to the maximum stock level. In addition, a simulation function is available
in the SMI Monitor that calculates the effects the manual changes to the planned receipts have on the
projected stock. The planned receipts are saved as time series data in SAP ICH.
When the planning is complete, the supplier can proceed as follows, depending on the business
scenario:
-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario, the supplier creates ASNs for the
planned receipts, to inform the customer about pending deliveries. SAP ICH sends the ASNs to
the customer back-end system.

-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario
(previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders), the supplier
manually creates replenishment orders for the planned receipts (orders of the order document
type VGOR, previously called "purchase orders" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and optionally to the supplier back-end
system. These systems then create firm orders, which the customer and the supplier can
consider in their ERP processes (a purchase order in the customer back-end system, a sales
order in the supplier back-end system). The supplier creates ASNs in SAP ICH for the
replenishment orders, which SAP ICH sends to the customer back-end system.

Responsive Replenishment (RR)
In RR, the supplier runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for sales order processing. The
typically large supplier works for customers who have contracted the replenishment planning out to
the supplier. In the RR scenario, the supplier has the task of delivering to the customers in the most
timely and accurate manner possible (under consideration of the safety stock). The supplier runs
replenishment planning in SAP ICH using a replenishment planning service, in the background in a
Planning Service Manager run (PSM run). The replenishment planning service creates the required
planned receipts for a customer location product. The supplier can display the results of the
replenishment planning run on the Web UI of SAP ICH in the Replenishment Overview. If
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required, the supplier can also start the replenishment planning service on the replenishment Web
UI.
The planned receipts are saved in SAP ICH as planned replenishment orders (orders of the order
document type DRPV, previously called "replenishment orders"). The supplier can use the TLB
service to be able to load means of transport according to certain criteria. From the planned
replenishment orders, the TLB service creates TLB shipments (orders of the order document type
TLBO), which are assigned corresponding replenishment orders (orders of the order document type
VGOR, previously called "vendor-generated order" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and to the supplier back-end system, which in
turn create purchase orders and sales orders, respectively.
Up until now, ASNs were not supported in this scenario.
Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP SNC 5.1
The RR and SMI replenishment processes have a similar concept. In SAP Supply Network Collaboration
(SAP SNC) 5.1, the functions and screens for these scenarios were unified with respect to the following
aspects:
-

Monitors
In addition to the SMI Monitor, there are now new monitors available for monitoring that are set up
similarly to the SMI Monitor:
-

Responsive Replenishment Monitor (RR Monitor)
This monitor supports replenishment planning in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.

-

Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
This monitor supports scenarios in which you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and a reorder point (such as the Supplier
Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario). You can also use this
monitor in Responsive Replenishment. Unlike the SMI Monitor, you can create
replenishment orders for planned receipts in this monitor.
The monitors were developed with Web Dynpro and now offer new UI functions and personalization
options. The SMI Monitor was converted to Web Dynpro.
-

Planning Functions
All planning functions are now available in RR and in SMI as planning services. You can execute
planning services on the Web UI online or by using the Planning Service Manager (PSM) in the
background. In particular, the creation of planned replenishment orders was unified. In addition, a
new planning service is available that allows you to create replenishment orders without using the
TLB service.

-

Configuration
You use the same customizing tables to configure the different replenishment variants. This pertains,
for example, to the definition of the projected stock or the determination of the planning service
profiles that are used on the Web UI and in the PSM to create planned receipts or replenishment
orders.

-

Replenishment Orders
The handling of replenishment orders is the same in all replenishment variants. This pertains, for
example, to the creation options (manually or by using a planning service), display, publication, and
the key figures derived from the replenishment orders.

-

Terminology
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An order of the order document type VGOR is now called "replenishment order", while an order of
the order document type DRPV is now called "planned replenishment order". The functions and key
figures that are used in RR as well as SMI have the same name in RR and SMI.
-

Technical Consolidation
The internal creation of stock data and time series data was unified.

SMI Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you only use the SMI Monitor if you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point but are only using ASNs and not
replenishment orders (for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario). The
functions for creating replenishment orders are therefore no longer available in the SMI Monitor.
Accordingly, the details no longer display the Firm Receipts key figure, which represents the quantities
from replenishment orders.
The SMI overview now also displays the duration of the horizon in which no exceptions (such as shortfall
in minimum stock level) occur.
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a further monitor similar to the SMI Monitor available in which you can
control replenishment planning with a minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point,
but unlike in the SMI Monitor, you can also create replenishment orders here. You use the Min/Max
Replenishment Monitor, for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment
Orders business scenario, but you can also use it in an RR scenario.
The following key figures inform you about different quantities from replenishment orders:
-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a period.

-

Firm Receipts (Published - Due)
This is the total open quantity from published replenishment orders. Here, the supplier must still
send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.

Besides the inventory status, the overview also displays information about the replenishment status. This
includes total quantities from replenishment orders (aggregated across different horizons). The in-transit
quantity aggregated from ASNs displays the total quantity that is in transit to the customer. Periods of
critical situations in projected stock are highlighted in color in the SMI Monitor.
RR Monitor
The new RR Monitor replaces the previous replenishment screens on the Web UI for SAP ICH. The RR
Monitor contains the key figures and planning services that are relevant for RR. The VMI analyst can use
the RR Monitor to gain an overview of the replenishment situation and stock situation. He or she can
display the results of a replenishment planning run and, if required, manually change the quantities of
planned replenishment orders or manually create planned replenishment orders. In addition, he or she can
call different planning services directly (for example, the replenishment planning service and then the new
deployment service). The RR Monitor contains the following screens:
-

The RR Overview displays the inventory status and the replenishment status. Periods of exception
situations in projected stock are highlighted in color, just like in the SMI Monitor and in the
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor. In addition, you receive detailed information about the
replenishment status (as in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor) (see above).
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-

The RR Details display the key figures of a customer location product, for example, requirements,
projected stock, and planned receipts. Here, the supplier can manually create or change planned
receipts or execute planning services.

-

You use the RR Details - Product View view to display key figures for multiple customer location
products. On this screen, you can compare data for a small number of location products. We
recommend that you do not call this screen for a large number of location products.

As with the SMI Monitor and Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, the RR Monitor has a supplier view and
a customer view. The supplier uses the supplier view to run replenishment planning. The customer uses
the customer view to monitor the replenishment situation.
Key Figures in the RR Details
The details views contain the following changes as compared to the Replenishment Overview Web
screen available previously in RR:
-

The Replenishment Order Quantity key figure available previously is now called Planned
Receipts (see above).

-

The Stock Outs key figure is no longer available.

-

The TLB Shipment Quantity key figure was replaced by the following key figures for
replenishment orders:

-

-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a
period. The key figure corresponds to the TLB Shipment Quantity key figure.

-

Firm Receipts (Due)
This is the total due quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders. Here, the
supplier must still send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.

The following key figures are also new for RR:
-

In-Transit Quantity
This key figure is the quantity that is in transit to the customer. The system determines this
quantity from the ASNs. The key figure is only relevant if you use ASNs in RR.

-

Minimum Stock Level
This key figure is the safety stock.

-

Minimum Proposal
This key figure is the planned receipt quantity (quantity from planned replenishment orders)
that the supplier has to deliver to the customer to increase the projected stock up to the safety
stock.

-

Planned Receipts Before Deployment
This key figure is relevant if you are using the new deployment service, which is available as of
SAP SNC 5.1 for RR. If you are using deployment, this key figure contains the quantity from
planned replenishment orders that the replenishment planning run has created. For the quantity
from planned replenishment orders that were created by the subsequent deployment run, see the
Planned Receipts key figure.

Planning Services
The planning functions are now also available as planning services that can be executed on the Web UI in
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the respective monitor or in the background in the PSM run. Depending on the monitor and the
replenishment variant, you can use the following planning services:
-

Propose Planned Receipts (REPL_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use this service to create planned receipts. You control the replenishment planning
service by using the service profile for the replenishment planning service. In the replenishment
service profile, you make settings for the replenishment method as follows:
-

For SMI, the reorder point method that was used previously in SAP ICH (now called Min/Max
Replenishment)

-

For RR, the procedure that was used previously in SAP ICH that covers the demands of the
customer exactly under consideration of safety stock (now called Net-Demand-Based
Replenishment).
For replenishment planning for baseline demand and for promotion demand, you use a two
different profiles for the projected stock. You control the replenishment planning run as before
by using a replenishment planning service profile. For the planning, you use the
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment planning method.

-

Simulate Projected Stock
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use the Simulate Projected Stock function in the Monitor after you have manually
changed the planned receipts. This function recalculates the projected stock.

-

Propose Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROP_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
the planned receipts into replenishment orders. You define the planning horizon for this service in
the TLB service profile.

-

Propose and Publish Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROPPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
planned receipts into replenishment orders and publishes the replenishment orders. You define the
planning horizon in the TLB service profile. SAP SNC sends the replenishment orders to the
customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to the configured sending
options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders
(Changed).

-

Execute TLB (TLB_SERVICE)
This service, previously available in RR, is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create
replenishment orders from the planned replenishment orders.

-

Execute TLB and Publish Replenishment Orders (TLBPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create replenishment orders from
planned replenishment orders, and then publishes the replenishment orders. SAP SNC sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to
the configured sending options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of
Replenishment Orders (Changed).

-

Deployment (DEPLOYMENT_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. You can use this planning service to create planned
replenishment orders that consider the availability situation in the ship-from locations. You execute
deployment following a replenishment planning run and prior to a TLB run.

New Time Series Types
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Previously, SMI used the time series types SMI02 and SMI03 to store time series data. RR replenishment
planning used the time series type DRPV. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the time series type INVM1 is used in
SMI, in RR replenishment planning, and in SNI. VMIP1 is still used in RR Forecasting, but DRPV,
SMI02, and SMI03 are no longer used.
Storage of Planned Receipts
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can determine whether the replenishment planning service saves planned
receipts as time series or as planned replenishment orders. In the Supplier Managed Inventory business
scenario, for example, you use time series; in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you
use planned replenishment orders. Thus, depending on your settings, the Planned Receipts key figure
represents time series data or planned replenishment orders.
Configuration
The configuration of replenishment variants was unified in SAP SNC 5.1. This involves the following
settings:
-

The Customizing tables for defining profiles for projected stock were combined. For more
information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

-

You can make settings as to which service profile is used to execute a planning service on the Web
UI and in the PSM.

-

You can make the settings dependent on the following characteristics:
-

Supplier

-

Customer location

-

Product

Effects on Data Transfer
Following an upgrade to SAP SNC 5.1, you have to run the following conversion reports:
-

Report /SCA/DM_TS_CONV
You can use this report to convert the old time series types into the new time series types.

-

Report /SCA/INV_MOVE
You can use this report to bring your stock data from the old database tables to the new database
tables. For more information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.

Effects on Customizing
Maintain the following settings:
-

Define profiles
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment, define the following
profiles:
-

You define profiles for the projected stock by choosing Projected Stock -> Define Profiles
for the Projected Stock. Under Display Standard Profiles for Projected Stock, you can
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display the standard profiles delivered by us.

-

-

You define service profiles for the replenishment planning service, by choosing Planning
Services -> Define Replenishment Service Profiles.

-

Here, you make settings for the replenishment method (Min/Max Replenishment or
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment). The standard system comes configured with the
replenishment method that is used for SMI (Min/Max Replenishment). For RR, you have to
configure the Net-Demand-Based Replenishment method.

-

In addition, you define whether the replenishment planning service saves planned receipts as
time series data (relevant for SMI) or as planned replenishment orders (relevant for RR).

-

You define deployment service profiles by choosing Deployment -> Define Deployment
Service Profiles.

-

You define the TLB service profiles by choosing Transport Load Builder -> Define TLB
Service Profiles.
In a TLB service profile, you make the settings for the TLB service or for the Propose Firm
Receipts planning service. For the Propose Firm Receipts planning service, only the
planning horizon and - for the combination of planned receipts into one replenishment order the key date are relevant.

Assign Settings
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment -> Replenishment
Order Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning and SNI,
you define the following profiles, which the system is to use for a particular combination of supplier,
customer location, and product:
-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for non-promotion demands

-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for promotions

-

Replenishment service profile

-

TLB service profile

Deployment service profile
In this IMG activity, you also define for which horizon the replenishment planning service calculates
planned receipts, and whether the replenishment planning service deletes already-existing planned
receipts before it creates new planned receipts.
See also
-

Release Note Technical Basis for the Web UI (Changed)

-

Release Note Inventory Management (Changed)

-

Release Note Projected Stock (Changed)

-

Release Note Naming of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Creation of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Deployment (New)

-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)
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-

Release Note Inventory Alerts for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.24.2 Sending ProductActivityNotifications in the SMI Scenario (New)
Use
In the Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI) scenario, the customer uses an XML message of the
ProductActivityNotification type to send information concerning demands and stock from the customer
back-end system to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC). Based on this data, the supplier can
perform replenishment planning in the SMI monitor for the customer location.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the system can enhance the data for a ProductActivityNotification and send it to the
supplier back-end system. The sending of ProductActivityNotifications is only relevant, for example, for
suppliers who do not want to use the SMI Monitor for replenishment planning, but want to execute
replenishment planning in the back-end system. In this case, a supplier needs in his or her back-end
system not only the demand/stock data from the customer system, but also the location product
parameters from SAP SNC (such as the minimum stock level and maximum stock level) and the time
series data determined by SAP SNC from the demand data and stock data. This includes the following
time series data:
-

Published ASNs

-

Planned receipts

-

Projected stock

The ProductActivityNotification was enhanced accordingly and can transmit the required location
product parameters and time series data.
The following options are available for sending the data:
-

Automatic Sending
For this option, SAP SNC enhances the ProductActivityNotification data immediately upon receipt
and sends the enhanced ProductActivityNotification immediately to the supplier back-end system.
If you want to use this option, you need to have set the Send ProductActivityNotification (SMI)
indicator in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment ->
Replenishment Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning
and SNI. You can make the setting dependent on customer, customer location, and product.

-

Manual Sending
Customer and supplier can manually call up the send function as follows:
-

Customer: in the SAP SNC system, on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Tools ->
Send XML Messages for Time Series -> Send ProductActivityNotifications for SMI

-

Customer and supplier: in the SMI monitor, with Send ProductActivityNotification

The time period for which the system sends data in the ProductActivityNotification is configurable (in
the SMI monitor in the time buckets profile).
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1.3.24.3 Inventory Management (Changed)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, inventory management has been unified for
the Responsive Replenishment (RR), Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI), and Supply Network
Inventory (SNI) scenarios. All inventory data is now stored in the same database tables in the Logistics
Inventory Management Engine (LIME).
In addition, you can use new and enhanced reports for managing inventory data. These reports allow
system administrators to delete inventory data that is no longer needed, or to query or reset inventory data
to zero for test and simulation purposes. The enhancements for the reports are as follows:
-

The inventory query and creation report /SCA/DM_INV_CREATION has been enhanced to include
new fields for supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be
used for all scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_CREATEINV_SNI for SNI and /SCA/SJKTST02 are
obsolete.

-

The inventory reset report /SCA/DM_RESETINV has been enhanced to include new fields for
supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be used for all
scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SMI for SMI and /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SNI for
SNI are obsolete.

-

You can use the new report /SCA/DM_DELETE_INV for inventory deletion.

Effects on Existing Data
You must migrate the RR and SMI inventory data from the old to the new database tables in LIME using
the inventory data conversion report /SCA/INV_MOVE.

See also
SAP Note 1019288
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1.3.24.4 Calculating Average Demand (Enhanced)
Use
In the SMI Monitor for SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0, you could only use one
calculation method, based on moving averages, to calculate average demands for projected stock.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, a second method is available. This method
calculates the average demands for projected stock by using an arithmetic mean calculation.
Furthermore, SAP SNC 5.1 delivers the BAdI Average Demand Calculation
(/SCA/SMI_AVG_DEMAND). You can use this BAdI to implement your own average demand
calculation. The BAdI is not active in the standard system. if you activate the BAdI, it overrides the
standard method.

Effects on Customizing
You can maintain the method in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under Assign Profiles
for the Projected Stock. The default method for calculating average demands is the Moving Average
Calculation Method.
You can also activate the BAdI in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration under BAdI:
Average Demand Calculation.

1.3.25 SCM-ICH-KNB

Kanban

1.3.25.1 Kanban (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following enhancements are available for
Kanban processing:
-

You can use one-time Kanban to send a Kanban replenishment request on demand from a customer
when there is no fixed control cycle for a specific kanban container.

-

If you select a specific control cycle in the overview area you can do the following:
-

You can add notes to a kanban control cycle by choosing the Notes button.

-

You can see details of the control cycle by choosing the Details button.

-

If the control cycle is based on a scheduling agreement release you can navigate to the release
via the Go to Release button. If the control cycle is based on another order document you can
not select this button.
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-

In Release 5.0, you could print kanban cards using PDF-based print forms and Smart Form print
forms. As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can print and configure the kanban card print form per control cycle.
This means you can choose which print form to print with for each specific control cycle.

-

In the ASN Work Area-Create Draft ASN screen the following enhancements have been made:
-

You can change the proposed quantity of the kanban in the Quantity field manually. This field
is no longer display only.

-

A new Available in Cust. Loc field has been created to display the availability date in the
customer location. The system creates the availability date during the validation check that is
performed when you create a new ASN.

-

You can now perform validation checks before creating an ASN by choosing Check.

-

If packaging has been set up for the product, you can choose Auto. Pack to perform automatic
packing for that product.

-

If packaging has not been set up for the product you can choose Packing to perform manual
packing for that product. This button takes you to the ASN Packing Web UI.

Effects on Customizing
You can print kanban cards using PDF-Based print forms, or Smart Form print forms in Customizing for
Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Basic Settings -> Printing -> Determine Print Forms
for Kanban Cards.

1.3.26 SCM-ICH-SNI

Supply Network Inventory

1.3.26.1 Supply Network Inventory (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use new and enhanced functions to
collaborate on inventories. These functions support outsourced manufacturing, and they allow better
collaboration across multiple supply chain partners and tiers. In particular, the new and enhanced
functions support the involvement of third-party business partners such as the supplier's suppliers or
third-party logistics providers. Furthermore, you can now more easily monitor consignment material and
products distributed across different locations and multiple tiers of business partners, as is typical of
outsourced manufacturing scenarios. The new and enhanced functions include:
Visibility Across a Broader Range of Partner Locations
With the new visibility concept for Supply Network Inventory (SNI), you can grant access to relevant
inventory and time series data to users at additional business partners. These business partners may not be
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part of the supply chain network of customers, direct suppliers, and goods recipients, but they are the
supplier's suppliers (second tier suppliers) or third-party logistics providers, for example.
The new visibility concept allows you to define visibility profiles and to assign them to users or business
partners. You can restrict the visibility to specific master data, or you can restrict the visibility of data by
using parameters. For example, you can use the Inventory Owner parameter to display inventory data
only for those location products for which the inventory owner is specified in the profile.
System administrators can use the new transaction Maintain and Assign Visibility Control Profiles
(/SCF/VISCTRLPROFASSN) to maintain and assign visibility profiles centrally. They can also check
which data is visible for each user and application in SAP SNC.
Support of Multiple Data-Providing Partners for a Product at a Single Location
Subcontracting in SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0 supported data transfer from the ERP
system to SAP ICH for a given location product from a single business partner only. However, all
business partners can have data about location products in their systems as follows:
-

Customer-owned location products, with inventory data in the customer or supplier systems

-

Supplier-owned location products, with inventory data in the customer or supplier systems

-

Location products stored at a third-party site, such as a third-party logistics provider or a warehouse,
with inventory data in the customer, supplier, or third-party logistics provider systems

SAP SNC 5.1 now enables inventory data and key figures for a location product to be provided by
different business partners. All business partners that transfer data from their ERP systems to SAP SNC
can now contribute to the data for a location product in SAP SNC. This is made possible by providing the
following:
-

New reports for extracting inventory data and key figures for SNI from SAP ERP systems

-

New data storage design for inventory data and key figures

-

New detailed display of inventory data and key figures in the SNI Monitor

Business partners without SAP ERP can upload their data using a standard B2B message interface.
New Reports for Extracting Inventory Data and Key Figures for SNI from SAP ERP Systems
As of SAP SNC 5.1 and SAP ERP 2005 Enhancement Package 2, customers and suppliers can use the
following new reports to transfer inventory data and key figures from the ERP system to SAP SNC as
follows:
-

ROEMPROACT2: Customers and suppliers can extract data for products located at their own
location.

-

RCMPROACT2: Customers can extract data for products located at their supplier's location.
Suppliers can extract data for products located at their supplier's location. Hence a first-tier supplier
can provide data about a second-tier supplier, a second-tier supplier can provide data about a
third-tier supplier, and so on.

-

RPRTPROACT: Customers and suppliers can extract data relating to further business partners, such
as third-party logistics providers, who are represented as plants in the ERP systems of the customer
and supplier.

The new reports generate XML messages of the type ProductActivityNotification that are sent from the
ERP system to SAP SNC. As compared with the SAP ICH 5.0 reports ROEMPROACT and
RCMPROACT, all the new reports provide the following enhancements:
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-

They support the extraction of consignment inventory.

-

They transfer the new key figure In Transit, and the existing key figure Demand has been split into
the key figures Planned Demand, Firm Demand, and Forecast.

-

You can also extract and send the supplier IDs for key figure data.

New storage Design and Display of Inventory Data and Key Figures in the SNI Monitor
SAP SNC 5.1 can store data that is divided up according to:
-

Data-providing partner

-

Owner (for inventory only)

-

Supplier

-

Ship-from location

Furthermore, in the detail view of the SNI Monitor, you can display information about the contribution of
each data-providing partner, owner, or supplier, such as:
-

Aggregated view of quantities across all locations, with drill-down to locations

-

Display view of the contribution of suppliers, ship-from locations, and data-providing partners for
the same location product

-

Display view of multiple inventory owners for the same location product

-

Edit view where users can change key figure data that comes from incoming
ProductActivityNotification messages

New Key Figures and Key Figure Calculation
The SNI Monitor can now display the following new key figures:
-

Forecast

-

Firm demands

-

Planned demands

-

In-transit quantity

You can also define a profile for calculating the Demand key figure in the SNI Monitor. Demand is a
sum of firm demands (for example, from sales orders or production orders), planned demands (for
example, from planned orders), and forecast requirements. You can configure this sum for the SNI
Monitor. You can also configure different formulas for different time horizons.
User-Defined Alert Criteria
A new alert type, SNI Alert, is available. As a material planner, you can define rules and conditions that
specify when the system creates an SNI alert. You can use the following to specify alert conditions:
-

Stock

-

Time period

-

Demand

-

Days supply

-

Product
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-

Location

-

Planner

You use alert rules to create alerts if an exceptional situation arises. One rule can consist of one or more
conditions that can be assigned to a range of product/location combinations or to a single product/location
combination. Note that you can apply one alert rule to multiple product/location combinations and
multiple product/location combinations can be applied to more than one rule.
For example, you can specify SNI alert rules and conditions to monitor your own stock level at supplier
sites and you can be alerted by the system when a critical situation arises. When the system creates an
alert, it also notifies the business partners concerned, for example suppliers, third party logistics providers,
and so on, depending on the setup of alert notification profiles.
New History Comparison and Enhanced Audit Trail
A new history comparison function replaces the snapshot function from the previous release. The history
comparison screen compares the inventory and key figure information for a location product at two
different time stamps. You can also navigate to the history comparison from the audit trail screen. The
audit trail screens design and usability have been improved.
Effects on Existing Data
Time Series Data for SNI
Previously, SNI used the SNI01 and SNI02 time series types to store time series data. These time series
types have now been replaced by the INVM1 time series type. After the upgrade, you must run the report
/SCA/DM_TS_CONV to convert the time series data for SNI. For more information, see SAP Note
1019288.
Inventory Data for SNI
After the upgrade, you must run the report /SCA/INV_MOVE to migrate inventory data to new database
tables. For more information, see Release Note Inventory Management (Changed) and SAP Note
1019288.
Customizing Settings for Selection Modes
New standard settings exist for SNI that use the new visibility concept and corresponding selection
modes. For more information, see the IMG documentation under Supply Network Collaboration ->
Basic Settings -> Visibility -> Create Selection Modes.
Effects on Data Transfer
You can continue to use the existing reports ROEMPROACT and RCMPROACT to transfer data from
SAP ERP to SAP SNC. However, if you want to use the new enhancements of the ERP reports or if you
want to transfer third-party logistics provider data, you must use the new reports ROEMPROACT2,
RCMPROACT2, and RPRTPROACT. Note that the new reports support the generation of
ProductActivityNotification messages instead of generating IDocs.
We recommend that you use the new reports ROEMPROACT2, RCMPROACT2, and RPRTPROACT.

Effects on Customizing
For SNI, you must perform or check the following Customizing: Check the standard settings in the IMG
activity Create Selection Modes. Check the standard settings that are delivered for the Demand key
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figure calculation in the SNI Monitor. You can display the standard settings in the IMG activity Display
Standard Projected Stock Profiles. To create a new Demand key figure calculation, use the IMG
activity Define Profiles for the Projected Stock.
See also
SNI Monitor in SAP Library for SAP Supply Network Collaboration
Release Note Projected Stock (Enhanced)
Release Note Inventory Management (Changed)

1.3.26.2 Inventory Management (Changed)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, inventory management has been unified for
the Responsive Replenishment (RR), Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI), and Supply Network
Inventory (SNI) scenarios. All inventory data is now stored in the same database tables in the Logistics
Inventory Management Engine (LIME).
In addition, you can use new and enhanced reports for managing inventory data. These reports allow
system administrators to delete inventory data that is no longer needed, or to query or reset inventory data
to zero for test and simulation purposes. The enhancements for the reports are as follows:
-

The inventory query and creation report /SCA/DM_INV_CREATION has been enhanced to include
new fields for supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be
used for all scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_CREATEINV_SNI for SNI and /SCA/SJKTST02 are
obsolete.

-

The inventory reset report /SCA/DM_RESETINV has been enhanced to include new fields for
supplier, promotion ID, and data-providing partner. The enhanced report can now be used for all
scenarios. The reports /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SMI for SMI and /SCA/DM_RESETINV_SNI for
SNI are obsolete.

-

You can use the new report /SCA/DM_DELETE_INV for inventory deletion.

Effects on Existing Data
You must migrate the RR and SMI inventory data from the old to the new database tables in LIME using
the inventory data conversion report /SCA/INV_MOVE.

See also
SAP Note 1019288
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1.3.27 SCM-ICH-SCO

Supplier Confirmations

1.3.27.1 History Comparison for Documents (New)
Use
Previously, you were able to display a history for advanced shipping notifications (ASNs), supplier
confirmations, and purchase orders. As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can
compare the histories of two documents. The history comparison displays a table overview of fields and
values in which the two documents differ from each other. You can use the history comparison to more
easily identify changes that were made to a document. You can use the history comparison for the
following documents:
-

ASNs

-

Purchase orders

-

Replenishment orders

-

Supplier confirmations

1.3.27.2 Archiving Work Orders and Supplier Confirmations (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can archive supplier confirmations and
work orders.
You use the archiving object ICH_SCON to archive supplier confirmations and ICH_WO to archive work
orders.
You can find the archiving functions on the SAP Easy Access screen under Tools -> Administration ->
Administration -> Data Archiving (transaction SARA). Here, you can access the archiving functions for
preprocessing, writing, and deleting archiving objects.
Archived data is available for viewing from SAP SNC on the Work Order History and Supplier
Confirmation History screens.
We provide the following infostructures:
-

SAP_ICH_SCON for supplier confirmations

-

SAP_ICH_WO for work orders
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1.3.28 SCM-ICH-FCS

Forecast

1.3.28.1 Collaboration Sales Forecast (New)
Use
As of Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, suppliers and customers can collaborate on sales
forecast data via the new Collaborative Sales Forecasting (CSF) Web UI. Suppliers and customers can
use consensus finding to compare forecast data and find a common agreement on the level of
replenishment needed for a particular product in a specific bucket.
Suppliers and customers can compare promotion and baseline sales forecast data taken from statistical
forecasting, promotion planning, and customer XML messages containing sales forecast data
(ProductForecastNotification or ProductForecastRevisionNotification). SAP SNC calculates the
absolute and percentage differences between supplier and customer data.
In Customizing for Consensus Finding, you can configure the tolerance values within which differences
are accepted. The system can use different colors or alert to indicate differences above or below tolerance
values.
You can run a consensus finding for the forecast data. The system calculates the consensus baseline sales
forecast, a proposal that serves as a compromise between customer and supplier data. In Customizing for
Consensus Finding, you can configure the algorithm for calculating the consensus baseline sales
forecast. You can override the system proposal by manually entering your own figures.
You can configure alert and color profiles.
You can release your final consensus forecast data to short-term forecasting where it is then released to
replenishment.
The business partner who owns the SAP SNC can send outbound XML messages
(ProductForecastNotification or ProductForecastRevisionNotification) using the enhanced report
Send ProductForecastNotifications and ProductForecastRevisionNotifications
(/SCA/FCST_OUT). This report was previously only available for ProductForecastNotifications. You
find the report on the SAP Easy Access screen, under Supply Network Collaboration -> Tools ->
Send XML Messages for Time Series. Suppliers and customers can also send outbound XML
messages from the Sales Forecast Details - Product View screen by choosing the Publish FCST
(ProductForecastNotification) or Publish FCSTREV (ProductForecastRevisionNotifications)
buttons. The XML messages can contain the following time series:
-

Baseline sales forecast
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Using the report Send ProductForecastNotifications and ProductForecastRevisionNotifications
(/SCA/FCST_OUT), you can choose to send your original forecast data or forecast data received from the
consensus calculation.
Using the Sales Forecast Details - Product View screen you can only send the forecast data received
from the consensus calculation.
-

Promotion sales forecast

-

Baseline order forecast

-

Promotion order forecast

Effects on Customizing
You create and assign profiles for collaborative sales forecasting in the following IMG activities in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing Demand -> Collaborative Sales
Forecasting:
-

Create Profiles for Collaborative Sales Forecasting

-

Assign Profiles for Collaborative Sales Forecasting

You can define the granularity of the data storage for the cooperation by defining weekly or daily data
storage and bucket size in the respective fields in the IMG activity Create Profiles for Collaborative
Sales Forecasting, where you can create profiles for CSF. By default the Data Storage and Bucket
Size fields are set to weekly.
Note: In a customer-led forecast scenario, you can change the data storage to daily. This gives you a more
detailed view of the consensus data before you release demand data to short-term forecast.
You define service profiles for collaborative sales forecasting in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration by choosing Demand -> Define Service Profiles for Collaborative Sales
Forecasting.
You determine alert profile and color profiles for collaborative sales forecasting in the following IMG
activities in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Demand:
-

Define Alert Profiles for CSF and OFM

-

Define Color Profiles for CSF and OFM

SAP SNC comes delivered with standard settings for consensus finding in collaborative sales forecasting.
You can override the standard settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing
Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding. In particular, you can customize the following:
-

Tolerance values

In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, choose Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding ->
Consensus Profile -> Maintain Consensus Quantity Profiles.
-

Calculation of consensus baseline forecast

In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, choose Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding ->
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Maintain Consensus Rules.

1.3.28.2 Demand Release (New)
Use
In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0, you could define in the replenishment service
profiles which time series types for baseline and promotion demand is to be considered in replenishment
planning.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you must release data, using one of the
following possibilities:
-

SAP Easy Access screen:
You can use the new Release Demand planning service to release demand data (baseline sales
forecasts, promotions or both) from one application to another. You can release demands from the
following applications:
-

Statistical forecasting to collaborative sales forecasting

-

Collaborative sales forecasting to short-term forecasting
Note: You can choose not to disaggregate statistical forecast data from weekly to daily buckets
for short-term forecasting when you run statistical forecasting. If you choose not to
disaggregate forecast data, demand data can be released from collaborative sales forecasting to
short-term forecasting rather than from statistical forecasting. This is to avoid overwriting
disaggregated forecast data that comes from collaborative sales forecasting, depending on the
scenario in use.
For more information about disaggregating forecast data, see Release Note Statistical
Forecasting and Short-Term Forecasting (Enhanced).

Short-term forecasting to replenishment planning
You can call up the planning service on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Supply
Network Collaboration -> Demand -> Demand Release.
-

SAP SNC Web UI:
You can also release demand, forecast or promotion data on the following SAP SNC Web screens:
-

You can release statistical forecast data to collaborative sales forecasting on the Forecasting
Web screen, by choosing Release.

-

You can release consensus forecast data to short-term forecasting on the Collaboration Sales
Forecasting Web screen, by choosing Release.

-

You can release demand data to replenishment planning on the Short-Term Forecasting Web
screen, by choosing Release.

-

You can release promotion data to replenishment planning on the Promotion Planning Web
screen, by choosing Release.
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You can run demand release (planning service VMIFORECAST) in the Planning Service Manager.

Effects on Customizing
You can define a service profile for demand release in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration.
You define the service profile for demand release by choosing Demand -> Demand Release -> Define
Service Profiles for Demand Release.
For the demand planning service to release demands automatically, you can use the service profile for
demand release in the demand service profile. You define the demand service profile in Customizing for
Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Demand -> Define Demand Service Profiles. To
activate the service profile for demand release, you must choose the Release Demand checkbox in the
demand service profile. The demand service releases the demand in the way it was defined in the service
profile for demand release.

1.3.28.3 Order Forecast Monitor (Changed)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the Demand Monitor is now called Order
Forecast Monitor.
The following key figures from the Demand Monitor have been renamed for the Order Forecast Monitor:
-

Percentage Deviation on Plan -> Difference Planned Receipts/Planned Requirements (%)

-

Absolute Deviation on Plan -> Difference Planned Receipts/Planned Requirements

-

Percentage Deviation on Order -> Difference Firm Receipts/Firm Requirements (%)

-

Absolute Deviation on Order -> Difference Firm Receipts/Firm Requirements

In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0, it was not possible to configure tolerance values for
the above calculations.
SAP SNC 5.1 now uses the new consensus finding to calculate the differences. In Customizing for
Consensus Finding, you can configure the tolerance values within which differences are accepted. The
system can use different colors or alerts to indicate differences that are above or below these tolerance
values.
You can use the planning service for Order Forecast Monitor to calculate the differences with consensus
finding and to create alerts in the background in a PSM run.
The Order Forecast Monitor in SAP SNC 5.1 uses the new time series type DFCO1. If you are an upgrade
customer, you must use the /SCA/DM_TS_CONV report to convert the old time series types to the new
ones.
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Effects on Customizing
You define service profiles for the planning service in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
by choosing Demand -> Order Forecast Monitor -> Define Service Profiles for Order Forecast
Monitor.
If you want to run the planning service in the background, you must select both the Run Consensus
Finding and the Create Alerts checkboxes.
For the alerts created in the background, jobs you can determine alerts in Customizing for Supply
Network Collaboration, by choosing Demand -> Determine Alert Profiles for CSF and OFM.
For the alerts displayed in the Order Forecast Monitor, you can determine alert color profiles in
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Demand -> Determine Color Profiles
for CSF and OFM.
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration you can configure tolerance values, by choosing
Basic Settings -> Consensus Finding -> Consensus Profile -> Maintain Consensus Quantity
Profiles.
See also
Release Note Consensus Finding (New)

1.3.28.4 Statistical Forecasting and Short-Term Forecasting (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the IMG activity Define Forecast Service
Profiles has been renamed Define Demand Service Profiles.
The values of the Status field in the IMG activity Update Forecast Master Data Records have been
renamed as follows:
-

Forecast Enabled is now called Forecast with Disaggregation to Short-Term FCST

-

Not to Be Forecasted is now called No Forecasting

A new value, Forecast without Disaggregation to Short-Term FCST, has been added. This allows
you to choose not to transfer disaggregated forecast data from statistical forecasting to short-term
forecasting.
Note: You should select Forecast without Disaggregation to Short-Term FCST when running
Collaborative Sales Forecasting.
You can set the forecast status in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing
Demand -> Forecasting -> Update Forecast Master Data Records.
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See also
Release Note Collaborative Sales Forecasting (New)

1.3.28.5 Consensus Finding (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use consensus finding. Consensus
finding is a process in which several business partners, for example, try to agree on quantities,
dates/times, and prices. You can use consensus finding to compare data from different sources and accept
deviations within fixed tolerance limits (deviation analysis), or you can use the data from different
business partners to determine new data within fixed tolerance limits that is acceptable for all business
partners involved (consensus determination).
A preconfigured consensus finding is available for the following applications:
-

Collaborative Sales Forecasting and Order Forecast Monitor
You use consensus finding to calculate whether forecasts of the customer and supplier are the same.
If you use collaborative sales forecasting, you can also calculate possible cost proposals for the
forecasting.

-

Work Order Processing
You use consensus finding to compare the following:

-

-

Requested data from the customer with confirmation data from the supplier

-

Current data with planned data

-

Projected data with planned data

Purchase Order Processing and Replenishment Order Processing
You use consensus finding to control whether the system automatically approves deviations in
quantity and date/time that are within fixed tolerances.

Effects on Customizing
If you want to use consensus finding for an SAP SNC application, first check if settings are required for
this in Customizing. For some applications, consensus finding is already preconfigured with standard
settings, so that you only have to create or change Customizing settings if you want to override the
standard settings. For more information about necessary settings, see SAP Library for SAP SNC, under
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Consensus Finding.
If you want to set up consensus finding for an SAP SNC application for the first time, or override existing
standard settings, use the IMG activities under Supply Network Collaboration -> Basic Settings ->
Consensus Finding.
See also
Release Note Work Order (New)
Release Note Approval Process in Purchase Order Collaboration (Enhanced)
Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check (New)

1.3.29 SCM-ICH-NDC

Net Requirements Calculation

1.3.29.1 Replenishment with SMI and RR (Enhanced)
Use
SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) already supported replenishment scenarios in which a
supplier can plan the replenishment for his or her customers at the customer locations. The customer
sends the requirements and stock data for a customer location product to SAP ICH. In SAP ICH, the
supplier executes the planning for the customer location product. The supplier is responsible for covering
the requirements of the customer on time.
Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP ICH 5.0
Depending on the scenario, the supplier uses different Web screens and functions in SAP ICH, as follows:
-

Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI)
In SMI, the customer runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for materials management. The
customer provides the typically smaller supplier with the SMI Monitor on the Web user interface
(Web UI). In the SMI Monitor, the supplier sees the requirements/stock situation of the customer
location product, and plans the replenishment in the SMI Monitor. In the SMI scenario, the supplier
has the task of delivering to the customer such that the projected stock of the customer location
product does not fall below the minimum stock level requested by the customer or exceed the
maximum stock level requested by the customer. The projected stock informs the supplier when
deliveries are required, and in the SMI Monitor, the supplier can manually enter the quantities he or
she wants to deliver (planned receipts). In addition, the supplier can use the Propose Planned
Receipts function, which is also available in the SMI Monitor. This function calculates planned
receipts using a reorder point method. If the projected stock in a certain period falls above or below
the reorder point specified by the customer, the function creates a planned receipt that fills the
projected stock back up to the maximum stock level. In addition, a simulation function is available
in the SMI Monitor that calculates the effects the manual changes to the planned receipts have on the
projected stock. The planned receipts are saved as time series data in SAP ICH.
When the planning is complete, the supplier can proceed as follows, depending on the business
scenario:
-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario, the supplier creates ASNs for the
planned receipts, to inform the customer about pending deliveries. SAP ICH sends the ASNs to
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the customer back-end system.
-

-

In the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario
(previously called Supplier Managed Inventory with Purchase Orders), the supplier
manually creates replenishment orders for the planned receipts (orders of the order document
type VGOR, previously called "purchase orders" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and optionally to the supplier back-end
system. These systems then create firm orders, which the customer and the supplier can
consider in their ERP processes (a purchase order in the customer back-end system, a sales
order in the supplier back-end system). The supplier creates ASNs in SAP ICH for the
replenishment orders, which SAP ICH sends to the customer back-end system.

Responsive Replenishment (RR)
In RR, the supplier runs SAP ICH together with an ERP system for sales order processing. The
typically large supplier works for customers who have contracted the replenishment planning out to
the supplier. In the RR scenario, the supplier has the task of delivering to the customers in the most
timely and accurate manner possible (under consideration of the safety stock). The supplier runs
replenishment planning in SAP ICH using a replenishment planning service, in the background in a
Planning Service Manager run (PSM run). The replenishment planning service creates the required
planned receipts for a customer location product. The supplier can display the results of the
replenishment planning run on the Web UI of SAP ICH in the Replenishment Overview. If
required, the supplier can also start the replenishment planning service on the replenishment Web
UI.
The planned receipts are saved in SAP ICH as planned replenishment orders (orders of the order
document type DRPV, previously called "replenishment orders"). The supplier can use the TLB
service to be able to load means of transport according to certain criteria. From the planned
replenishment orders, the TLB service creates TLB shipments (orders of the order document type
TLBO), which are assigned corresponding replenishment orders (orders of the order document type
VGOR, previously called "vendor-generated order" in this scenario). SAP ICH sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and to the supplier back-end system, which in
turn create purchase orders and sales orders, respectively.
Up until now, ASNs were not supported in this scenario.

Overview of Screens and Functions in SAP SNC 5.1
The RR and SMI replenishment processes have a similar concept. In SAP Supply Network Collaboration
(SAP SNC) 5.1, the functions and screens for these scenarios were unified with respect to the following
aspects:
-

Monitors
In addition to the SMI Monitor, there are now new monitors available for monitoring that are set up
similarly to the SMI Monitor:
-

Responsive Replenishment Monitor (RR Monitor)
This monitor supports replenishment planning in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario.

-

Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
This monitor supports scenarios in which you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and a reorder point (such as the Supplier
Managed Inventory with Replenishment Orders business scenario). You can also use this
monitor in Responsive Replenishment. Unlike the SMI Monitor, you can create
replenishment orders for planned receipts in this monitor.
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The monitors were developed with Web Dynpro and now offer new UI functions and personalization
options. The SMI Monitor was converted to Web Dynpro.
-

Planning Functions
All planning functions are now available in RR and in SMI as planning services. You can execute
planning services on the Web UI online or by using the Planning Service Manager (PSM) in the
background. In particular, the creation of planned replenishment orders was unified. In addition, a
new planning service is available that allows you to create replenishment orders without using the
TLB service.

-

Configuration
You use the same customizing tables to configure the different replenishment variants. This pertains,
for example, to the definition of the projected stock or the determination of the planning service
profiles that are used on the Web UI and in the PSM to create planned receipts or replenishment
orders.

-

Replenishment Orders
The handling of replenishment orders is the same in all replenishment variants. This pertains, for
example, to the creation options (manually or by using a planning service), display, publication, and
the key figures derived from the replenishment orders.

-

Terminology
An order of the order document type VGOR is now called "replenishment order", while an order of
the order document type DRPV is now called "planned replenishment order". The functions and key
figures that are used in RR as well as SMI have the same name in RR and SMI.

-

Technical Consolidation
The internal creation of stock data and time series data was unified.

SMI Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you only use the SMI Monitor if you want to control replenishment planning with a
minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point but are only using ASNs and not
replenishment orders (for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario). The
functions for creating replenishment orders are therefore no longer available in the SMI Monitor.
Accordingly, the details no longer display the Firm Receipts key figure, which represents the quantities
from replenishment orders.
The SMI overview now also displays the duration of the horizon in which no exceptions (such as shortfall
in minimum stock level) occur.
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor
As of SAP SNC 5.1, there is a further monitor similar to the SMI Monitor available in which you can
control replenishment planning with a minimum stock level, a maximum stock level, and reorder point,
but unlike in the SMI Monitor, you can also create replenishment orders here. You use the Min/Max
Replenishment Monitor, for example, in the Supplier Managed Inventory with Replenishment
Orders business scenario, but you can also use it in an RR scenario.
The following key figures inform you about different quantities from replenishment orders:
-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a period.

-

Firm Receipts (Published - Due)
This is the total open quantity from published replenishment orders. Here, the supplier must still
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send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.
Besides the inventory status, the overview also displays information about the replenishment status. This
includes total quantities from replenishment orders (aggregated across different horizons). The in-transit
quantity aggregated from ASNs displays the total quantity that is in transit to the customer. Periods of
critical situations in projected stock are highlighted in color in the SMI Monitor.
RR Monitor
The new RR Monitor replaces the previous replenishment screens on the Web UI for SAP ICH. The RR
Monitor contains the key figures and planning services that are relevant for RR. The VMI analyst can use
the RR Monitor to gain an overview of the replenishment situation and stock situation. He or she can
display the results of a replenishment planning run and, if required, manually change the quantities of
planned replenishment orders or manually create planned replenishment orders. In addition, he or she can
call different planning services directly (for example, the replenishment planning service and then the new
deployment service). The RR Monitor contains the following screens:
-

The RR Overview displays the inventory status and the replenishment status. Periods of exception
situations in projected stock are highlighted in color, just like in the SMI Monitor and in the
Min/Max Replenishment Monitor. In addition, you receive detailed information about the
replenishment status (as in the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor) (see above).

-

The RR Details display the key figures of a customer location product, for example, requirements,
projected stock, and planned receipts. Here, the supplier can manually create or change planned
receipts or execute planning services.

-

You use the RR Details - Product View view to display key figures for multiple customer location
products. On this screen, you can compare data for a small number of location products. We
recommend that you do not call this screen for a large number of location products.

As with the SMI Monitor and Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, the RR Monitor has a supplier view and
a customer view. The supplier uses the supplier view to run replenishment planning. The customer uses
the customer view to monitor the replenishment situation.
Key Figures in the RR Details
The details views contain the following changes as compared to the Replenishment Overview Web
screen available previously in RR:
-

The Replenishment Order Quantity key figure available previously is now called Planned
Receipts (see above).

-

The Stock Outs key figure is no longer available.

-

The TLB Shipment Quantity key figure was replaced by the following key figures for
replenishment orders:

-

-

Firm Receipts (Open)
This is the total open quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders in a
period. The key figure corresponds to the TLB Shipment Quantity key figure.

-

Firm Receipts (Due)
This is the total due quantity from unpublished and published replenishment orders. Here, the
supplier must still send deliveries and ASNs to the customer.

The following key figures are also new for RR:
-

In-Transit Quantity
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This key figure is the quantity that is in transit to the customer. The system determines this
quantity from the ASNs. The key figure is only relevant if you use ASNs in RR.
-

Minimum Stock Level
This key figure is the safety stock.

-

Minimum Proposal
This key figure is the planned receipt quantity (quantity from planned replenishment orders)
that the supplier has to deliver to the customer to increase the projected stock up to the safety
stock.

-

Planned Receipts Before Deployment
This key figure is relevant if you are using the new deployment service, which is available as of
SAP SNC 5.1 for RR. If you are using deployment, this key figure contains the quantity from
planned replenishment orders that the replenishment planning run has created. For the quantity
from planned replenishment orders that were created by the subsequent deployment run, see the
Planned Receipts key figure.

Planning Services
The planning functions are now also available as planning services that can be executed on the Web UI in
the respective monitor or in the background in the PSM run. Depending on the monitor and the
replenishment variant, you can use the following planning services:
-

Propose Planned Receipts (REPL_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use this service to create planned receipts. You control the replenishment planning
service by using the service profile for the replenishment planning service. In the replenishment
service profile, you make settings for the replenishment method as follows:
-

For SMI, the reorder point method that was used previously in SAP ICH (now called Min/Max
Replenishment)

-

For RR, the procedure that was used previously in SAP ICH that covers the demands of the
customer exactly under consideration of safety stock (now called Net-Demand-Based
Replenishment).
For replenishment planning for baseline demand and for promotion demand, you use a two
different profiles for the projected stock. You control the replenishment planning run as before
by using a replenishment planning service profile. For the planning, you use the
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment planning method.

-

Simulate Projected Stock
This service is relevant for the SMI Monitor, the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor, and the RR
Monitor. You use the Simulate Projected Stock function in the Monitor after you have manually
changed the planned receipts. This function recalculates the projected stock.

-

Propose Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROP_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
the planned receipts into replenishment orders. You define the planning horizon for this service in
the TLB service profile.

-

Propose and Publish Firm Receipts (REPL_FRPROPPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the Min/Max Replenishment Monitor and the RR Monitor. It converts
planned receipts into replenishment orders and publishes the replenishment orders. You define the
planning horizon in the TLB service profile. SAP SNC sends the replenishment orders to the
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customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to the configured sending
options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders
(Changed).
-

Execute TLB (TLB_SERVICE)
This service, previously available in RR, is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create
replenishment orders from the planned replenishment orders.

-

Execute TLB and Publish Replenishment Orders (TLBPB_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. It uses TLB logic to create replenishment orders from
planned replenishment orders, and then publishes the replenishment orders. SAP SNC sends the
replenishment orders to the customer back-end system and supplier back-end system, according to
the configured sending options. For more information, see the Release Note Publication of
Replenishment Orders (Changed).

-

Deployment (DEPLOYMENT_SERVICE)
This service is relevant for the RR Monitor. You can use this planning service to create planned
replenishment orders that consider the availability situation in the ship-from locations. You execute
deployment following a replenishment planning run and prior to a TLB run.

New Time Series Types
Previously, SMI used the time series types SMI02 and SMI03 to store time series data. RR replenishment
planning used the time series type DRPV. As of SAP SNC 5.1, the time series type INVM1 is used in
SMI, in RR replenishment planning, and in SNI. VMIP1 is still used in RR Forecasting, but DRPV,
SMI02, and SMI03 are no longer used.
Storage of Planned Receipts
As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can determine whether the replenishment planning service saves planned
receipts as time series or as planned replenishment orders. In the Supplier Managed Inventory business
scenario, for example, you use time series; in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario, you
use planned replenishment orders. Thus, depending on your settings, the Planned Receipts key figure
represents time series data or planned replenishment orders.
Configuration
The configuration of replenishment variants was unified in SAP SNC 5.1. This involves the following
settings:
-

The Customizing tables for defining profiles for projected stock were combined. For more
information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

-

You can make settings as to which service profile is used to execute a planning service on the Web
UI and in the PSM.

-

You can make the settings dependent on the following characteristics:
-

Supplier

-

Customer location

-

Product

Effects on Data Transfer
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Following an upgrade to SAP SNC 5.1, you have to run the following conversion reports:
-

Report /SCA/DM_TS_CONV
You can use this report to convert the old time series types into the new time series types.

-

Report /SCA/INV_MOVE
You can use this report to bring your stock data from the old database tables to the new database
tables. For more information, see the Release Note Projected Stock (Changed).

For more information, see SAP Note 1019288.

Effects on Customizing
Maintain the following settings:
-

-

Define profiles
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment, define the following
profiles:
-

You define profiles for the projected stock by choosing Projected Stock -> Define Profiles
for the Projected Stock. Under Display Standard Profiles for Projected Stock, you can
display the standard profiles delivered by us.

-

You define service profiles for the replenishment planning service, by choosing Planning
Services -> Define Replenishment Service Profiles.

-

Here, you make settings for the replenishment method (Min/Max Replenishment or
Net-Demand-Based Replenishment). The standard system comes configured with the
replenishment method that is used for SMI (Min/Max Replenishment). For RR, you have to
configure the Net-Demand-Based Replenishment method.

-

In addition, you define whether the replenishment planning service saves planned receipts as
time series data (relevant for SMI) or as planned replenishment orders (relevant for RR).

-

You define deployment service profiles by choosing Deployment -> Define Deployment
Service Profiles.

-

You define the TLB service profiles by choosing Transport Load Builder -> Define TLB
Service Profiles.
In a TLB service profile, you make the settings for the TLB service or for the Propose Firm
Receipts planning service. For the Propose Firm Receipts planning service, only the
planning horizon and - for the combination of planned receipts into one replenishment order the key date are relevant.

Assign Settings
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under Replenishment -> Replenishment
Order Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning and SNI,
you define the following profiles, which the system is to use for a particular combination of supplier,
customer location, and product:
-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for non-promotion demands

-

Profile for the projected stock for replenishment planning for promotions

-

Replenishment service profile
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-

TLB service profile

Deployment service profile
In this IMG activity, you also define for which horizon the replenishment planning service calculates
planned receipts, and whether the replenishment planning service deletes already-existing planned
receipts before it creates new planned receipts.
See also
-

Release Note Technical Basis for the Web UI (Changed)

-

Release Note Inventory Management (Changed)

-

Release Note Projected Stock (Changed)

-

Release Note Naming of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Creation of Replenishment Orders (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Publication of Replenishment Orders (Changed)

-

Release Note Deployment (New)

-

Release Note ASNs (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Inventory Alerts for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.29.2 Deletion Service for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can now maintain a deletion service
profile for replenishment planning. In SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) 5.0, the maintenance
of the deletion service was part of the IMG activity Define Service Profile, which comprised the following
activities:
-

Maintaining inventory semantic mapping

-

Maintain replenishment service profile

-

Maintain replenishment deletion service profile

In SAP SNC 5.1, except for Maintaining Inventory Semantic Mapping (no longer needed) these activities
have been separated into different IMG activities.
In the IMG activity Deletion Service for Replenishment Planning, you can set the Do Not Del. TLBShip.
indicator. This way, unreleased TLB shipments are not deleted by the deletion service.
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Effects on Customizing
In Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, choose Replenishment --> Replenishment
Planning --> Planning Services --> Define Deletion Service Profiles for Replenishment.

1.3.29.3 Projected Stock (Changed)
Use
Previously, there were two different Customizing tables for defining the profiles for projected stock:
-

One Customizing table for replenishment planning in the Responsive Replenishment (RR)
business scenario

-

One Customizing table for theSupplier Managed Inventory (SMI) and Supply Network
Inventory (SNI) business scenarios

In SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the Customizing tables were merged into one: For
RR, you likewise use the Customizing table that was previously used for SMI and SNI. This Customizing
table was enhanced accordingly.
For replenishment planning, we deliver default settings for RR for calculating the projected stock (one
profile for replenishment planning for baseline demand, and one profile for replenishment planning for
promotions). The default settings correspond to the new standard profiles ASN and PROMOTION
delivered by us. You can define your own profiles and use these as the standard profiles.
As was previously possible in SMI and SNI, you can now also make settings in RR, depending on the
following characteristics, as to which profile SAP SNC uses for the projected stock:
-

Business partner
(In SMI and RR, this is the supplier; in SNI, this is the assigned business partner.)

-

Customer location

-

Product

As of SAP SNC 5.1, new key figures and stock types, such as for promotions or for SNI, allow a more
differentiated definition of the projected stock. For Supplier Network Inventory (SNI), you can configure
how SAP SNC calculates the Demand key figure. For the Demand key figure, you define a separate
profile for the projected stock.
Effects on Existing Data
If you have defined your own profiles for projected stock in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario, you have to execute the /SCA/COPYRRPRJSTKPRFL report after performing the update. The
report copies the profiles for the projected stock from the /SCMB/PROJSTCALC table used previously,
into the /SCA/PRJSTKPRFL table that is to be used from now on. For more information, see SAP Note
1019288.
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Effects on Customizing
-

The IMG activity Determine Calculation Profile for Projected Stock, which was available in the
Implementation Guide for Inventory Collaboration Hub under Customer Collaboration ->
Responsive Replenishment -> Net Demand Calculation, was deleted.

-

You define profiles for projected stock in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by
choosing Replenishment -> Replenishment Planning -> Projected Stock -> Define Profiles
for Projected Stock. Here you can make settings as to which profile is to be the standard profile for
calculating the projected stock with promotions, and which profile is to be the standard profile for
calculating the projected stock without promotions

-

You can display the standard profiles delivered by us, in Customizing for Supply Network
Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment -> Replenishment Planning -> Projected Stock ->
Define Standard Profiles for Projected Stock.

-

Depending on the characteristics Business Partner, Customer Location, and Product, you can make
settings as to which profile SAP SNC is to use, in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
by choosing Replenishment -> Replenishment Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign
Settings for Replenishment Planning and SNI.

-

You can also call all activities in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing
Supply Network Inventory.

See also
-

Release Note Supply Network Inventory (Enhanced)

-

SAP Note 1019288

1.3.29.4 Update of Planned Receipts (Changed)
Use
Previously in the Supplier Managed Inventory and Supplier Managed Inventory with
Replenishment Orders (previously calledSMI with Purchase Orders) business scenarios, when a
supplier published an ASN for a planned receipt (SMI) or for areplenishment order (SMI with
Replenishment Orders), SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) reduced the Planned Receipts
key figure automatically by the published ASN quantity (In Transit key figure). In particular, in the SMI
with Replenishment Orders business scenario, the Planned Receipts key figure was not reduced by
the published replenishment orders (previously called purchase orders), which the supplier can create
for a planned receipt. (The quantity from published replenishment orders is represented by the Firm
Receipts key figure.)
As of Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the system reduces the Planned Receipts key
figure by the quantity from published replenishment orders if the Firm Receipts key figure is contained
in the formula for the projected stock. In this case, the Planned Receipts key figure is not reduced by
published ASNs. If the formula for the projected stock only contains the In Transit key figure but not the
Firm Receipts key figure, the system reduces the planned receipts by the in-transit quantity, as was the
case previously.
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1.3.29.5 Inventory Alerts for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)
Use
In the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario, the following alert types previously already referred
to special exception situations in the stock on hand or in the projected stock:
-

The stock on hand is below the minimum stock level.

-

The stock on hand is above the maximum stock level.

-

The stock on hand is zero.

-

The projected stock is below the minimum stock level.

-

The projected stock is above the maximum stock level.

-

The projected stock is zero.

-

The projected stock is below the minimum stock level within the lead time.

-

The projected stock is above the maximum stock level within the lead time.

-

The projected stock is zero within the lead time.

To create the alerts, you previously used the /SCA/INVALERTSWRITE report, which was previously
called Create Inventory Alerts for SMI, in the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario.
Previously, you could not configure which alert types the report was to create.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following changes were made:
-

The report is available for all variants of replenishment planning. For example, you can use the
report in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario to create inventory alerts.

-

As of SAP SNC 5.1, the report is therefore called Create Inventory Alerts for Replenishment
Planning.

-

In the report settings, you can select the alert types you want the report to create.

For the Min/Max Replenishment replenishment method, which you use in the Supplier Managed
Inventory business scenario, for example, you control the replenishment with a minimum stock level, a
maximum stock level, and a reorder point. All alert types are relevant here. For the Net-Demand-Based
Replenishment replenishment method, which you use in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario, the maximum stock level and thus the alerts for exceeding the maximum stock level are not
relevant.
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1.3.29.6 Sending ProductActivityNotifications in the SMI Scenario (New)
Use
In the Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI) scenario, the customer uses an XML message of the
ProductActivityNotification type to send information concerning demands and stock from the customer
back-end system to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC). Based on this data, the supplier can
perform replenishment planning in the SMI monitor for the customer location.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the system can enhance the data for a ProductActivityNotification and send it to the
supplier back-end system. The sending of ProductActivityNotifications is only relevant, for example, for
suppliers who do not want to use the SMI Monitor for replenishment planning, but want to execute
replenishment planning in the back-end system. In this case, a supplier needs in his or her back-end
system not only the demand/stock data from the customer system, but also the location product
parameters from SAP SNC (such as the minimum stock level and maximum stock level) and the time
series data determined by SAP SNC from the demand data and stock data. This includes the following
time series data:
-

Published ASNs

-

Planned receipts

-

Projected stock

The ProductActivityNotification was enhanced accordingly and can transmit the required location
product parameters and time series data.
The following options are available for sending the data:
-

Automatic Sending
For this option, SAP SNC enhances the ProductActivityNotification data immediately upon receipt
and sends the enhanced ProductActivityNotification immediately to the supplier back-end system.
If you want to use this option, you need to have set the Send ProductActivityNotification (SMI)
indicator in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment ->
Replenishment Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning
and SNI. You can make the setting dependent on customer, customer location, and product.

-

Manual Sending
Customer and supplier can manually call up the send function as follows:
-

Customer: in the SAP SNC system, on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Tools ->
Send XML Messages for Time Series -> Send ProductActivityNotifications for SMI

-

Customer and supplier: in the SMI monitor, with Send ProductActivityNotification

The time period for which the system sends data in the ProductActivityNotification is configurable (in
the SMI monitor in the time buckets profile).
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1.3.29.7 Deployment (New)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can run deployment from Supply Network
Planning (SNP) in SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (SAP APO) in an SCM Server installation.
Deployment (DEPLOYMENT_SERVICE) determines which demands can be fulfilled by the existing
supply. If there are insufficient quantities available to fulfill demand or the quantities exceed demand,
deployment adjusts the created plan via a replenishment run. You can use deployment if you want to take
the Available-to-Deploy (ATD) quantity (available quantity of a location product in the ship-from
location) into consideration after a replenishment run. For example, you can run deployment between a
replenishment run and a Transport Load Builder (TLB) run. The deployment takes the planned
replenishment orders and unpublished TLB shipments and creates planned replenishment orders based on
the ATD quantities. The TLB service then uses the planned replenishment orders as input for load
building.
Note: TLB sizing decisions are not based on any deployment rules.
Deployment can only consider ship-to locations and replenishment orders planned by SAP SNC Customer
Collaboration. Only when checking the availability to deploy, SAP APO deployment stock transfers are
considered. All available-to-deploy data related to ship-from locations comes from SAP APO liveCache.
The deployment service only supports the fair share rules A, B, C, and D. Fair share rule B uses safety
stock as the target stock level. In SAP SNC, the deployment service separates promotion and baseline
quantities to ensure higher priority for promotion demands when distributing deployment quantities
delivered by the SAP APO deployment service. In SAP SNC, the deployment service can only consider
customer locations and replenishment orders planned in SAP SNC.
You can run deployment from the Planning Service Manager or from the Responsive Replenishment
Monitor on the Web UI by choosing Run Deployment from the dropdown list with the planning
services. A new key figure, Planned Receipts Before Deployment, is also displayed. This key figure
contains the quantity of planned replenishment orders created by the replenishment run. The quantity of
planned replenishment orders created by the succeeding deployment run is displayed in the key figure
Planned Receipts.

Effects on Customizing
You can set the planning horizon and planning offset, in Customizing for Supply Network
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Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment -> Deployment -> Define Deployment Service Profiles.
For the planning book, planning area, and data view, deployment uses the following settings:
-

Planning book: 9ASNP02

-

Planning area: 9ASNP94

-

Data view: SNP94 (1)

1.3.29.8 Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, replenishment planning has been enhanced to
include the following:
-

Sourcing
You can now also use dynamic sourcing for baseline demands. The following options are
available to you:
-

The system performs dynamic sourcing for both promotion and baseline demands.

-

The system performs dynamic sourcing for promotion demands only.

-

The system performs dynamic sourcing only, if promotion demands exist in the planning
horizon.
You can make the settings for dynamic sourcing in the replenishment service profile. If you do not
use dynamic sourcing, the system uses static sourcing.
For static sourcing, you can now control whether the system checks the validity of transportation
lanes, means of transport, and transportation guidelines only once for the start time of the planning
run or for each bucket in the planning horizon.
-

Replenishment methods
In the replenishment service profile, you can determine which replenishment method the
replenishment service uses to calculate the raw net demand for a customer location product. The
following methods are available to you:
-

Net-demand-based replenishment
If the projected stock is lower than the safety stock, the raw net demand is the difference
between the projected stock and the safety stock (otherweise zero). The replenishment service
must create a planned receipt to bring the projected stock level to the safety stock level. You
use this replenishment method for the Responsive Replenishment business scenario (RR).
As in SAP ICH 5.0, you can define the safety stock using various safety stock methods. For the
safety stock method SZ that calculates the safety stock as the sum of demand in the safety days'
supply you no longer need to run safety stock planning. The replenishment service
automatically performs the calculation.

-

Min/Max replenishment
If the projected stock falls below the reorder point, the raw net demand is the difference
between the target stock level and the projected stock level (otherwise zero). The replenishment
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service must create a planned receipt to bring the projected stock to the target stock level. You
use this replenishment method, for example, for the Supplier Managed Inventory business
scenario. In this scenario, the target stock level is the maximum stock level.
In the standard system, Min/Max replenishment is the default setting. An RR customer must set the
net-demand-based replenishment method.
-

Planned receipts generation
-

Scheduling is now based on the scheduling profile that is assigned to partner/location/product
combination.

-

To determine the planned receipt quantity, the replenishment service rounds the raw net
demand to a multiple of the rounding value. The replenishment service rounds the raw net
demand to the nearest rounding value. However, if rounding to the nearest roundig value means
that the new projected stock exceeds the target stock level, the planned receipt quantity is
rounded down. Similarly, if rounding to the nearest rounding value means that the projected
stock will be below the minimum stock, the net requirement is rounded up. You can use
rounding strategies different from the rounding strategy in the default implementation by using
the BAdI /SCF/ICHDM_SMI_SERV and the method ROUND_PLANSHIP_PROPOSAL.

-

In the replenishment service profile, you can now specify whether the replenishment service
stores planned receipts as a time series or as a planned replenishment order (order document
type DRPV).

Effects on Customizing
You maintain the replenishment service profile in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration,
under Replenishment -> Replenishment Planning -> Planning Services -> Define
Replenishment Services Profiles.
See also
-

Replenishment in SAP Library for Supply Network Collaboration

-

Release Note Source Determination (Enhanced)

-

Release Note Scheduling (Changed)

1.3.29.9 Source Determination (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC ) 5.1, source determination has been enhanced to
include the following:
-

You can now use dynamic sourcing for baseline demands. The following options are available to
you:
-

The system performs dynamic sourcing for both promotion and baseline demands.
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-

The system performs dynamic sourcing for promotion demands only.

-

The system performs dynamic sourcing for promotion demand. For baseline demand, the
system performs dynamic sourcing, only if promotion demands exist in the planning horizon.
You make the settings in the replenishment service profile.
-

For static sourcing, you can now choose whether the system checks the validity of transportation
lanes, means of transport, and transportation guidelines only once at the start of the planning run or
once for each bucket in the planning horizon. The replenishment service also checks if the product
assignment is valid. For performance reasons, we recommend that you choose the second option
(check for each bucket) only if it is really relevant to you. You make the setting in the replenishment
service profile.

-

The determination of the transportation lane, means of transport, and transportation guideline are
now combined. The system selects the highest priority transportation lane and means of transport
with a valid transportation guideline as the source. If none of the transportation lanes and means of
transport have a valid transportation guideline, the system selects the highest priority transportation
lane and means of transport.

Effects on Customizing
You maintain replenishment service profiles in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, under
Replenishment -> Replenishment Planning -> Planning Services -> Define Replenishment
Service Profiles.

1.3.30 SCM-ICH-PRO

Promotion Planning

1.3.30.1 Promotion Collaboration (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC ) 5.1, Promotion Collaboration has been enhanced.
The following new features are available in the UI:
-

Manual promotion edit at the time buckets level
This comprises the following:
-

Planning quantities of different sources, such as quantities from inbound
ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification, system planned or calculated, and manual input
are displayed.

-

Manual input for promotion sales forecast and order forecast quantities at the bucket level.

-

Manual changes are treated as final quantities and have higher priority than the quantities
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calculated by the system.
-

When manual changes are made, for example, the automatic promotion calculation of a
dynamic or reactive promotion is disabled.
This means that the system treats the promotion as a static promotion.

-

Manual changes are only possible for future time buckets.

-

You can add buckets at the beginning and the end of promotion periods.
You can add the buckets in the Promotion Planning screen under the Promotion Planning
section by choosing one of the following buttons:
Add Period Before Start
Add Period After End
If you make changes beyond the planned promotion periods, the planned duration of the
promotion is automatically extended

-

In SAP SNC 5.1, the term Promotion Demand is now used instead of Released Promotion
Demand.

-

The names of the following key figures have been changed:

-

-

Planned Released Promotion Demand has been changed to Planned Promotion Demand

-

Final Promotion Demand

-

Manually Released Promotion Demand has been changed to Manually Changed Promotion
Demand

-

Customer Released Promotion Demand has been changed to Customer Promotion Demand

-

Planned Promotion Forecast

-

Final Promotion Forecast

-

Manual Promotion Forecast has been changed to Manually Changed Promotion Forecast

-

Customer Promotion Forecast

In the Promotion Planning screen, the following key figures have been added:
-

Customer Promotion Forecast
This is the promotional sales forecast data that has been sent by the customer using a
ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification.

-

Planned Promotion Forecast
This is the promotion sales forecast data that has been calculated by the system based on
promotion sales pattern.

-

Manually Changed Promotion Forecast
This is the promotion sales forecast data that has been manually entered in the Promotion
Planning screen.

-

Customer Promotion Demand
This is the released promotion demand data that has been sent by the customer using a
ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification.

-

Planned Promotion Demand
This is the released promotion demand data that has been calculated by system based on the
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promotion distribution pattern.
-

-

Manually Changed Promotion Demand
This is the released promotion demand that has been manually entered in SAP SNC.

Manual changes to promotion patterns, promotion profiles, and event types
-

You can now make manual changes, such as replacing promotion patterns or using another
event type on an existing promotion.

-

Manual changes are only possible for promotions that start in future, not for ones that are
currently running or from the past

Releasing the promotion
-

You can now make the changed promotion data available for replenishment planning by
releasing the promotion.

-

You can also use report /SCA/FCST60_DEMAND_RELEASE to release demands. To access
the report, in the SAP Easy Access menu, choose Demand --> Demand Release -->
Release Demand.

-

Sending the promotion to a collaboration partner
You can now use report /SCA/DM_TIMESERIES_OUT_DMDINF to send
DemandInfluencingEventNotification, which sends a promotion to a collaboration partner. You use
this function after, for example, you have changed a promotion manually in the Promotion Planning
screen.

-

Promotion status
There are more promotion statuses available in SAP SNC 5.1 (see below).

-

Draft promotions
The XML Draft Promotions screen has been enhanced to include the following:

-

-

-

You can delete draft promotions on the XML Draft Promotion screen by choosing Delete
Draft.

-

You can now change the location and product.

The Promotion Planning screen has been enhanced to include the following:
New selection fields have been added that allow you to select the following:
-

Promotions using an APN (Alternate Product Number) to align with other SAP SNC 5.1
screens

-

Promotions using the event type and promotion status

The variants of the Released Promotion Demand key figure have been renamed.
The word Released has been dropped from the key figure names.

The following functions have been enhanced:
-

Creating or setting a promotion as inactive.
You can now create a promotion with an inactive status or set an active promotion to inactive.
The following active statuses are available:
-

Active
The planned promotion reaches its start date and is being executed. In SAP ICH 5.0, this status
covered the scope of the Planned status, but in SAP SNC 5.1, the Active status is restricted to
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the provided definition.
-

Planned
The promotion is set to take place and is to be replenished.

Completed
The promotion was active and has passed its end date.
The following inactive statuses are available:
-

-

Confirmed by Customer
The promotion has been acknowledged by the customer and may not be in a planned or active
status.

-

Draft
The promotion has been created in an inactive status. It is not visible for other planning
processes, such as a forecast, replenishment, and Transport Load Builder (TLB).

-

Expired
This promotion was in an inactive status for replenishment. It has passed its start date without
being executed (turned into an active status for replenishment).

-

Offered
This promotion has been proposed by the customer or the supplier to its business partner.

-

Rejected
This promotion proposal has been rejected by the respondent. The promotion must now be
modified and proposed again, or it will not take place.

-

Completed
The promotion was active and passed its end date.

-

Stop Completely
The promotion is canceled.

-

Stop Ordering
Promotion demand is not replenished. But promotion planning is still running, for example, to
generate promotion demand and to later track and evaluate.

Other features include the following:

-

-

The quantities of an inactive promotion are not displayed in the Promotion key figure on the
Short-Term Forecast screen.

-

Inactive promotions do not affect cannibalization and post-promotion dip quantities.

-

The quantities of an inactive promotion are not released to follow-up planning processes, such
as replenishment and TLB.

-

Inactive promotions can be set to active manually or through the inbound
ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification.

Promotion quantities, such as promotion sales forecast and promotion order forecast, can be received
through ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification at the time buckets level (as time series)
-

The totals of, for example, the promotion sales forecast and order forecast key figures are
equal.
If these totals are not equal, an alert is issued.

-

If only one of the data series is sent in, the promotion total will be calculated based on this data
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series.
-

The other data series is calculated based on promotion patterns in the same way as it is in SAP
SCM 5.0.

-

Issue alerts when there is no active promotion for sent-in quantities
Promotion quantities, such as sales history and out-of-stock can be sent by the vendor#s customer
through ProductActivityNotifications or manually entered on the Data Import Controller screen. If
data is sent or entered manually, and there is no active promotion to accept the data, so an alert (in
case of ProductActivityNotifications inbound) or a message (if this is a UI operation) is issued.
The alert can be viewed on the Alert Monitor screen under the Demand Planning tab page.

-

Define the maximum and minimum total values at the item level for a reactive promotion.
These values can help avoid an extremely high or low total value to be calculated by reactive
promotion. You can make this change in the Promotions Creation screen or the Promotion Planning
screen.

-

DemandInfluencingEventNotification
-

The TypeCode now supports the customizable external codes.
External type code values can be sent in by the vendor#s customer and are accepted by the
inbound process. A mapping of external type codes to internal promotion event types is
available in the Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration. This mapping is based on the
business partner, location, and product.
External status values can be sent in by the vendor#s customer and are now accepted by the
inbound process. A mapping of external status to internal promotion status is available in the
Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration.

-

SAPNetWeaver Business Intelligence (SAP NetWeaver BI) Extractor for Promotion
An SAP NetWeaver BI Extractor is now available to extract the promotion fields, such as Promotion
ID, Location, Product, Business Partner, event type, patterns, planned and actual quantities, and so
on, for subsequent reporting and analysis.

-

BAdI for XML-generated Promotion ID
If ProductDemandInfluencingEventNotification does not have an external promotion ID, an internal
promotion ID is generated in SAP SNC by default based on the message timestamp. A new BAdI is
available that allows you to specify the internal promotion ID.

Effects on Customizing
-

You can maintain customer event mappings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by
choosing Basic Settings --> Processing Inbound and Outbound Messages --> Promotion
--> Maintain Customer Event Status.

-

You can maintain event type codes in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing
Basic Settings --> Processing Inbound and Outbound Messages --> Promotion -->
Maintain Event Type Codes.

-

To access the BAdI for the XML-generated Promotion ID, use the following information:
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-

Technical name: SAPAPO/ICH_PROM_EXT

-

Method: PROMOTION_ID_SET

See also
Release notes on Demand Release (New)

1.3.31 SCM-ICH-TLB

Transport Load Builder

1.3.31.1 Transport Load Builder (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration 5.1 (SAP SNC), the Transport Load Builder (TLB) has been
enhanced.
TLB Shipments Screen Enhancements
-

-

Selection Area
The following fields are now available:
-

APN
This is the alternative product number.

-

APN Type

-

Product group

-

Product group type

Replenishment Objects Area
The following objects are now displayed in the Replenishment Objects area:
-

Unit of measure

-

Order type

-

Planned replenishment orders
You can now do the following with planned replenishment orders:
Manually create a new order
Delete a selected order
Copy a selected order to a new order
Move a planned replenishment order into a new or existing TLB shipment
The supplier back-end product and alternate product number (APN) are now displayed.

-

Unassigned replenishment orders
An unassigned replenishment order is a replenishment order that is not assigned to a TLB
shipment.
You can now do the following with unassigned, unpublished replenishment orders:
Change the order
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Delete the order
Assign the order to a TLB shipment
-

Planned receipts
You can now create and modify planned receipts.

-

Replenishment Order Status with Regards to ATP Check
The quantities and dates changed by the ATP check and taken over into the requested schedule lines
of the replenishment order are shown on the TLB UI; here you can assign schedule lines that are no
longer assigned to TLB shipment as a result of the ATP check.

-

Navigation
The following navigation is now possible:
-

From the TLB Shipments screen to the Replenishment Order - Overview screen

-

From the TLB Shipments screen to the Overview screen of the Responsive Replenishment
Monitor (RR Monitor)

-

From the Details screen of the RR Monitor to the Replenishment Objects area of the TLB
Shipments screen

-

TLB Shipments area
The supplier back-end product, APN, and product group are now displayed in the TLB Shipments
area.

-

The fields Ship-From Status and Ship-To Status have been renamed.
The new names are Supplier Send Status and Customer Send Status.

Functional Enhancements
-

-

Handling unassigned replenishment orders
-

Unassigned replenishment orders are used with high priority when building TLB shipments
The TLB Engine can now distinguish between input coming from unassigned replenishment
orders, planned receipts, and planned replenishment orders. When selecting the next product to
be loaded onto the truck, the quantity from unassigned replenishment orders should be loaded
earlier than the quantities from other inputs.

-

Unassigned replenishment orders are not used for upsizing
When upsizing, only the quantities from planned replenishment orders are used. Upsizing the
quantities from unassigned replenishment orders is not allowed.

-

Unassigned replenishment orders are now downsized after planned replenishment orders
During downsizing, quantities from unassigned replenishment orders are downsized after the
other quantities.

Handling TLB shipments
-

TLB shipment schedule lines
You can now remove unpublished TLB shipment schedule lines back into planned
replenishment orders and planned receipts.

-

You can now reassign unpublished TLB shipment items.
You can move schedule lines from one TLB shipment to another TLB shipment; this shipment
can be a new or existing shipment.
You can change the quantity of the TLB shipment schedule lines.
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Effects on Customizing
You can access the TLB basic settings in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration by choosing
Replenishment --> Transport Load Builder --> Make TLB Basic Settings.

1.3.32 SCM-ICH-DIO

Inbound/Outbound Data Processing

1.3.32.1 Inbound and Outbound Message Processing (Enhanced)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can use the following enhancements in
inbound and outbound message processing:
-

Master Data Completion
In inbound message processing, SAP Inventory Collaboration Hub (SAP ICH) previously completed
missing master data in inbound XML messages automatically. As of SAP SNC 5.1, you can
configure master data completion for locations. In Customizing, you determine how SAP SNC is to
determine locations from business partner data. To do this, you can create a master data completion
profile for every inbound message interface and every process type, by providing data for the master
data completion process. You can also maintain the settings for recipient and sender, on a
partner-dependent basis.

-

Assignment of XML Messages to Different Process Types (Outbound Message)
In Customizing, you can assign an outbound XML message to the process type Customer
Collaboration, Responsive Replenishment, or Returns Collaboration with Customers. The
assignment is relevant for outbound message processing. Depending on the assignment to a process
type, SAP SNC fills business partner numbers in other fields of the XML message. The standard
system delivers a standard assignment. We recommend that you use the standard assignment.

Effects on Customizing
Master Data Completion
We deliver standard settings for master data completion for those message interfaces for which a standard
integration (XI mappings) with an SAP ERP system and SAP APO system is delivered. To check these
standard settings and make further settings for additional message interfaces, you use the IMG activity
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Maintain Settings for Master Data Completion.
You can use the /SCA/DM_MD_COMP Business Add-In (BAdI) to complete or override the standard
settings, for example, to implement more complex algorithms for master data completion. For more
information, see the IMG documentation under BAdI: Master Data Completion.
Assignment of XML Messages to Different Process Types (Outbound Message)
Check the standard assignment and, if required, assign an XML message to another process type. To do
this, use the IMG activity Assign Outbound XML Messages to Standard Process Types.
If you want to determine a process type for an outbound XML message depending on which system and
which business partner sends the XML message, you use the IMG activity Assign Sender-Dependent
Process Types (Outbound).
See also
Release Note Deployment Options for SAP SNC (Enhanced)
Release Note Sending ProductActivityNotifications in the SMI Scenario (New)

1.3.32.2 Sending ProductActivityNotifications in the SMI Scenario (New)
Use
In the Supplier Managed Inventory (SMI) scenario, the customer uses an XML message of the
ProductActivityNotification type to send information concerning demands and stock from the customer
back-end system to SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC). Based on this data, the supplier can
perform replenishment planning in the SMI monitor for the customer location.
As of SAP SNC 5.1, the system can enhance the data for a ProductActivityNotification and send it to the
supplier back-end system. The sending of ProductActivityNotifications is only relevant, for example, for
suppliers who do not want to use the SMI Monitor for replenishment planning, but want to execute
replenishment planning in the back-end system. In this case, a supplier needs in his or her back-end
system not only the demand/stock data from the customer system, but also the location product
parameters from SAP SNC (such as the minimum stock level and maximum stock level) and the time
series data determined by SAP SNC from the demand data and stock data. This includes the following
time series data:
-

Published ASNs

-

Planned receipts

-

Projected stock

The ProductActivityNotification was enhanced accordingly and can transmit the required location
product parameters and time series data.
The following options are available for sending the data:
-

Automatic Sending
For this option, SAP SNC enhances the ProductActivityNotification data immediately upon receipt
and sends the enhanced ProductActivityNotification immediately to the supplier back-end system.
If you want to use this option, you need to have set the Send ProductActivityNotification (SMI)
indicator in Customizing for Supply Network Collaboration, by choosing Replenishment ->
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Replenishment Planning -> Assign Settings -> Assign Settings for Replenishment Planning
and SNI. You can make the setting dependent on customer, customer location, and product.
-

Manual Sending
Customer and supplier can manually call up the send function as follows:
-

Customer: in the SAP SNC system, on the SAP Easy Access screen, by choosing Tools ->
Send XML Messages for Time Series -> Send ProductActivityNotifications for SMI

-

Customer and supplier: in the SMI monitor, with Send ProductActivityNotification

The time period for which the system sends data in the ProductActivityNotification is configurable (in
the SMI monitor in the time buckets profile).

1.3.33 SCM-ICH-AMO

Alert Monitor

1.3.33.1 Alert Monitor (Changed)
Use
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can select alerts according to more criteria
in the selection area of the Alert Monitor Web UI. The following selection criteria have been added:
-

Alert Priority

-

Maximum Age in Days

-

Minimum Age in Days

-

Alert Category

-

Product Group

-

Product Group Type

-

Alternative Product Number (APN)

-

APN Type

The Group columns in the statistical view of the Alert Monitor Web UI have been renamed to Grouping
Criteria. There are now three grouping criteria columns. The following new criteria have been added to
the columns:
-

Acknowledgement

-

Validity in Days

-

Creation Date
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-

Alert Priority

-

APN

-

Product Group

-

Location Description

-

Product Description

-

Partner Description

-

Planner

A fourth column, Display Alerts By , has been added to allow the user to choose how to display the
alerts. You can select from the above-mentioned criteria.
Settings made in the statistical view are automatically saved for the next logon. You can reset to the
system default view with the new Reset to Default button.
The details view is hidden by default. You can access it by selecting alerts in the statistical view. If you
select an alert in the details view, you can display notifications sent for that alert by choosing the new
button See Notification.
When the details view is shown, user action is always displayed below the details table for the selected
alert.

1.3.33.2 Alert Notification (Enhanced)
Use
Previously, a user could create selections on the alert monitor, and for each selection, one alert
notification profile on the Alert Monitor Web UI. This subscription process allowed a user to choose
which alerts he or she wanted to be notified about, and it is still available as a self-service.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, you can also maintain multiple notification
profiles on the new Notification Administration Web UI under Exceptions -> Alert Notification
Administration.
On the Notification Administration screen, an administrator can display, change, and delete existing
notification profiles as well create new notification profiles for other selections. Administrators can now
assign profiles to other users.
You can copy notification profiles to create multiple notifications for a selection. You can also copy the
profile and the selection.
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You can display the details and log entries of a specific notification by selecting it in the profiles area of
the screen.

1.3.33.3 Inventory Alerts for Replenishment Planning (Enhanced)
Use
In the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario, the following alert types previously already referred
to special exception situations in the stock on hand or in the projected stock:
-

The stock on hand is below the minimum stock level.

-

The stock on hand is above the maximum stock level.

-

The stock on hand is zero.

-

The projected stock is below the minimum stock level.

-

The projected stock is above the maximum stock level.

-

The projected stock is zero.

-

The projected stock is below the minimum stock level within the lead time.

-

The projected stock is above the maximum stock level within the lead time.

-

The projected stock is zero within the lead time.

To create the alerts, you previously used the /SCA/INVALERTSWRITE report, which was previously
called Create Inventory Alerts for SMI, in the Supplier Managed Inventory business scenario.
Previously, you could not configure which alert types the report was to create.
As of SAP Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1, the following changes were made:
-

The report is available for all variants of replenishment planning. For example, you can use the
report in the Responsive Replenishment business scenario to create inventory alerts.

-

As of SAP SNC 5.1, the report is therefore called Create Inventory Alerts for Replenishment
Planning.

-

In the report settings, you can select the alert types you want the report to create.

For the Min/Max Replenishment replenishment method, which you use in the Supplier Managed
Inventory business scenario, for example, you control the replenishment with a minimum stock level, a
maximum stock level, and a reorder point. All alert types are relevant here. For the Net-Demand-Based
Replenishment replenishment method, which you use in the Responsive Replenishment business
scenario, the maximum stock level and thus the alerts for exceeding the maximum stock level are not
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relevant.

1.3.34 SCM-ICH-EM

Event Management for SAP SNC

1.3.34.1 Visibility Processes (New)
Use
You can use SAP Event Management (SAP EM) to monitor processes. This is based on events that are
expected by a specific date/time at the latest in a process. Delays in the actual events lead to alerts. As of
Supply Network Collaboration (SAP SNC) 5.1 and SAP EM 5.1, the following new visibility processes
are available for SAP SNC:
-

-

-

SNC Visibility Process for Inbound Message
In this visibility process, you can monitor any type of XML message that you are expecting in SAP
SNC. Here, the expected event is that an XML message arrives in SAP SNC by a particular point in
time and for a specific combination of the following characteristics:
-

XML message sender

-

XML message recipient

-

Product

-

Customer location

SNC Visibility Process for Purchase Order
In this visibility process, you can monitor the process steps in purchase order collaboration. This
includes the following events that must occur within customer-defined deadlines after the customer
has sent a new or confirmation-relevant changed purchase order to SAP SNC:
-

The supplier publishes the purchase order schedule line for the purchase order in SAP SNC.

-

SAP SNC sends the purchase order schedule line to the customer back-end system.

SNC Visibility Process for Replenishment Order
In this visibility process, you can monitor the following processes in replenishment order
collaboration:
-

Responsive Replenishment with ATP

-

Purchase order number assignment in the customer back-end system

You must therefore have activated the corresponding validation checks for publishing replenishment
orders. (The validation check-controlled process in which SAP SNC immediately sends the
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replenishment order upon publication to the the supplier back-end system and customer back-end
system simultaneously is not supported. Also not supported is the publication of replenishment
orders with the /SCA/ICH_ORDER_SEND report, which is relevant for Responsive
Replenishment.)
For this visibility process, the following events have to occur within certain supplier-defined
deadlines after the supplier has published a replenishment order in SAP SNC:
-

SAP SNC sends the replenishment order to the supplier back-end system.
In the supplier back-end system, a sales order is created based on the replenishment order.

-

The supplier back-end system sends the sales order confirmation to SAP SNC.
This event is relevant for Responsive Replenishment with ATP, for example.

-

SAP SNC sends the replenishment order to the customer back-end system.
In the customer back-end system, a purchase order is created based on the replenishment order.

-

The customer back-end system sends a VendorGeneratedOrderConfirmation to SAP SNC.
This event is relevant if the purchase order number assignment takes place in the customer
back-end system.

Alerts
In SAP EM, you execute the report for determining overdue events. The system transmits this data to SAP
SNC. SAP SNC creates the following new alert types for overdue events:
-

SNC Visibility Process for Inbound Message
Overdue Inbound Message (alert type 7135)

-

SNC Visibility Process for Purchase Order
Overdue Purchase Order Schedule Line of Supplier (alert type 7129)

-

SNC Visibility Process for Replenishment Order
-

Overdue Replenishment Order Confirmation of Supplier (alert type 7127)

-

Overdue Replenishment Order Confirmation of Customer (alert type 7128)

The users responsible for the processes can use the Alert Monitor in SAP SNC to monitor the alerts. SAP
SNC uses alert notifications to automatically inform users about new alerts. You only use SAP EM for
administrative tasks, such as configuring visibility processes and for problem analysis.
Scheduling
SAP SNC sends an event message together with the date/time for the expected event to SAP EM. For
scheduling, SAP SNC uses the SNC_RESPONSE scheduling schema of the configurable process
scheduling. In the standard system, SAP SNC places an expected event at the end of the day, based on the
time zone of the customer location. If you want to use your own scheduling logic, you can enhance the
scheduling schema. In particular, you can use the condition technique from configurable process
scheduling to configure the scheduling dependent upon certain characteristics (for example, depending on
the customer or on the customer location).

Effects on Customizing
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SAP EM Connection
You connect SAP EM to SAP SNC in Customizing for SAP SNC, by choosing Integration with SAP
Components -> Event Management Interface.
Transmit Data to SAP EM
SAP SNC has to create the event messages relevant for a visibility process and send them to SAP EM.
Based on an event message, SAP EM creates or updates an event handler. This event handler contains the
data for the expected events. To create event messages, you have to create an active implementation for
the EVENT_CREATION method of the process-relevant BAdI. We deliver example implementations.
You can use these to create active implementations. For more information, see the application help for
SAP Supply Network Collaboration under Settings for Visibility Processes.
Scheduling
You make settings for scheduling in Customizing for SCM Basis, by choosing Configurable Process
Scheduling.
Further Settings
In addition, you have to make the settings in Customizing for connecting SAP EM to SAP SNC.
See also
Release Note Responsive Replenishment with ATP Check
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